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figure 0.1

h w lonsdale, The building of Dunfermline Abbey for St Margaret.
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it is sad but true nowadays that the ancient city and royal Burgh of dunfermline does  
 not often feature on the itinerary of those visiting Scotland. yet, the map of Britain  
 in the medici map room in the Palazzo della Signoria in florence confirms that in 

medieval times fife was very much on the tourist route for pilgrims visiting the shrine of 
St margaret at dunfermline and the accredited remains of St andrew at St andrews.

the great abbey of dunfermline, under the sway of the mighty mitred abbots, benefited 
greatly from such a saintly association, and became Scotland’s royal sepulchre, including 
the burial place of her hero king, robert the Bruce.

the destruction of the reformation brought an end to pilgrimage but the guesthouse 
of the abbey became the royal palace of James vi, whose children were born there, in 
particular charles i and, significantly for the hanoverian succession, elizabeth Stuart, whose 
grandson became george i. the departure of the royal family to london in 1603 again 
left dunfermline in the lurch but the coal, originally mined by the monks, now fuelled 
the industrial revolution, replacing handloom weaving with machines and launching the 
great dunfermline linen industry. the iron works, the coal mining, the linen works, much 
of the dockyard at rosyth have now all gone and dunfermline again re-invents itself in 
the business parks and ventures around the town.

Pride in the past plays an important part in this ability to regenerate. dunfermline is 
central to Scotland’s heritage, be it the church, monarchy or industry. it has an interesting 
and important story to tell.

i hope this volume will restore it to its rightful place – on the itinerary of visitors to 
Scotland – well and truly back on the map.

 

introduction by the 

lord-lieutenant of fife

Mrs Margaret Dean

xix
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figure 0.2

h w lonsdale, The burial of St Margaret.
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foreword by the 

president of the society 

of antiquaries of scotland

Lisbeth Thoms

xxi

the royal dunfermline conference and this publication which emanates from it 
contribute to what is now an impressive record of events and publications for the 
Society of antiquaries of Scotland. ever since the Society was formed in 1780 its 

main purpose has been the study of the antiquities and history of Scotland. consequently 
a vital part of the research and public relations work required in fulfilling this purpose is 
demonstrated in a long tradition of organising conferences and, whenever possible and 
practicable, publishing their proceedings. 

in this foreword i am pleased to show that the royal dunfermline conference, inspired 
by Professors michael lynch and david Breeze, which the Society organised and co-hosted 
with historic Scotland, was in many ways both special and different. it provided us in 2003 
with an opportunity to mark an important anniversary in the history of both Scotland 
and great Britain. we were able to celebrate the anniversary of the union of the crowns 
in 1603 and so recognise the important royal position dunfermline had, not only in the 
reign of James vi and i, but also throughout the previous six hundred years.

it also provided the Society with the opportunity to organise an event outwith 
edinburgh. we appreciated greatly being able to hold the conference in dunfermline’s 
carnegie hall for, as the great andrew carnegie himself said of his birthplace, ‘fortunate 
indeed the child who first sees the light of day in that romantic town’. carnegie, 
writing in the nineteenth century, was referring to the great historical importance of 
the town, in possessing one of the largest religious houses in medieval Scotland and 
having close ties with the Scottish royal household from the eleventh to the seventeenth 
century.

history is both facts and interpretation, and at the conference we had both in abundance 
from the speakers in the hall, covering dunfermline and its royal links with great Britain 
and beyond. we were also in the unusual and fortunate position of being able to combine 
the lectures with brief visits to two of the major buildings many of the speakers discussed 
or referred to. this was a rare opportunity to see and learn, in the company of specialist 
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guides, about dunfermline abbey and Palace which together form a most significant part 
of the built heritage of Scotland

the Society is indebted to those who lectured at the conference, to the staff members 
of historic Scotland who acted as guides, to all who have contributed to this volume, and, 
of course, to conference organiser aned former director of the Society of antiquaries of 
Scotland, fionna ashmore. we are also enormously pleased to acknowledge the generous 
support of historic Scotland in organising and financing the conference and this publication, 
and also the assistance we received from the dunfermline heritage trust. 

it was obvious from the numerous local people who attended the conference that they  
have a great sense of pride in dunfermline and its well attested historical importance. in the 
last twenty-five years or so the town’s archaeological potential has also been demonstrated 
through numerous small excavations and watching briefs which have  revealed information 
about the development of the medieval burgh and its society, trade and industry. additionally 
the examination of buildings especially abbot house, the abbey and of course the royal 
palace has revealed a complex architectural history. 

despite all this, dunfermline’s rich heritage is perhaps rather undervalued, not fully 
appreciated and almost something of a well-kept secret. the conference was indeed a 
celebration of many facets of the royal and historical importance of dunfermline. it is 
hoped that this volume will demonstrate this to a wider audience and bring additional 
visits and reward to the town.
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figure 0.3

h w lonsdale, The translation of St Margaret’s relics.
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foreword

By David Breeze
historic Scotland

xxv

dunfermline offers a unique insight into the history of the church in Scotland. its  
 foundation coincided with the establishment of what was in effect a new dynasty  
 in Scotland, the ‘margaretsons’, otherwise known as the house of dunkeld. 

malcolm iii, canmore, overturned the previous system of succession whereby the throne 
alternated between the different branches of the royal family and established the rule 
of primogeniture, completing the process started by his great-grandfather malcolm ii. 
malcolm and his second wife, margaret, were lucky in that they had a quiverful of sons 
to succeed them, the last, david i, dying nearly one hundred years after his father fought 
his way to the throne in 1058. 

margaret established a small religious community at dunfermline in about 1070, but it 
was her son david who re-founded it as a major abbey, just one of the many monasteries he 
created throughout his kingdom. dunfermline’s architecture reflected his wide connections, 
particularly with england where he held extensive estates.

dunfermline also now became the mausoleum for the royal family, replacing iona. the 
burials of malcolm and margaret were succeeded by six of their sons, including david i 
in 1153. not all their successors were buried there but it is fitting that the last king of 
the old line, alexander iii, and the first king of the new dynasty, robert i, should both 
be interred at dunfermline. all visitors to the modern abbey church are familiar with the 
nineteenth-century brass monument to robert i, the Bruce. his original tomb, together 
with those of other Scottish kings and queens were destroyed during the reformation: a 
similar fate was meted out to nearly all other royal tombs in Scotland, leaving as precious 
relics those which did survive such depredations, one of the most beautiful being that of 
the Princess margaret in lincluden collegiate church.

robert the Bruce chose his burial place with care. as a usurper he was especially conscious 
of the need to establish the legitimacy of his new dynasty. hence he called his son david 
after his ancestor david i and he sought – and obtained – from the pope the right to be 
crowned, as opposed to inaugurated, king as his predecessors had been. Burial in the royal 
mausoleum of dunfermline was another claim to legitimacy.
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the canonisation of Queen margaret, wife of malcolm iii, as a saint in 1250 was an 
enormous boost for dunfermline. her body, and that of her husband, was moved to a 
tomb located in a special chapel at the east end of the church (this was not the beginning 
and end of the travels of malcolm’s corpse: it was first buried in tynemouth and, after the 
reformation, together with that of margaret, was transferred to the escorial in Spain). it 
was not only the monks of dunfermline abbey who welcomed margaret’s recognition as 
a saint; but the citizens of the burgh appreciated the income which came from the influx 
of pilgrims.

dunfermline abbey suffered, as did so many monasteries, at the reformation, but it was 
about to start a new life. the descendants of founders of monasteries had rights of abode and 
often took these seriously. thus James iv and James v erected their own accommodation 
at the abbey of the holyrood in edinburgh and in time their palace eclipsed the monastery. 
James vi gave the royal palace at dunfermline to his consort, anne1 of denmark, who 
employed william Schaw (later buried in the abbey church) to remodel the former royal 
guest-house into a residence befitting her status. it is amongst dunfermline’s many claims 
to fame that elizabeth of Bohemia, from whom the present royal family is descended, and 
charles i were born within that palace.

after centuries of neglect, a new phase in dunfermline’s life began in the nineteenth 
century. a new church was erected over the ruined choir and opened in 1821. the state 
thereafter took on responsibility for the nave and the remains of St margaret’s chapel, an 
arrangement which has continued happily to this day.

note

 1 although a good case could be made for spelling the queen’s name as either ‘anne’ or ‘anna’, for 
the sake of consistency, and on the advice of a number of scholars, it has been decided to adopt 
the form ‘anne’ throughout this volume. 
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the marriage of malcolm canmore (1058–93) to his bride, the anglo-hungarian 
princess margaret, took place some time between 1067 and 1069. according to the 
fourteenth-century chronicler John of fordun, this was celebrated magnificently at 

a place called dunfermline, which the king then held pro oppido.1 nearby, stood a church; 
it was small, but of sufficient importance to receive extensive grants from the king in this 
reign.2 no royal residence, whether it was a palace or a simple hunting lodge, such as the 
so-called malcolm canmore’s tower, could manage its daily living without the support of 
nearby settlement. likewise, a church, even a small one, would find it difficult to survive 
without a certain level of lay reinforcement. So who were the early inhabitants in this 
settlement, the precursor of the important medieval burgh of dunfermline, and why did 
they make their home in this area? 

the early settlement of dunfermline

it is not known whether a small settlement was in existence before the founding of a royal 
residence and a church; or, alternatively, whether settlement was attracted to the site by 
the royal and ecclesiastical presences. certainly, a royal residence and a church would 
offer some defensive security to a little township clustered nearby. in exchange, these two 
establishments would look to the local people for food supplies – vegetables, meat, fish, ale 
and bread – and their services. many of the settlers would have been farmers, fishermen, 
ale-makers and craftsmen producing rough local manufactures, such as pottery and coarse 
cloth. once Queen margaret established her small Benedictine monastery, masons and 
joiners would swell the little township.

trading was also important for essential supplies not available locally. dunfermline was 
directly placed on the trade route from the westerly Stirling region, and beyond, to the east 
fife ports. this site was also in an excellent strategic position relative to the narrowing of 
the forth, known to have been a crossing from dark age times. once called ‘casschilis’ 
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or ‘cilis cassie’, it would by 1184 be named the Queensferry Passage, in memory of 
Queen margaret.3 it was an ideal over-water route connecting the northerly regions with 
lothian and the Borders. dunfermline was at the crossroads of these routes; here traders 
could meet.

But there were other factors that made this a suitable settlement site – and these were the 
local geography and geology. glacial drifts in prehistoric times determined a surface pattern 
of a series of low ridges with, between them, clay soil that tended to be water-retentive 
and peaty. these ridges gave not only protection from high winds but also a spring-line 
fed from the watery peat muirs situated to the north.4 this marshy terrain would also, 
as in aberdeen, act as a barrier to unfriendly neighbours. the peat muirs would in time 
become a vital resource for the medieval townspeople. 

nearby was a further advantage – the ferm or tower Burn. it provided, along with the 
excellent springs, a water supply for the early settlers. wood was abundantly available for 
house-building and the land was relatively fertile in the non-marshy areas. geology also 
provided two further important supplies that would be worked by the local people – coal 
and limestone. 

the townscape and town planning

So, how did medieval people adapt to these natural features?
contemporary descriptions are few. Some time between 1350 and 1424 andrew of 

wyntoun stressed the prestige of a royal seat at dunfermline, which he described as ‘a 
lytill hill of nobill ayre, all wode about both thick and fayre’.5 the dunfermline in which 
french lords and knights lodged in 1385, according to the valenciennes-born Jean froissart, 
again emphasising the smallness, was little more than a village.6 the earliest known map 
showing dunfermline is that of timothy Pont who was working in the 1590s. adapted and 
included in J Blaeu’s Atlas of Scotland as ‘fifae Pars occidentalis’, it confirms not only the 
woods surrounding the town, but also the steep inclines within the townscape (fig 1.1).

the townspeople laid out their town respecting natural features. embedded in the 
townscape to this day is not only the medieval lay-out of the town, but also its geology. 
the medieval town rose from approximately 51 metres above sea level in the south at a line 
where nethertown Broad Street now stands; to 69–7 metres, west to east, at the current 
Priory lane; to 90–101 metres at the present high Street, west to east; to 92–105/6 metres 
along a line from modern Bruce Street up present Queen anne Street – in total, from south 
to north, a rise of 54.5 metres. this was a difficult terrain but its other natural advantages 
outweighed the problems. and so the medieval town of dunfermline came into being.

But how did this process start? although respecting the underlying geography and 
geology, it was not by natural evolution. dunfermline had become a royal burgh by some 
time between 1124 and 1127, if not earlier, for during this time King david i (1124–53) 
granted to the church dedicated to the holy trinity, founded by his mother, unam mansuram 
in burgo meo de Dunfermlyn – a house or dwelling place in my burgh of dunfermline.7 
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this is the first extant documentary evidence that the small settlement or township of 
dunfermline had already been created a royal burgh. many implications followed.

on being created a burgh, the elevated township received both privileges and obligations. 
But there was, along with this, a formalisation of the urban setting, with the laying out of 
streets and burgage plots, or tofts, where the newly privileged inhabitants, the burgesses, 
would build their houses. Planners were often specifically brought into the new burghs to 
design the townscape. mainard the fleming laid out Berwick before moving on to design 

figure 1.1

J Blaeu, atlas of Scotland, 1659, detail of the map of West Fife.
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St andrews; ranulf of haddington designed haddington before planning glasgow.8 who 
the planner was for dunfermline is not known – was he possibly a skilled monk from the 
church of the holy trinity, which david i re-established as an abbey? whoever he was, 
the town plan fitted ingeniously into the natural setting.

the town plan

where the main street was originally sited is uncertain. the early settlement probably 
clustered close by the royal residence and church. it is possible, therefore, that the first main 
street was along the line of the present St catherine’s wynd, leading northwards from the 
royal palace and abbatial complex. early main streets, however, were often abandoned in 
favour of a better location for a market place. this was probably the case in linlithgow, 
St andrews and aberdeen. and it may well have been so for dunfermline.

figure 1.2

John wood, plan of the town of Dunfermline, 1823.
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figure 1.3

Medieval Dunfermline.

nethertoun
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By the time there is firm documentary evidence, in the early fifteenth century, the main 
street ran in an east to west, south-westerly direction, along the line of the present high 
Street. the line of this street and others can be confirmed by nineteenth-century maps, 
if the method initiated by conzen for alnwick is used of stripping back the town plan of 
modern accretions and revealing the medieval town plan.9 John wood’s map of 1823 (fig 
1.2) and early ordnance Survey maps are the most useful tools for this. it is then possible, 
with a combination of documentary and cartographic evidence, to produce a relatively 
accurate conjectural plan of the medieval town (fig 1.3).

as can be seen, the main street – causagait, hiegate or mercatgait, as it was called in 
medieval records – is bounded by two back lanes, ratton row and the Backside to the 

north and ‘in Below the wa’s’, or foul 
vennel, to the south. this southerly route 
gained its rather unpretentious names as 
it was a little lane running between the 
small back fences of the tofts running 
back from causagait and the high abbey 
wall. it is now known with some certainty 
from archaeological excavations that this 
lane once joined up with maygate and 
probably also accessed the new row. 
the vennel is now hidden below the 
present canmore Street, such has been 
the accumulation of debris since the 
middle ages, but it can still be entered 
from cellars on the south side of the 
street. to walk under canmore Street, 
through the thickness of the abbey wall 
by a medieval gateway into the vennel 
and witness the narrowness of the walk-
way and a surviving medieval well is a 
fascinating experience of past times. 
from the west of causagait moving north 
was collier row, so called because of the 
trade of many who lived there. Sculgait 
and Sculwynd also gave access north. it 

was here that the grammar school was located. leading south from the west end of the 
high Street was a routeway, ‘the common road leading to the cemetery’, or maygate, even 
though that was the name of the road leading off it, running west-east. the ‘common road 
leading to the cemetery’ would later be called St catherine’s wynd and gave access to the 
parish church, as well as to the churchyard and cemetery, and was the main exit from the 
town to the west. 

figure 1.4

The Stirling Jug, the standard pint of the burgh of 
Stirling, early sixteenth century.
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the abbey complex formed a vast mass of building 
and open space in the middle of the street pattern. the 
townspeople were permitted access to the parish church, 
in the nave of the conventual church and the churchyard 
to the north. the parish church was often called the ‘wtyr’ 
church, and survives to this day to the west of the present 
abbey church. otherwise, the abbey complex excluded 
lay people, other than those who worked within it for the 
abbey. the abbey lands were bounded to the east by the 
‘calsay’, now new row, giving access by Spittal Bridge to 
the important route to north Queensferry; and to the south 
by the common vennel, now Priory lane. to the west, the 
steep ravine into the tower Burn marked the monastery’s 
boundary, as did maygate and in Below the wa’s to the 
north. at the south end of the town, running almost parallel 
to the common vennel, was the broad street called the 
nethertoun. this led to the main route to limekilns, wester 
gellet and rosyth, an important accessway, as here was 
landlocked dunfermline’s port.

a medieval man or woman coming to dunfermline in 
the twenty-first century would have little difficulty finding 
his or her way around the streets of this central core of the 
old town; and many of the medieval wynds also still survive. 
Buildings have changed radically, but the basic street pattern 
remains the same and still respects the natural features of 
the site.

the built environment

what a medieval person would not comprehend of modern 
dunfermline is the lack of definition between the town 
and the surrounding countryside. medieval towns had 
close contact with the countryside, but towns stood apart. 
as Pont’s maps show, towns were distinct entities on the 
landscape.10 this was deliberate – towns of burgh status had 
rights, privileges and obligations. they were different. 

there were, however, no substantial defining walls 
surrounding dunfermline, in common with most other 
Scottish towns. the typical medieval town was enclosed by 
a ditch and palisading, often so insubstantial in high winds 
that, as in linlithgow, it fell down. the town was defined 

figure 1.5

Ell and firlot gauge of 
Inverkeithing, 1500.
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only by the small fences at the ‘heid dykes’ of the tofts, most punctuated with a small gate 
giving access to the common lands outside. when dunfermline first ‘set itself apart’ from the 
rural hinterland is unknown. certainly, when edward i of england (1272–1307) occupied 
the town in 1303–4 he instructed that it should be surrounded by a ditch.11 whether this 
instruction was fulfilled is not known from either documentary or archaeological research, 
but it does suggest that dunfermline was not encircled by a demarcation wall or ditch 
before this time. if there were burgh boundary markers, they were slight. By the fifteenth 
century the town was certainly surrounded by a wall – in 1445, a time of plague, a wall 
was built to keep out infection. it was probably of wood, as in 1503 seven burgesses were 
required to take down the wall at ratton row, which was to be replaced in stone.12

the town gates also set dunfermline apart from the rural hinterland. they were there 
to exclude outsiders and the unwanted but, equally, they were the important gateway to 
the town’s market and the place where tolls were collected from those who came to buy 
and sell. they were closed at curfew at dusk, and opened at dawn, 5 a.m. in summer and 
6 a.m. in winter, for the protection of the inhabitants. the town had a number of gates to 
monitor entrance and exit. the west Port, at St catherine’s wynd, is documented as early 
as 1328.13 the steep approach road to the port may be seen clearly on Slezer’s seventeenth-
century engraving (see fig 6.6). the east yett stood at the east end of the high Street, and 
is still recalled in the current naming of east Port. there was a further port at collier row, 
which was often called the mill Port. a ‘new yett’ north of causagait is documented in 
1490 and nine years later a ‘new port of the cross wynde’ is on record. the port at cross 
wynd, built in 1499, was probably specifically built to keep out plague, just as earlier in 
the century a wall had been constructed for the same purpose.14

it was the responsibility of the burgesses to maintain the wall and the ports, either by 
financial means or by their own labour. other municipal buildings required public upkeep. 
the most important, as the symbol of the town’s authority, was the tolbooth. this stood 
at the west end of causagait. geography determined that dunfermline could not have a 
wide, open space for a market, as could be found, for example, in nearby inverkeithing 
or montrose. dunfermline’s market was, as a result, a linear one, running the length of 
the high Street, with the tolbooth placed strategically fronting its length. it was here that 
the taxes gathered at the ports were deposited and the town weights and measures for use 
at the market were kept (figs 1.4 and 1.5). the tolbooth was also the town prison and 
housed the burgh court. as it was the burgh jail, it was here that the stocks were kept.15 
the tolbooth was either totally built of stone, or may have had a stone ground floor with 
the upper storeys of wood. the roof was slated and needed regular maintenance.16

nearby, stood the town’s weighing machine, the tron. this was probably of the same 
construction as that of St andrews, depicted on geddy’s bird-eye view (fig 1.6). unusually, 
and again because of geography, the market cross was at a slight distance from the tolbooth. 
it was placed further up the high Street, at the foot of cross wynd, probably because 
siting it at the foot of causagait, beside the tolbooth and tron, would have created too 
much congestion.
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figure 1.6

John geddy, bird-eye view of St Andrews, c 1580, detail of the tron.

figure 1.7

Wooden water butt excavated in Kirk Close, Perth.
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as well as upkeeping these important symbols of community life, roads had to be 
maintained. Side streets, vennels and pathways were probably surfaced only in wattle and 
timber. the main streets may have been paved or cobbled. causagait certainly was. various 
townspeople supplied paving stone, gutter stones and sand; and one michael, ‘caswamaker’, 
came to advise on the process in 1477.17 it is possible, also, that the important road to 
the port at limekilns was partially paved or surfaced with cobbling. in 1438 william of 
gelland (gellet) entered the gild merchant for a ten-shilling reduction of his forty-shilling 
entrance fee for ‘his gud dedis doand till the makyin of a casway betwiyx the lym kill and 
our ton of dunfermlyn’.18

the town’s water supply was impressive. water butts (fig 1.7) and wells were the primary 
source. the main street, in particular, was excellently placed along a natural springline. to 
the north of the town was the abbey mill dam, supplied by water from the town loch, 
sometimes called moncur. the burgesses harnessed this water by a series of connecting 
channels to give a cheap and efficient source of power. a mill lade brought the water from 
the dam to a mill at the top of collier row. at this point the supply was flagged; it was 
then supplemented from the conduits, sewers and drains of collier row and ratton row 
as it passed by collier row and the back of the tolbooth. from here it transferred, still 
flagged, to maygate and into abbey lands.19 as the townspeople were using this water course 
to remove rainwater and effluence, it is probable that the abbey tapped in with the same 

figure 1.8

John Slezer, Prospect of Dunfermline Abbey.
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purpose. a drainage system of lead pipes in the abbey complex20 probably connected with 
the town system. and the abbey kitchen had a water supply. the conduited water then 
emerged from the abbey lands in a lead and fed a further mill.21 this lead and mill may be 
seen clearly on Slezer’s view of dunfermline (fig 1.8). this impressive water supply then 
passed along the east bank of tower Burn to feed yet another mill, the lady mill. in 1772 
this cheap source of power was still being used. thomas Pennant wrote:

the town wants the advantage of a river but has a small stream for economical uses which is 
conducted through the streets in a flagged channel. at its discharge it joins another rivulet 
then, arriving at a fall into a wooded dell of a hundred feet in depth, becomes again useful 
in turning five mills, placed one below the other with room for as many more.22

Such an innovative source of power was maintained and protected zealously by the 
townspeople.

the homes of the people

an essential and integral part of the town plan was the laying out of burgage plots. 
these tofts ran in a herring-bone pattern back from the streets and their size was strictly 
monitored by the liners, officers appointed to oversee the built fabric of the town. these 
burgh officers not only ensured that the dimensions of the carefully measured frontages 
were respected, but also that good neighbourliness extended to such matters as keeping 
adjoining property watertight, preventing encroachment onto a neighbour’s burgage plot, 
deciding on who should pay for the repair of mutual walls, or prohibiting the eaves of one 
property dripping onto a neighbour’s.23 the records also make it clear that each dwelling 
had the theoretical right to ‘lights’ and was not to be blocked by another dwelling. Quite 
possibly, however, few of these windows permitting light into the homes would have been 
glazed; the common practice was to have shutters for night-time and by day some may 
have been covered with a light canvas material.24 

the frontages of the tofts were of regular size, and in dunfermline’s case measured 
usually 22 feet 6 inches, with at times a variant of between 20 feet 9 inches and 25 feet, 
the latter size intended to accommodate a close to the back of the burgage plot. lengths 
back from the frontage varied enormously, however, those at the north side of nethertoun, 
running back to the common vennel, being the largest. in spite of this, it was causagait, 
the north side of maygate and the west side of collier row that were the most desirable 
areas to live, probably as they were near to the twin hearts of the town – the tolbooth and 
the parish church.

one of the obligations of being a burgess was that the toft should be ‘biggit’ or built 
upon. to encourage the earliest burgesses to the town a period of one year and a day – the 
‘kirseth’ – was given free of burghal taxes to enable the new resident to build his house. 
this was a policy, in a different guise, that was continued throughout the middle ages. the 
burgh authorities were interested in raising money from developed land within the town 
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and if due payments did not materialise ‘recognition’ or forfeiture resulted. if a piece of 
land was not built on, and payments to the burgh fell in arrears, there was little to forfeit. 
dunfermline people were, therefore, regularly prodded to make their plots ‘strainable by 
bigging’. in 1489, for example, John and christian wright resigned to a bailie two roods 
of ground on the west side of cross wynd. this was done by the traditional method – by 
‘erde and stane’. this meant that a forkful of the ground was physically handed over. the 
land was then transferred to John and Janet Johnstone. But there was a major hidden 
penalty: should they not build on the land within a year it would revert to the wrights 
and their heirs!25

in virtually all cases the burgesses chose to place their homes at the front of the burgage 
plots. initially, these would have been of very simple structure – many being merely simple, 
single rooms. in time, there was increasing sophistication. the earliest extant records, of the 
fifteenth century, talk of lofts, cellars, vaults, forestairs and forehouses, implying relatively 
elaborate buildings.26 most houses throughout the middle ages were made of wood, 
although some might have a ground floor of stone. the net result was the risk of fire: in 
1624, the whole of dunfermline’s central core – some 220 dwellings – burned down. 

the traditional roofing was thatch of heather or turf, gathered from the Peel muir, or 
growing plants that were water-resistant. Slated roofs were few and far between. But there 
was a slater, John Kelly, resident in the town in 1497 and a robin Sklatter had worked 
on the tolbooth.27 the records speak of a ‘sclait house’ on the ‘kyrkyard dik’28 and feel it 
worthy of comment, suggesting it to be unusual. this property was probably the current 
‘abbot house’ and was in 1490 occupied by one of the bailies, John orok;29 he may have 
been related to a priest of the same name who was a chaplain in the parish church. this 
prestigious property possibly, then, belonged to the church. the only other reference to 
a slated house comes in 1506.30 this was sited west of the tolbooth and was probably the 
home of robert henryson, schoolmaster and poet, as it was of the schoolmaster, John 
moffat (montefixo). So, this, too, may have been owned by the church.

in front of the houses along causagait were lean-to wooden booths for the sale of wares. 
in time, these would become permanent fixtures, so reducing the width of the main, 
market street. in the backlands of the tofts were the business premises of the tradesmen 
– kilns, bakehouses, smithies, brewhouses, barns and forges were all to be found in the 
town.31 But the backlands remained essentially the place where the burgesses grew their 
vegetables, kept their animals and sunk their wells and dug their midden pits. although 
in desirable areas, such as causagait, there began by the later middle ages to be a level of 
infilling of the backlands – a process called repletion – so giving rise to closes to provide 
‘free ische and entrie’ to the properties at the rear, dunfermline remained an essentially 
rural settlement.

life inside these homes was simple for the vast majority of people and furnishings 
were kept to a minimum. an important feature was the table. in some homes this was 
a ‘compter’32 – originally intended as a reckoning table for a merchant, it had squares 
delineated on it to assist with money counting. more usual was a ‘faldin burde witht trestis 
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and furmis efferand tharto’.33 in a cramped room a table consisting of a board and trestles 
was an excellent solution: once the meal was over, the table could be set back against the 
wall. forms and stools were the normal seating. only occasionally do the records mention 
chairs; and then as luxuries passed on as inheritance.34 Beds came in a number of varieties, 
and were furnished with sheets, blankets, bolsters and coverlets.35 this suggests a certain 
level of comfort and sophistication; but many townspeople could not afford such luxuries 
and well into the middle ages straw was used as a bed covering. what is not spoken of 
in the contemporary documentation is carpeting. it is quite possible that the traditional 
floor covering – straw or rushes – was still the norm. 

essential in any home was storage space. the amry, or cupboard, was used to store 
plates, occasionally pewter but usually wood, pitchers, pans, spits and cauldrons, as well 
as foodstuffs; barrels preserved salted meat and fish; and kists kept clothes clean (fig 1.9). 
in the wealthier households a ‘towel burd’ kept linen fresh.36 luxury items, such as silver 

figure 1.9

Wooden barrel and bowls excavated in Perth.
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ware are mentioned rarely – and then as pledges for loans of money or inheritance items.37 
clocks are not recorded, although they may possibly have been in the possession of certain 
wealthy merchants. time would have been monitored in the town by the ringing of the 
abbey bell. in fact, one of the earliest recorded cases of time being quoted in a court case 
arose in dunfermline. on 28 november 1502 margaret gybsone pursued esabell Bull in 
the burgh court. while working in the abbey workhouse she was twice assaulted by her 
colleague. She claimed that she was struck the second time between three and four in the 
morning. She knew this from the striking of the bells. the abbey precincts were one of 
the few places were time was monitored precisely.38 

the inventory of the goods of only one dunfermline man has survived from the middle 
ages – that of John wilson, who died in 1522.39 he was clearly a man of substance, a 
member of the gild merchant and serving on numerous occasions as a bailie and dean of 
gild.40 he held property in new row, on the north and the south of causagait and on 
the south of nethertoun. he also had sufficient land to let out for grazing.41 he was an 
educated man who was able to record the gild court minutes in his own hand.42 Several 
articles establish him as a man of wealth. a mirror, nightshirt, spurs, sword, feather-bed 
and hangings, holy water vat and ‘best sark’ set him apart from ordinary townspeople. 
But along with these luxury items were the tools of a merchant – weights and weighing 
machine – and the everyday necessities – cooking pots of various types and spinning and 
weaving equipment. no matter how sophisticated a lifestyle a man might have, life still 
retained an essential simplicity. Surprisingly, for a literate man, he did not seem to possess 
a book.43

the market

the primary function of a burgh was to act as a market, whether it was a royal burgh or 
one with a superior who was an important lord, lay or ecclesiastic. dunfermline had been 
established as a royal burgh but, if the place-dates of royal acts are taken as an indicator, it 
slowly, as the twelfth century proceeded, began to be less favoured as a royal residence. the 
records then become extremely taciturn but, by the late thirteenth century, dunfermline 
re-emerged as a burgh dependent on the abbey.44 exactly how this came about may never 
be totally clear. Perhaps the situation was similar to those of the religious houses of lindores 
and arbroath which were granted by the crown the pre-existing burghs of newburgh and 
arbroath respectively. But, whatever the case, the town had much to gain from its new 
status. the abbey had a vast regality, stretching on both sides of the forth. musselburgh 
and South Queensferry were abbatial burghs dependent on dunfermline across the forth. 
Kirkcaldy and dunfermline, the two burghs dependent on dunfermline abbey north 
of the forth, were given the privilege of controlling all trade in this area of the regality 
– a significant concession, giving dunfermline a vast catchment area (fig 1.10). all who 
lived within this hinterland were obliged to come to the dunfermline market to buy 
and sell. there was a ‘greater dunfermline’ as well as the town of dunfermline. at times 
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there would be wrangling over exactly who controlled where – inverkeithing’s hinterland 
overlapped with dunfermline’s, and Kirkcaldy and dunfermline disagreed over control of 
goatmilk. this latter was resolved in 1448 when the abbot, richard de Bothwell, decided 
in dunfermline’s favour.45 disputes over territory apart, this extensive hinterland gave the 
town a huge economic potential.

control of the market fell to the gild merchant. dunfermline had had a gild from at 
least some time between 1365 and 1399 when the abbey gifted this right in perpetuum, but 
the reference to property held by the gild ‘of old’ suggests that this grant was confirmatory, 
rather than original.46 men of all backgrounds were permitted to join – weavers, dyers, 
butchers, bakers, ale-makers, masons, plumbers, skinners, tavern-keepers and cobblers. 

figure 1.10

The trading hinterland of Dunfermline.
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as the crafts formed an integral part of the gild, there were no incorporated crafts until 
the hammermen received their seal of cause in 1570 and the weavers sometime before 
1596.47 dunfermline’s gild was not confined to wealthy overseas merchants. But only a few 
travelled overseas to trade, mostly to danzig and the low countries. of greater concern 
was the local market.

goods might be sold from booths any day of the week, apart from Sunday, as a ruling of 
1495 stated,48 but, before the reformation, Saturday was the market day which attracted 
the people from the rural hinterland.49 vying with the booths were moveable sales-tables 
or trestles, rather like flat wheelbarrows. on market days the booths stretched the length of 
causagait and even beyond the east Port, such was the demand for buying and selling. 

control of the market was important. the provision of adequate food supplies for the 
town was a first requirement. contracts were set in place to provide the town with an 
adequate supply of fish on wednesdays, fridays and Saturdays. essential foodstuffs were not 
to be sold outwith the town in times of scarcity. it was obligatory that the first opportunity 
to purchase should go to townspeople. a man might be fined for the ‘wrangyss selling of a 
dak of hydis to outmen’, which was a ‘failure to offer them to the neighbours for sale’.50

the prices of ale, meal, meat and wheat were laid down.51 in 1487 the weight of a loaf was 
fixed at fifteen ounces. if this law was flaunted a fine of eight shillings would be imposed.52 
the price of ale was set at eight pence a gallon in 1500. if there was any cheating, the 
ale-maker’s vessels and cauldrons would be taken to the market cross and there, publicly, 
have the bottoms knocked out so he, or she, could no longer brew.53 not only prices, but 
also quality was supervised. to do this, between five and nine men were chosen as ‘fles 
prissouris’ or appreciators carnium, to monitor the quality of meat.54 there were also three 
to five tasters of ale, gustatores cervisie or ‘cwnnarrys’55 and specific procedures were laid 
down that if ale was found to be below standard, the town could determine whether the 
fault lay with the malt or the brewer.56 two of the worst offences against good practice 
in the market were forestalling and regrate.57 forestalling was the buying of goods before 
they reached the open market place. fish or other produce landed at lilmekilns or gellet 
was to be brought for sale openly at the market cross, where prices could be monitored 
and all have a fair share of purchasing. regrating was also forbidden. this was the buying 
in bulk and storing up of goods until the market prices were inflated and so making an 
undue profit.

market days must have been noisy, crowded affairs, with children, dogs and pigs roaming 
in amongst the booth holders and their customers. it must also have been pungent. meat 
was usually brought to the market on the hoof – a much more practical method than heavy 
cartage. Slaughtering then took place on the spot. not much would be wasted – skins were 
sought after by the cordiners, bones could make combs and needles, fat was rendered down 
for soap, intestines became skins for sausages and haggis-type food, blood was transformed 
into black puddings, and scavenging dogs would clear up what little could not be used. 
gutting of fish took place at the market cross, bones and waste being thrown aside onto 
the walkway. amongst this, others sold their own produce and manufactures – cobblers, 
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ale-makers, bakers, dyers and all the local craftsmen laid out their wares in their booths 
or on the wooden trestles. 

country people would bring in eggs and butter for sale, but many of the dunfermline 
townspeople could have been almost self-sufficient. cereals, mainly wheat and barley 
and oats, with some rye, were the staple of the diet. after a bad harvest, grain could 
be imported from nearby areas or from overseas, in particular the Baltic region, via the 
town’s port at gellet. oatcakes were common, and these were supplemented by bread. 
for home consumption, the grain was ground on domestic handmills but, if for sale, the 
townspeople had to take their grain to the abbey’s own mill. for this, the burgesses had to 
pay dues. Similarly, bread might be baked at home for personal consumption in a private 
oven. many of these were sited in the backlands, rather than within the homes, because 
of the risk of fire. the sale of this bread was forbidden, as production of bread for profit 
was the prerogative of the baxter, or baker, trade. 

archaeological evidence has shown that beef, pig, horse, sheep, deer and goat were all 
butchered and eaten in towns, with spiced meat being eaten in winter. Spices helped to 
disguise the rancidness of barrel-stored meat. rather than overwinter animals which had to 
be fed, only breeding stock was kept alive. the rest were converted to winter food supplies, 
which, in an age of no refrigeration might easily become rancid. chickens and geese were 
reared in the backlands and small wild birds were trapped for the table. Some properties 
also had dovecots in their gardens, for the supply of pigeons or doves as a delicacy. fish 
and shell fish were readily available at the market, as were any dairy products and eggs not 
produced at home. most vegetables, such as leeks, fat hen (a ‘weedy’ plant – chenopodium 
album), syboes, cabbage and kale, were probably grown in the backlands, with mushrooms 
and other fungi being gathered outside the town. to supplement this, wild berries were 
collected. archaeological evidence in other towns points to the consumption of brambles, 
blaeberries, raspberries, wild cherries, rowans and elderberries. although water was readily 
available from the springs and water butts, the usual drink for most, including children, 
was ale, brewed in the town. the wealthier classes favoured imported wine.

the backlands, the surrounding countryside and the market provided all the essentials 
of medieval life. the records show that many of the townspeople were growing lint in their 
backlands. this could be transformed into a coarse linen – fustian – which was the cloth 
for the ordinary man’s apparel. oil might also be extracted for fuelling lamps. luxuries 
were a pleasure for the more fortunate. these might be purchased at the two fairs held 
in dunfermline. foreign merchants brought rarities such as exotic spices, fine wines and 
luxurious cloths.

health and hygiene

dunfermline people had a relatively balanced diet, as long as harvests were successful and 
the burgh authorities assiduously assured that there were always sufficient food supplies 
within the town. this could not, however, prevent ill-health and disease. 
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inevitably, in an age of primitive medical knowledge and no antibiotics, many succumbed 
to ill-health and disease. certain diseases were rife in the medieval town. Some were 
endemic and chronic. leprosy was common throughout western europe. Knowledge of 
the disease was such that the need for isolation was understood and many towns had their 
own leper house safely outwith their boundaries. there is no precise evidence of where 
dunfermline’s leper house was sited, but henryson’s Testament of Cresseid gives a very fair 
description of what was probably medieval dunfermline. he speaks of a leper house at 
some small distance from the town. cresseid leaves the ‘nether yett’, probably of the abbey, 
and walks to the house. this was in all probability the small hospice associated with the 
chapel of St leonard. 

in spite of the horrors of leprosy, the greatest fear was of plague or ‘pest’. in fact, plague 
was several diseases, the bubonic form being the most common. But ‘pest’ in the records, 
because of lack of medical knowledge, may have concealed other diseases, such as typhus, 
which hit communities when resistance was low, as often happened after famine. Bubonic 
plague itself is fairly easily identified in medieval urban documents, as it hit in sudden, 
virulent epidemics and exhibited itself by swellings – buboes – on the body. Bubonic 
plague was kept active by rats and other rodents, particularly the imported black rat, rattus 
rattus, which preferred indoor to outside living, unlike the native rat of Scotland. wooden 
housing, which was easily gnawed, inadequate sanitation, soggy, soiled straw on the floors 
and relatively poor standards of cleanliness encouraged the vermin. if they also carried 
infected fleas, such as xenopsylla cheopis, which bit and attached themselves to human beings, 
the disease was transferred. Pneumonic plague was also prevalent in Scotland, both as a 
secondary infection to bubonic plague and as a primary disease. it could be transported 
by flugge droplets for 2 metres by breath or talking, and up to 3 to 4 metres by sneezing 
or coughing.58 the cold and rain that dunfermline experienced, along with many other 
towns along the forth and tay valleys, tended to encourage pneumonic plague. Plague 
first hit Scotland seriously in 1349–50, returning at regular intervals until the last great 
epidemic, in the 1640s.

towards the end of the medieval period, increasing migration from the countryside 
and trade with foreign parts brought contact with new types of bacteria and viruses, 
many perhaps concealed in the records as ‘pest’. one disease that was to afflict Scotland 
in the closing years of the fifteenth century was syphilis. whether this was a totally new 
disease or merely a variant of earlier venereal diseases is still under debate. equally, it is 
possible that the syphilis that caused such distress at this period had been in existence 
before but was not readily distinguished from leprosy. But, whatever the case, this strain, 
or awareness of it, hit the country in epidemic proportions. ‘gore’ or ‘grangore’ was 
causing concern in aberdeen in april 1497; by September it had arrived in edinburgh, 
probably by sea. it came with such virulence that James iv (1488–1513) ordered that all 
suffering from the infection in the capital were to be banished to the island of inchkeith 
in the forth. dunfermline would have been very lucky if some of its population did not 
also succumb.
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these were merely the more dramatic of medieval diseases. many suffered from the 
debilitating effect of illnesses suffered also in the twentieth century. cholera, tuberculosis, 
smallpox, amoebic dysentery, osteoporosis, spina bifida and related problems such as 
hydrocephale, and arthritic conditions were all prevalent. So were caries, gingivitis and 
other dental problems. added to this, medieval people were host to a number of parasites. 
fleas and ticks were irritants. more debilitating and nauseous were fluke-worm, ringworm 
and parasitic worms, often passed on from animals which lived close to the townspeople. 
two of these worms were trichuris and ascaris, which developed in the small intestine and 
then travelled throughout the body, burrowing into the liver, heart, lungs and trachea. 
apart from the immediate discomfort and inconvenience any parasitic infection reduced 
resistance to other illnesses. 

life was short and harsh. Perhaps the most vulnerable groups were the unborn and 
infants. from conception, existence was precarious. many died even before birth. of those 
that survived, a very high proportion died before the age of eighteen, the vast majority in 
infancy. Studies of the enamel on teeth suggests that youngsters were not weaned until 
nearly two years old – so infants were losing the immunities in the mother’s milk at the 
very stage that they were becoming actively mobile and could investigate midden heaps 
and the like. it is thought that the high mortality rate was most likely attributable to 
respiratory infections and gastroenteritis in an age when no antibiotics were available. 

the harshness of life is evidenced in skeletal remains. men’s height averaged between 
5 feet 5 inches and 5 feet 7 inches (1.65–1.70 metres) and women’s between five feet 
one inch and 5 feet 3 inches (1.55–1.6 metres). women’s stature is closer to the modern 
norm and may be a reflection that the female children may not have been as susceptible 
to illness as male children. where women did suffer was in the child-bearing years when, 
with multiple and difficult births and related obstetric problems, a female was at her most 
vulnerable. one sample survey in aberdeen suggests that as few as one-third of women 
survived this critical stage of their lives.

adults who did live to middle or old age were probably those lucky ones who had 
developed immunities to the epidemic diseases that were rife. given the harshness of life, 
it is not surprising that in medieval times middle age was considered to be approximately 
the mid to late thirties, and to reach the age of forty-five was truly old.

So what could medieval townspeople do to counteract these diseases and ill-health? 
care of the sick was largely a matter of self-help. herbs were grown and collected 
for their medicinal and restorative properties. Hyoscyamus niger (henbane) and atropa 
belladonna (deadly nightshade) could, in the first case, act as a sleep inducer and, if 
taken in greater quantities, result in hallucinations and narcosis, and the second worked 
as a muscle relaxant, if care was taken not to overdose. Poppies and their seeds were 
the essential source of opium. many other plants, from hemp, flax and witch hazel to 
mushrooms, could provide relief from pain or discomfort. imported fruits, such as 
figs, could act as purgatives, but these were available only to the wealthy. leeching was 
also practised, although this may not always have been available to all the townspeople 
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of dunfermline, as often the services of a professional leecher were necessary and this 
could prove costly. 

Provision for the care of the sick was minimal, other than by self-help. hospitals, or 
almshouses, might house a few fortunate inmates, but they were not open to all. Spiritual 
healing was as important, if not more so, as physical, medical attention. the abbey had 
its own infirmary, but this was not open to the townspeople. there were a further three 
hospitals within or near the town itself. Just outside east Port there was an almshouse.59 
the abbey almshouse near to St catherine’s chapel in what is now called St catherine’s 
wynd probably accommodated a few fortunate souls; and the poor may have received 
charity here. in 1327 this chapel had been given to the almshouse, but it was demolished 
sometime before december 1420 and was thereafter reconstructed.60 the hospital of St 
leonard is referred to only obliquely in the middle ages by ‘Spittal bryg’ and ‘torrentem 
de le Spittail’.61 after the reformation it is specifically called the hospital of St leonard, 
housing both widows and bedesmen.62

the records make it clear that the burgh authorities fought hard to maintain the health 
of the town. as early as 1445, 46s 8d was given to ‘the balyheis and the commonis in the 
tym of the pestines for dikyn of the toun’,63 and so prevent entrance to those who were 
carrying the plague. Plague struck in 1475, inducing four notable burgesses to flee. they 
were reprimanded for this cowardice; it was deemed that they had abandoned the town 
in its time of need.64 and in 1499 the records list considerable sums of money invested in 
the building of the cross wynd Port, which may have been specifically built to keep out 
plague.65

the burgh authorities also wisely insisted that tanning, a smelly, noxious craft, be kept 
to the outskirts of the town. a favoured place for tanning was the road to the cemetery 
– St catherine’s wynd. the big attraction was that the nearby tower Burn could be used 
to dispose of the rubbish associated with this trade. the authorities, however, tried to keep 
this nuisance to a minimum, as well as fining anyone who blocked his neighbour’s drains 
or the excellent culverted water system.66 dry closets and latrines were to be constructed 
and flagged in such a way that they would not offend a neighbour when used.67 the ruling 
that no waste should be ejected from windows suggests that there were official middens 
and dunghills and perhaps some public collection of this with disposal outside the town, 
but there is no mention of this in the records.

overall, by medieval standards, dunfermline seems to have had a relatively high standard 
of hygiene and health-care. it is unclear what promoted this, but in all probability the close 
contact between the abbey and the townspeople had a civilising effect.

maintaining order

all burgesses were required to attend the three head courts, held at michaelmas, epiphany/
christmas and easter. the burgh officers were appointed annually at the michaelmas head 
court. the alderman, later called prepositus (provost, in the vernacular) was supported 
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by two bailies. it was to them, along with the burgh sergeands, an assize of burgesses, a 
common clerk and a dempster, who pronounced sentence at court, that the main task of 
keeping order in the town fell. the liners and ale and meat pricers were also appointed at 
this time, along with a ‘gangand’ assize, which was probably a group of men whose role 
was to perambulate the marches of the burgh and ensure there was no encroachment.68 it 
is unclear how exactly these officers were chosen. with only about 140 or 150 burgesses, 
in a population of probably about 1,000, in about 1500 it was perfectly feasible that 
they elected from their own numbers. on the other hand, there is nothing in the records 
to confirm that this was so. it is possible that the assembled burgesses merely ratified a 
decision already made by the abbot and convent and those who held power locally such 
as the halketts of Pitfirrane and the Stewarts of rosyth.

medieval urban society was hierarchical. the ‘best’ and the wisest were expected to rule 
for the good of all – and the ‘best’ were the wealthiest. this political theory of oligarchy 
received no opposition from the townspeople. there was no conception that the masses 
could, or should, participate in burgh government, or even express an opinion. inequality 
was the accepted norm. the rich ruled the poor, the master craftsman ruled his journeymen 
and apprentices and the husband ruled his wife. this view of urban life was reinforced 
by the teachings of the church – all had their determined place in a naturally hierarchical 
society; and the abbot would have been viewed as a pater familias.

Punishments meted out by the burgh court highlight the fact that deviant behaviour 
within the community would not be tolerated as this threatened the economic stability 
and status quo of burgh life. anti-social behaviour and particularly complaints about 
burgh officials were seen as offences against the community. Punishment was public. 
for minor offences, a spell in the stocks, the gowe – a type of pillory – or the ‘cuk 
stuyll’, where friends and neighbours came to ridicule, was the order.69 dunfermline 
also had a ‘lear stane’ where transgressors were punished, but the records do not make 
it clear exactly what this was.70 fines might be imposed; but these were often put to the 
common good, as donations to the poor or to candles for the parish church, and public 
apologies were made at the parish church. greater misdeeds might warrant imprisonment 
in the tolbooth. So open was community life that the condemned was often given the 
key to the jail to ward himself. in a small town, word would soon have spread if the 
culprit failed to stay his or her due time. the most severe and dreaded punishment 
was banishment from the town for this expulsion meant the loss of all privileges and 
purpose to life.

life was not all harsh, however. although the working day was long, commencing as it 
did from the early morning ending of curfew, there was time for some amusement. dicing, 
chess, pennystanes, ball games, drinking and gossiping were favoured pastimes. archery 
practice at the town’s butts at the west end of nethertoun was also recreational as well 
as useful. the gild merchant went to town with an annual feast. in 1503 it was quite an 
occasion. to celebrate, wine was bought for 14s a barrel of beer for £1 10s and ale for 3s. 
as it was the middle of winter, coal was purchased for 6d. Since this was a feast and since 
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drink to the value of £2 7s had been laid up, food was needed. So bread was bought. its 
cost – 1s 6d.71 Priorities were clear!

many towns had may games, where the traditional order of rule was upturned and for a 
few days the lesser privileged controlled the town. merging with this was the cult of robin 
hood. But it is significant that, when the records are examined in detail, the may revels 
are not all they were supposed to be. Significantly, the gild merchant funded the position 
of robin hood.72 and folios in the possession of the national archives of Scotland, that 
have only recently come to light, reveal the extent of that support. in 1551 robin hood 
and little John each received £60 for a maximum of three days’ work. these sums need 
to be put in context with, for example, the annual income of a master craftsman, which 
was about £40. wage rates of Scottish urban day-labourers are difficult to calculate, given 
that food and drink might also be supplied, and the number of days’ employment of 
each individual per year is usually unknown. it is estimated, however, that the maximum 
summer rate, with no supplement for food or drink, in edinburgh in 1540 was 0.8 pence 
and, in 1553, 1.3 pence daily. Such sums make robin hood’s and little John’s fees quite 
staggering.73 and the choice of men to lead the common people in their time of unrest is 
interesting. far from being a lowly indweller, robin hood was invariably a wealthy burgess 
and often a member of the halkett family. although the may revels may have served to 
release tensions within burgh society, they were monitored by the ruling group. ordered 
society was maintained at all costs.

the church and dunfermline

the church and urban society in the middle ages were closely intertwined. many of the 
Benedictine monks in dunfermline abbey were from the town and, despite the strictness 
of their rule, kept contact with their families. they also formed a small, but significant, 
core of the gild fraternity, taking part in gild decisions and communal, fraternal life.74 Just 
as the residents in the abbey moved amongst their lay brothers in the town, so certain 
townspeople entered into the abbey precincts. Kitchen staff, plumbers, washer women and 
garden odd-job boys might find themselves within the abbey walls.75

But the church had a far greater influence than mere personal contacts: the church 
dominated life from birth and baptism, through ‘handfasting’ (an agreement to marry) and 
marriage, to death and burial in the burgh graveyard. death was tempered by the teachings 
and support of the church. wealthier members of dunfermline who could afford to pay 
for masses, or even establish chaplainries, for the saving of their souls were fortunate. many 
of those who worshipped in the parish church could not afford this luxury; for them fear 
of death must have been even more acute. 

the church bells controlled the routine day. for all the townspeople, the daily routine 
of work was marked by the sounding of the church bell at dawn; labour ended, and the 
town gates were closed, at curfew, again with the peels of the bell. the liturgical cycle also 
regulated the yearly secular life of the town, with the timing of head courts. holy days 
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were days for veneration of the saints and processions through the streets. Such occasions 
were yet again an opportunity to display the hierarchy of the town as the great and the 
good processed in order of status through the town, but also days of rest from routine; 
and religious plays and processions brought not only the opportunity for reverence of 
the saints, but also time for a bit of fun and amusement. the medieval plays of western 
europe are amply recorded, such as the Corpus Christi. the pertinents used by edinburgh 
to celebrate their annual Corpus Christi procession were loaned to the burgh of dundee 
and give a small insight in to what must have been a spectacular occasion:

sixte of crownis, six pair of angel reynis [wings], three myteris, cristis cott [coat] of lethyr 
with the hoses and glufis, cristis hed, thirtie one suerdis, thre lang corsis of tre [wood], sanc 
thomas sper, a cors til sanc blasis, sanc johnis coit, a credil and thre barnis maid of clath, 
twentie hedis of hayr, the four evangellistis, sanc katernis wheil . . . sanc androwis cros, a saw, 
a ax, a rassour, a guly [large] knyff, a worm [serpent] of tre, the haly lam of tre, sanc barbaras 
castel, abraamis hat and thre hedis of hayr.

while the townspeople had no access to monks’ choir in the conventual church, it 
was known that it was ‘becomingly furnished with books and ornaments and other 
ecclesiastical jewels’ and has been termed ‘one of the major cultural centres of late fifteenth-
century Scotland’.76 But the contemporary records make it very clear that the people of 
dunfermline held a great affection for their parish church, shown in practical ways by 
the support of altars. By the later fifteenth century there was a high altar and six others 
dedicated to the rood and our lady, St margaret, St nicholas, St ninian, St Salvator 
and the holy Blood.77 there were probably many others that are not documented. the 
altar of the holy Blood was supported by the gild merchant, as were those of St Salvator 
and St ninian to a certain extent. the burgh specifically maintained the altar dedicated 
to the rood and our lady.78 the townspeople also cared for the furbishments of the 
church, such as stone and wood carvings, paintings and rich vestments, bejewelled crosses 
and candelabra.79 great efforts were made to collect adequate funds to purchase candles 
for the church – the ‘licht sylver’.80 it is clear also that the town expected diligent service 
from the chaplains of their altars.81 

the church had influence over other areas of town life. there were at least two schools 
in dunfermline, and possibly three – one a song school, the other the grammar school. a 
few fortunate boys benefited from attendance at the song school, run by the church. the 
principal aim of their education was to provide able choristers in the first instance and the 
emphasis was on music and the rudiments of latin. in a few cases, entrants studied for the 
priesthood or monastic life at the grammar school. a number of boys were educated at 
the grammar school and then went on to gain their masters’ degrees, usually at nearby St 
andrews. Some entered university as paupers and graduated as such, which suggests that 
they received financial assistance from a benefactor, probably the abbey. 82 the vast majority 
of the population, however, was not literate. many could not even sign their own names, 
needing the assistance of a notary public to hold their hand and guide the pen. in 1559 
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only three of seven gild brothers required to sign their names could do so unaided; in 1594 
the proportion was a little higher – twelve out of twenty-four achieved this.83 and gild 
members would be the most highly educated of the people of dunfermline, clerics apart. 
in 1493, however, catherine Bra witnessed with her signature in the gild court Book 
– one of the earliest examples of a woman who was not of noble birth signing a document. 
She was, however, both the daughter and sister of the town’s clerk and presumably came 
from an educated family.84 

it is not surprising that a town so closely bound, physically and emotionally, to an 
abbey should have little truck with the reforming ideas coming from the continent and the 
religious innovations of the sixteenth century. in 1559 the pertinents of the holy Blood 
altar were divided up amongst the members of the gild for safekeeping. this was because 
the gild merchant believed it lived in a ‘troublous world’. Significantly, the troubles were 
caused not merely by the threat of frenchmen, but also by the fear of the Protestant lords 
of the congregation.85 

the reformation did have a major impact on dunfermline. the conventual church and 
much of the surrounding precinct were destroyed, along with altars and statues; although 
most of the Benedictine monks lived on and were recorded as still adhering to their rule 
in the late 1570s. ‘royal’ dunfermline would yet see Queen anne, the spouse of James vi 
(1567–1625), making the town her favoured residence. dunfermline would continue for 
some time to be a small but desirable place, just as it had been in the eleventh century for 
King malcolm canmore and Queen margaret. and the lives of the townspeople beside 
the royal residence continued largely along the traditional, medieval pattern, apart from 
one very important strand: the close, intertwined co-existence of town and monastery was 
broken for ever.
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the earlier church

the medieval abbey at dunfermline had its origins in a church dedicated to the holy 
trinity which St margaret’s biographer, turgot, says was built by her at the place 
where her wedding to malcolm iii, in about 1070, had been celebrated.1 to this 

church she brought a group of three monks, under the leadership of goldwine, from the 
english primatial cathedral priory of canterbury.2 this is thought to have been the first 
Benedictine community in Scotland. 

investigations beneath the floor of the twelfth-century nave of the abbey church by 
Peter macgregor chalmers in June 1916 located the fragmentary remains of an earlier 
and much simpler structure, which almost certainly wholly or partly represents the church 
built by margaret (fig 2.1). this structure appears to have had a total length of some 26 
metres, and was composed of three rectangular compartments, possibly terminating with 
an eastern apse (fig 2.2), though it has to be said that chalmers was rather single-minded 
in his determination to find apses, and the evidence for one at dunfermline is not entirely 
conclusive.3 Slight changes of alignment between the second and third compartments 
suggest this earlier church had been built in two phases. the first phase evidently consisted 
of a western compartment of about 7 metres over the walls from north-to-south, by about 
6.75 metres from east-to-west, and a slightly narrower but longer eastern compartment 
which gave it a total length of just over 13 metres. the second building phase, to the 
east of the first, is poorly preserved. its main compartment was concluded to have been a 
rectangle of about 8.5 metres from north-to-south and 11 metres from east-to-west, and 
it was a number of individual stones to the east of this compartment that were considered 
to have formed part of the curved wall of a semi-circular apse.

if the first phase was initially complete in itself, it would presumably be interpretable 
as having been composed of a diminutive monastic choir, with an even smaller nave to 
its west for those layfolk who had rights of access to the church. the greater thickness of 
the nave walls could indicate that a tower rose above it, suggesting analogies with anglo-
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figure 2.1

Dunfermline Abbey, excavations within the nave in 1916.
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figure 2.2

Dunfermline Abbey, plan of the early buildings found below the nave in 1916.

figure 2.3

Dunfermline Abbey, plan of the nave.
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Saxon tower-naves such as those at earl’s Barton and Barton-on-humber,4 and also with 
what may have been a similar arrangement at restenneth in Scotland. it seems likely that 
the addition of the second building was intended to provide a larger choir for the small 
Benedictine community which served it, possibly terminating in an apse as a backdrop 
to the high altar. if that is the case, the old choir would have become the nave, and the 
western compartment demoted to a tower-porch.

So far as the dating of these two building phases is concerned, the most authoritative 
recent discussion of dunfermline abbey has cogently argued that both phases should 
be attributed to the operations which turgot says were carried out by margaret.5 
this conclusion is supported by the generally accepted view that her burial place was 
represented either by one of two stone coffins found within the supposed apse at the far 
east end of the church in 1849,6 or by one of three burials located within the choir area. 
this identification of the possible sites of margaret’s burial in the later part of the earlier 
church would also be consistent with the way in which the nave altar in the later church 
was located over the likely site of the high altar of the second phase of the first church, 
an area which would have had heightened significance if it had also been associated with 
margaret’s burial place. 

it has been assumed until recently that her body was moved directly from the first 
burial place to the new feretory chapel of the extended church in 1250. however, it now 
appears that her body was in at least three locations at dunfermline. after her death in 
1093 according to turgot she was buried opposite the altar and the symbol of the holy cross 
in the church she had built;7 subsequently, it has been discovered, there was a translation 
in 1180 into a new reliquary that was made by an artist named as ralph at a location on 
the north side of the high altar of the twelfth-century church;8 finally, on 19 June 1250, 
according to Bower,9 it was moved to the feretory chapel that had by then been added at 
the east end of the extended church. it must also be seen as possible that the body was 
moved for its own protection when the new abbey church was built between around 1128 
and 1150; but if that was the case we do not know if it was then returned to its original 
resting place or moved to a new location. 

what now seems clear is that, since there was a translation to a site adjacent to the 
high altar in 1180, the details of Bower’s account of the translation of 1250 must be open 
to question. he described how, when the body was in the outer church (the nave) and 
about to go through the chancel door (presumably a doorway in the rood screen) those 
carrying the body were paralysed and unable to carry it further until it was decided to lift 
the remains of her husband, then on the north side of the nave, and take both malcolm 
and margaret into the new chapel. Since we know that margaret’s shrine had already 
been relocated to the north of the high altar, however, Bower’s account must be treated 
with caution.

in attempting to obtain a clearer picture of the location of the first burial, which has 
implications for the dating of the parts of the earlier church, we must assume that, whatever 
the later movements of the body, the burial site would continue to be revered as one of 
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the sacred places to be visited by pilgrims and suppliants. in this respect, an account of 
the healing of a miller who had swallowed lizards while asleep is of interest, since his cure 
involved taking water from a well said to be next to the tomb.10 it seems unlikely that this 
well was any other than that which was absorbed into the sixth bay from the crossing of 
the south nave aisle in the twelfth-century church, and which must have been outside the 
earlier church. however, while it would be difficult to describe that well as being close to 
the eastern additions to the earlier building, where margaret has been generally assumed 
to have been buried, it is certainly close to the first part of that building.

taking account of this, is there a case to be considered that in 1093 margaret was buried 
within the first part of the early church, which could mean that the later additions to that 
church are not attributable to her? while it might be countered that the tomb cannot have 
been within the very first building, since no evidence was found of burials within this area, 
it has to be said that it is unlikely from what we know of his investigations elsewhere that 
chalmers would have excavated uniformly deeply enough in 1916 to find all burials. only 
five burials have been recorded within the earlier church. at least two of those had already 
been discovered in the course of works carried out in 1849, while further excavations ‘by 
unauthorised parties’ are known to have taken place in 1855.11 having located evidence for 
walls, and being presumably aware of the burials that had already been found, chalmers 
may have felt little need to search systematically for all others. it is rather odd that no other 
graves were located within the areas of the twelfth-century nave that he excavated, since 
it is almost certain that there were very large numbers of medieval burials there, even if 
excavations in the south aisle in 1977 have suggested that many of them would have been 
disturbed by subsequent interments.12 

the possibility that the second building phase of the earlier church is later than the 
time of margaret could also find some support in its presumed apsidal termination. in 
Scotland there are very few apses that can be confidently dated before the twelfth century; 
perhaps the only other is one that was found below the nave of coldingham Priory church 
during excavations in advance of the restoration campaign of 1854–7.13 at coldingham 
the apse and the elongated aisle-less rectangular structure to which it was attached must 
be presumed to represent a church at whose dedication King edgar was present in about 
1100.14 Since we know that edgar was also responsible for introducing a fresh infusion 
of canterbury monks to dunfermline at a date between 1100 and 1107,15 following the 
anarchy of the reigns of donald Bán and duncan ii, is it also possible that at the same 
time he extended the church that was the burial place of his parents? if that were the case, 
in the construction of an apse at both coldingham and dunfermline, might we see the 
introduction of new architectural ideas by a king who was in those same years taking the 
first steps in endeavouring to give a new stability to his kingdom? unfortunately, in our 
present state of understanding we are not dealing with certainties. all that can be said 
is that a case could be made for margaret’s burial having been within either part of the 
earlier church, though the present writer is inclined to favour a location in the first part, 
with the later part being an addition of the time of edgar.
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figure 2.4

Dunfermline Abbey, conjectural plan of the church, showing successive phases of building from 
the late eleventh century to the nineteenth century.
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the twelfth-century church: the plan and building sequence

the church was entirely rebuilt on what was for Scotland an unprecedentedly grand scale 
in a campaign that started with david i’s lavish ‘enrichment’ of the community in about 
1128,16 when it was elevated to abbatial status. enough of the building was complete for 
it to be dedicated for worship in 1150.17 of this church, the nave survives apart from the 
greater part of its easternmost bay, and that nave was a fully aisled structure of eight bays, 
with a pair of towers rising over the aisles of its western bay (fig 2.3). the great processional 
entrance was through the west face of the central vessel (see fig 3.6), and the principal 
entrance for layfolk was in the second bay from the west of the north aisle, over which a 
porch was subsequently added. we know from later references that there used to be the 
usual entrance from the monks’ dormitory by way of a night stair in the south transept, 
but the sole original entrance from the cloister was in the second bay from the transept 
of the south aisle (see fig 3.1). although not without precedent, a location away from the 
easternmost bay was rather unusual for a doorway from the cloister, and it was perhaps in 
response to the siting of the rood screen between the first set of piers west of the crossing. 
one consequence of this location would have been that the doorway did not line up with 
the east cloister walk. a second doorway from the cloister, aligned on the west walk, was 

only cut at a much later stage, and 
its initial absence is an omission from 
the first building that is as unusual as 
the position of the one doorway that 
was at first built. 

there are many unanswerable 
questions about the form of the 
transepts and eastern arm, the site 
of most of which is now covered 
by william Burn’s parish church of 
1818–21. in 1896 macgibbon and 
ross said that surveys of the eastern 
parts had been carried out by J Baines 
in 1790 and by the rev John Sime 
in 1805, from which a plan was 
drawn up by e henderson in 1827, 
and it was on these that macgibbon 
and ross’s own plan was based.18 
nevertheless, there is still scope for 
disagreement over several details of 
the plan. on balance, what seems 
most likely is that the choir was of 
four aisled bays, terminating in a 

figure 2.5

Dunfermline Abbey, conjectural sketch reconstruction of the 
church as designed in the early twelfth century.
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fully expressed eastern apse to the central vessel (fig 2.4). there may also have been apses 
within the eastern bay of the aisles if the example of durham cathedral was followed; but 
there could equally have been straight ends to the aisles, as appears to have been the case 
at Kirkwall cathedral. the transepts are said to have been about 35 metres wide overall; it 
may be suspected that they had a single chapel projecting off the east side of each, perhaps 
in the form of an apse. we know that there was a defined crossing at the junction of choir, 
transepts and nave, which was surmounted by a central tower (fig 2.5). 

a view drawn by henry cave before the early nineteenth-century church was built 
shows there was a pulpitum, with a single central doorway, within the west arch of the 
crossing (fig 2.6);19 it had a central doorway with what appears to been a heraldic panel 
above it. there are the surviving lower walls of a rood screen one bay further west, with 

figure 2.6

henry cave, Dunfermline Abbey, view within the north transept and crossing area, before the construction 
of the new parish church.
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traces of doorways on each side of the site of the nave altar. that screen was extended into 
side screens across the aisles, with evidence for a single doorway with broadly chamfered 
jambs in each. the lack of bond with the arcade piers indicates that the rood screen was 
a secondary insertion, and it is possible the same was true of the pulpitum, though the 
location of the doorway from the cloister in the second bay of the nave from the crossing 
suggests that both those screens were in the positions always intended for them. within 
the blocked arcade arch on the south side of the largely rebuilt east bay of the nave are 
the lower courses of a wall with a deep chamfered plinth, which shows that, as might be 
expected, the space between the pulpitum and rood screen was enclosed by side walls. a 
later medieval date is suggested by the masonry of the surviving section of side wall, and 
it is likely that the pulpitum as shown by cave was also a relatively late replacement. 

in building a monastic church, the greatest urgency was to complete the areas of the 
presbytery for the high altar and of the monks’ choir to its west. Since the siting of the 
pulpitum, which defined the west end of the choir, indicates that the choir extended 
down below the tower, it was clearly necessary to complete the whole of the eastern arm 
and crossing as quickly as possible, along with enough of the parts to the west of that to 
ensure adequate structural buttressing for it. however, as we shall see, at dunfermline the 
architectural evidence suggests that the nave aisle walls and arcades were also built along 

figure 2.7

Dunfermline Abbey, viewed from the south-east (francis grose).
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with the eastern parts as a continuation of the first campaign, with the easternmost bay 
of the nave being carried up to an even greater height, presumably to provide support for 
the crossing piers. after that, a change of design indicates there was at least a brief pause 
before the upper storeys of the rest of the nave were completed.

the twelfth-century church: the architecture of the interior

the architectural details of the eastern limb as first built are unknown. of the little we 
can establish about the crossing and transepts, the main clues come from an engraving in 
grose’s Antiquities of Scotland dated 1791 (fig 2.7),20 the undated drawing by henry cave 
mentioned above, and another made for general hutton which probably dates from the 
first decade of the nineteenth century (fig 2.8).21 the drawing by cave shows the north-
west crossing pier and part of the west wall of the north transept. the pier was evidently 

figure 2.8

Dunfermline Abbey, a view from the south-east prepared for General Hutton, 
before the construction of the new parish church.
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of a similar form as the responds and piers that were to be built beneath the south-west 
tower and that still survive. a leading half-shaft projected from the face of a pilaster and 
was flanked by half shafts, a combination of elements which was set below each side of the 
four crossing arches. this was, of course, one of the standard formulae for romanesque 
responds, and had probably already been used for the choir aisle wall shafts, as it was to 
be used in the nave aisle wall shafts. it had earlier been employed for aisle wall shafts at 
durham cathedral, for example, and was to become a standard combination of elements 
for features such as parish church chancel arch responds, as at leuchars, dalmeny and 
monymusk.22 the crossing arches at dunfermline were enriched with chevron decoration 
to the outer order; they evidently sprang from a relatively low point, well down into the 
gallery stage, rather than at the base of the clerestory, as might have been more usual.

we can also see from cave’s drawing that the arch from the transept into the north nave 
aisle had a cushion-capped shaft supporting an outer arch order decorated with chevron. 
north of that is part of the rear arch of a window, the roll-moulded outer order of which 
was carried on a shaft with a cushion cap, and below the window are two and a half arches 
of chevron-decorated wall arcading. all of this shows similarities with what we shall see in 
the lower parts of the surviving nave, without being quite so richly detailed, and confirms 
that transepts and nave aisles formed part of one continuous building campaign. however, 
both grose and cave show a smaller arch inserted within the arch from the transept into 
the north nave aisle, which looks likely to be of earlier thirteenth century date. the pointed 
arch shown by cave at gallery level, which would have opened into the nave gallery, may 
be slightly earlier on the evidence of the details he shows.

we have no knowledge of the upper storeys of the lost eastern arm, while the aisle-less 
transepts, for which we have some evidence in the views made for grose and hutton were 
different from both choir and nave in not having had galleries. however, those views do 
show something of the easternmost bay of the nave, which was east of the rood screen 
and was left outside the post-reformation church. (the largely rebuilt central vessel of 
this bay was to be re-absorbed into the nave as a vestibule to the new parish church of 
1818–21, however.) hutton’s view shows that the gallery in this eastern bay was different 
from those in the bays further west in having had what appears to have been four sub-
arches within the main round-arched opening. So many sub-arches are rather unusual in 
the gallery of a major twelfth-century church and, although parallels can be found at such 
as St Bartholomew’s Priory in Smithfield (founded in 1123), and at malmesbury abbey 
(of perhaps around the 1140s), those are unlikely to be of specific significance in relation 
to dunfermline.

west of that partly rebuilt first bay, the existing lower parts of the nave leave little doubt 
that the closest relationships of the first building campaign at the abbey church were with 
the cathedral church of durham (fig 2.9),23 and it is almost certain that the designing 
masons must have been drawn from there. that is certainly not to say that dunfermline is 
a building that can be understood purely by comparison with a single building. Strikingly 
close parallels of overall design and detailing have also been noted with the english abbeys 
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figure 2.9

Dunfermline Abbey, the nave interior, looking west.
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of waltham and Selby,24 and our understanding of the abbey church is greatly enhanced 
through consideration of buildings over which dunfermline was itself in turn to exercise an 
influence, including Kirkwall cathedral25 and the parish church of leuchars. nevertheless, 
from what is to be seen in the lower parts of the nave, it seems that it was masons from 
durham who exercised a dominant role in establishing the design of dunfermline. 

it has been suggested that the designer could have been a master mason named as ailric 
(‘magister ailricus cementarius’), who was granted dunfermline’s lands of ledmacduuegil, 
later known as masterton, in fife, in about 1153,26 though regrettably we know nothing 
of him other than his name. whoever the designer was, we must wonder why those in 
control of operations at durham should have allowed high calibre masons to move on 
to dunfermline while work was still in progress, and one wonders if it may have been 
a short hiatus in the building operations at durham, possibly following the death of 
Bishop ranulph flambard in 1128, which made this possible. what is clear from david 
i’s other major acts of architectural patronage, at Jedburgh, Kelso and melrose abbeys,27 
for example, is that at the time that he was making such a massive effort to modernise 
the Scottish church, he was also making great efforts to attract masons from many of 
those parts of england that he had come to know, in order to design and build the large 
number of new buildings that were now required. dunfermline had a particularly important 
place in david’s scheme of things, as the burial place of his parents, and as the intended 
mausoleum of the royal house. 

despite the fact that the abbey’s monks had been drawn from canterbury, on perhaps 
as many as four occasions, it is hardly surprising that it should have been to durham that 
the king looked for its designers, since the royal house had a particularly well established 
relationship with that cathedral priory.28 St margaret’s chaplain and biographer, turgot, 
had been prior there, and malcolm iii had been the only layman present at the laying of 
the new cathedral’s foundation stone in 1093. the continuing links between the Scottish 
royal family and durham are amply demonstrated by the number of its members who 
figured in the priory’s Liber Vitae, while several of them were commemorated by statues 
on the cathedral’s pulpitum.29 it should also be said that Scotland’s kings continued to 
exercise claims over the northern counties of england.

within dunfermline’s nave aisles the bays are demarcated by heavy wall shafts which 
have the same groupings of elements as the piers beneath the towers. at the lower level 
of the aisle walls, between the wall shafts, are three chevron-decorated arches of blind 
arcading carried on paired shafts (fig 2.10), and this appears to be essentially the same as 
was shown by cave in the north transept. dunfermline differs from durham in the way 
that this arcading is simple rather than intersecting. this cannot simply be in response 
to the reduced scale of dunfermline, since Kirkwall cathedral, which probably owes 
more to dunfermline than to durham in most respects, and which is of similar scale as 
dunfermline, was given intersecting arches when decorative arcading was first introduced 
in the transepts. the interchangeability of simple and intersecting arcading at this time is 
perhaps best illustrated at a building that is likely to have been designed by masons from 
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dunfermline, the parish church of leuchars, where simple arcading was used in two 
levels around the exterior of the apse and at the upper level of the chancel exterior, while 
intersecting arcading was used at the lower level of the chancel.30

above the blind arcading in the dunfermline aisles was a string-course decorated with 
chip carving, which has been lost from all but two of the bays in the north aisle. along 
much of the south aisle this chip carving is in the form of triangular flower, but in parts of 
that aisle, as well as in the surviving sections in the north aisle, it is of square flower. the 
aisle windows, which rest on the string course, are framed by an order carried on cushion- 
or scallop-capped nook-shafts, and the arches have two orders of chevron decoration; this 
is a treatment that is rather more elaborate than is shown in cave’s view of the transept 
window at this level. these windows survive along the full length of the south aisle, where 

figure 2.10

Dunfermline Abbey, the decorative arcading below the windows of the nave aisles.
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they would have been above the roof of the adjacent cloister walk, but in the north aisle 
they have been replaced by later traceried windows, except in the third and fourth bays 
from the crossing. it seems likely that the daylight opening of these windows has been 
increased by cutting back or re-forming the splays of the embrasures, and some of them 
were apparently adapted for timber sashes in the eighteenth century, but in their essential 
form they appear to be largely as originally built.

the arcade piers, which have octagonal scalloped caps, are of cylindrical form, and clearly, 
as was also to be the case at Kirkwall, there was never any intention of having an alternation 
of major compound piers and basically cylindrical piers in order to create the double bays 
seen at durham, waltham and Selby. the only surviving exception to this cylindrical pier 
form in the twelfth-century work is below the south-western tower, where the compound 
pier at its north-eastern corner has similar groupings of elements as the piers of the central 
crossing and the aisle wall shafts, albeit with a plain face towards the central vessel. the 
pier below the northern tower was presumably of similar form before that area of the nave 
was rebuilt in the fifteenth century. the two easternmost pairs of cylindrical nave arcade 
piers were enriched with incised decoration: spiralling patterns to the first piers from the 
crossing and chevron decoration to the second piers. this decoration is generally accepted 
as displaying one of the most obvious parallels with durham, though it has been pointed 
out that the sequence of types is more closely comparable with that at waltham abbey31 
than that at durham; it must also be remembered that decorated piers are by no means 
unique to these churches.32 the decoration of the eastern piers was presumably intended 
to give emphasis to the nave altar, in front of the rood screen, and possibly also to mark 
the site of the first burial of St margaret if this was indeed the site of her grave.

the arcade arches are of two main orders, with a half-roll to the soffit; there are quirked 
rolls to the angles of the orders and quarter hollows to the faces. towards the central vessel 
the arches are framed by an order of label moulding; this was evidently a new idea in the 
nave, since cave shows chevron decoration to the arch from the north transept into the 
nave aisle. at durham label mouldings had been first used in the arcade arches of the second 
double bay of the nave from the east, and it was presumably from there that the idea was 
taken for dunfermline. this type of decoration was also to be repeated in the choir arcades 
of Kirkwall cathedral as well as in windows at both dunfermline and Kirkwall. in most of 
the nave bays at dunfermline the arcade arch mouldings are essentially symmetrical, apart 
from the label moulding towards the central vessel. however, in the third to sixth bays 
from the crossing on the south side, the inner order is of simpler rectangular profile. 

the extensive modifications that have been made to many parts of the nave aisle vaulting 
make any conclusion as to why there should have been differences in the arcade arch 
mouldings difficult to reach. as we shall see below, the vaulting over the three western 
bays of the north aisle was completely rebuilt in the fifteenth century, while the vault over 
the west bay of the south aisle was lost, apart from its springings, when the tower there 
collapsed in 1807. in the rest of the south aisle, although the diagonal ribs are evidently re-
used stones of the twelfth-century building, the vaults themselves have been reconstructed. 
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figure 2.11

Dunfermline Abbey, the vaulting of the north nave aisle.
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the transverse ribs between the south aisle bays, together with the webbing of the vaults, 
which is made up of long rectangular blocks, are clearly very late, at least partly as late 
as 1620 and 1621 on the evidence of the dates inscribed on bosses in the third and sixth 
bays from the crossing. as a result of all of this, the only vaulting that now appears to 
represent twelfth-century intentions is that in the first four surviving bays from the east 
of the north aisle, where the transverse ribs are broad arches with sunk angle rolls, and the 
diagonal ribs have a leading roll with hollow chamfers to the angled flanks (fig 2.11). the 
webbing of the vaults in these bays is also what would be expected in the twelfth century, 
in being of thickly plastered rubble.

So far as the changes in the arcade arches are concerned, one factor that may be of 
significance is that the diagonal ribs of the aisle vaulting sit rather uncomfortably against 
the more complex type of arch mouldings. indeed, their construction necessitated such 
extensive cutting back of the arches that it must be doubted if they represent the first 
intention. a possibility that may be worth considering is that it had initially been proposed 
to have unribbed groin vaulting down the aisles, and that the only arcade bays to have 
been arched after the decision was taken to have ribbed vaulting were those in the third to 
sixth bays from the crossing of the south aisle, where the simpler arch mouldings sit a little 
more easily with the diagonal ribs. nevertheless, if that is the case, it is unlikely that any 
of the vaulting we now see was first built as unribbed groins, since the curvature of such 
groins would not have been regular enough for ribs to be fitted beneath them as relatively 
smoothly as those we see. we must therefore assume that, if there had in fact been any 
initial intention to have groin vaults, those vaults were either never built, or were soon 
replaced by the ribbed vaults we now see.

moving on to the upper storeys of the nave, these have a strikingly simplified appearance 
by comparison with the greater richness of detailing at arcade level (fig 2.12). there are 
continuous string-courses below the gallery and clerestory arches, but there is no vertical 
articulation to continue the rhythm of bays established by the arcade piers, and expanses of 
blank walling are a dominant element in the overall impression. the gallery openings are 
simple semicircular arches with nothing to mark impost level, except at mid-wall, where a 
single scallop-capped shaft at the sides of each arch supports an order with a leading roll. 
it is true that these arches could have been designed to contain the four sub-arches shown 
for the lost eastern bay in the drawing made for hutton, with the decision being taken at 
a late stage to omit those sub-arches and have a single soffit moulding instead. But the fact 
remains that these arches as now seen represent a very much more stripped-down approach 
to design than existed in the eastern bay of the nave, and presumably also in the choir. at 
clerestory level the only decorative relief to the single round-arched opening per bay on the 
inner side of the wall passage is a cushion- or scallop-capped nook-shaft on each side; the 
abaci of these shafts are continued across the wall face as a third string-course, but there 
are no mouldings to relieve the severity of the arch itself. 

the relative proportions and lack of vertical articulation of this design have parallels at 
a number of other churches, as for example the early and mid-twelfth-century work in the 
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naves of Southwell minster and waltham abbey. yet in both those cases the detailing is 
considerably more enriched than at dunfermline. Perhaps a closer parallel is to be found 
in the surviving fragment of the nave at carlisle cathedral, where vertical articulation was 
similarly abandoned above arcade level, and the detailing was of a comparably minimal 
character. Since the contrast between the arcade level, and the upper storeys at dunfermline 
is so stark, one wonders if it marks a change in patronage. it is difficult to believe that 
david i would have been happy to allow such a marked reduction of quality at what was 
intended to be his own burial place; so it is perhaps likely that these upper parts were only 
completed after the dedication of 1150 and david’s own death in 1153.

So far as the west wall of the nave is concerned, although it has been extensively 
remodelled, it is still possible to detect something of the original arrangements. at the 
lowest level the doorway remains largely unchanged, being flanked by two arches of blind 
arcading on each side, and framed within a taller rear-arch around which a chip-carved 

figure 2.12

Dunfermline Abbey, the upper storeys of the south side of the nave.
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string-course is continued as a hood-mould (see fig 2.9). above the doorway is a second 
string-course at the level of the arcade respond abaci, but above that there has been major 
reconstruction when the existing west window was inserted. nevertheless, despite the extent 
of the disturbance, some evidence for two, or possibly three levels of primary windows with 
associated wall passages has survived. within the unfloored shell of the early nineteenth-
century south-east tower, a lower wall passage is clearly visible, and there are also faint traces 
of that blocked passage in the south embrasure of the later west window. in addition, at 
the junctions of the west wall with the north and south walls there are truncated lengths 
of string-courses. one of these, extending across from the string-course at the base of 
the gallery, was at an uncertain level in relation to the lower windows. a higher level of 
windows may have risen from the next highest string-course, at mid-height of the gallery 
arches. at an even higher level, close to the south wall are the slight traces of what may be 
the jamb and impost of a window at the level of the clerestory.

the twelfth-century church: the architecture of the exterior

externally the walls of the nave rise from a simply chamfered base course. the bays are 
marked by pilasters of slight projection that have a chip-carved string-course carried around 
them at the level of the window sills on the north side, and that are weathered back at 
the top (fig 2.13). on the south side there is a drip-course for the cloister roof at the level 
corresponding to the string-course on the north. the three original doorways, in the south 
and north flanks and in the west front, will be discussed in chapter three of this volume, 
but it is worth mentioning here that the west and north doorways (see fig 3.6), of five and 
four orders respectively, project so far beyond the wall face that they had to be set within 
salients. that to the north doorway has a superstructure with a blind arcade of seven arches, 
which has analogies with doorway superstructures at Kelso abbey and dalmeny church, 
though in both those cases the arcading is intersecting rather than simple.33

the aisle windows that still reflect the original design rest on the string-course or drip-
course mentioned above, and are framed by chevron-decorated arches carried on nook 
shafts, with label-moulded outer orders embraced by hood-moulds. the window over the 
south-east doorway is given special emphasis by being slightly larger than the others, and 
by having chip carving to the hood-mould. the windows to the gallery are something of 
a puzzle. on the south-side the heads of all the windows were truncated when the gallery 
roofs were replaced by more steeply swept roofs after the reformation, and have since 
been rebuilt to their assumed original form. But on the north side there seems to have 
been minimal post-reformation truncation of the gallery walls, and the windows in the 
second and third bays from the crossing appear to be essentially medieval; it was their 
design that was copied on the south side in the mid-nineteenth century.34 these windows 
are remarkable for having triangular heads, into which y-tracery has been inserted. in 
england triangular window-heads are generally associated with pre-conquest work and 
are most unusual in mature romanesque buildings, though they are not entirely unknown 
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figure 2.13

Dunfermline Abbey, one bay of the exterior of the north nave aisle.
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in the twelfth century, as for example in the tower windows of the church at haddiscoe 
in norfolk. But the relationship between the cushion caps of the nook shafts and the 
window-heads at dunfermline does suggest that the overall triangular form is authentic, 
and elsewhere in Scotland it is now thought that the triangular-headed tower windows at 
restenneth Priory are also of the twelfth century.35 is it perhaps a possibility that this shape 
of window-head was intended as a reflection of a series of lateral gables, one over each bay, 
as are known to have originally existed at durham? while this cannot be altogether ruled 
out, however, there is no structural evidence that dunfermline was ever meant to follow 
durham in the provision of such gables; conversely, at durham there is no indication that 
the windows were ever anything other than arched, despite the intended triangular form 
of the gables.

the clerestory has single round-arched windows, alternating with the pilasters that 
divide the bays. around the edge of these windows is a rebate which may have been simply 
decorative, but which could have been intended as the seating for glazing frames. the 
cornice and wall-head parapet of the clerestory are mainly later than the clerestory itself, 
and will be briefly discussed below. But the bottom element of the cornice in the second 
to fifth bays from the crossing on the north side, and along most of the south side, is a 
chamfered course, which could be an original feature.

of the west front (fig 2.14), virtually the only recognisably twelfth-century features are 
the great doorway and a roll moulding on the south side of the upper parts of the central 
portion. the limited evidence for the first fenestration of the west front has already been 
dealt with in discussing the interior, and irregular vertical breaks on each side of the central 
windows indicate where the twelfth-century work has been cut into in order to insert the 
single main window and the upper circlet now seen. the two towers which flank the front 
are late medieval on the north side and early nineteenth century on the other, though we 
know something of the lower parts of the twelfth-century southern tower before its collapse 
in 1807 from a view by John clerk of eldin (see fig 6.7).36 that view shows there was a 
massive stair turret at the south-west angle of the tower, of a comparable scale to those 
that are such a prominent feature of the outer western angles of the towers at durham 
cathedral;37 there appears also to have been something like a second turret at the south-
east angle of the tower, though it is unclear why that should have been required, and it is 
perhaps more likely to have been a large clasping pilaster. decorative arcading is shown 
along the west face of at least the main body of the tower, at the same level and of a similar 
form as that within the nave aisles. the only windows depicted for the south-west tower 
were in its south face, where they were evidently like those in the nave aisle flanks, and 
there were smaller windows to the stair turret. that turret had substantial sunk rolls at 
the angles, and there was a similar roll at the junction of the tower with the central part 
of the west front, which still partly survives. unfortunately, by the time clerk’s view was 
made the tower rose to no more than the top of the central part of the west front, the 
superstructure having been dismantled in 1753, and so we cannot know how the towers 
were originally meant to be finished. 
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figure 2.14

Dunfermline Abbey, the west front.
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thirteenth-century works

the most important works to be carried out in the thirteenth century were associated with 
the addition of a feretory chapel for St margaret, at the far east end of the building. however, 
it seems that various works were also carried out elsewhere, though the evidence for this is 
fragmentary. operations of some kind had been in hand since at least 1226, when a bull 
of Pope honorius iii refers to the making of noble structures,38 while a bull of 1231 makes 
reference to great expense and debts in connection with nobler structures.39 nevertheless, 
the scope of the work was not sufficient to require a fresh dedication, according to a papal 
decision in 1249,40 and in the following year the operation culminated in the translation 
of St margaret’s relics to her new chapel.41

So far as the existing nave is concerned, it is perhaps unlikely that there was much 
more than minor modifications at this time. the mask-head corbel tables and parapets 
to parts of the nave clerestory and north gallery wall-heads (see fig 2.13) could certainly 
be of the first half of the thirteenth century. it might also be argued that the small 
single lancets which replaced the triangular-headed windows in the fourth, fifth and 
sixth bays from the crossing of the north nave gallery could be of this period, though it 
would perhaps be more sensible to assume that they were part of the fifteenth-century 
remodelling of this corner of the 
nave. moving further east, as we 
have seen, cave’s view of the interior 
of the north transept shows an arch 
inserted within the early twelfth-
century arch from the transept to 
the nave aisle, with details likely to 
be of the thirteenth century (see fig 
2.6). the arch above it, at gallery 
level, looks more likely to be of the 
late twelfth century on the basis of 
what is shown as a chalice capital 
with a square abacus. together these 
insertions suggest that a succession 
of secondary modifications had been 
required in the crossing area, and 
works in that area could well have 
been associated with the provision 
of additional support for an existing 
tower or perhaps even with proposals 
to heighten the tower.

the works at the far east end must 
have represented an altogether more 

figure 2.15

Dunfermline, a diagrammatic sketch indicating the 
mid-thirteenth-century eastward extension.
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significant modification to the twelfth-century structure. they involved the construction 
of an aisle-less feretory chapel, which appears to have projected two bays beyond the 
squared-off east end that must have replaced the original apses (fig 2.15). the new east 
end presumably housed a full-height ambulatory behind the high altar to give access 
for pilgrims to the shrine, and there could also have been new chapels at the aisle ends. 
the only parts of this to survive are lengths of the lower courses of the east and south 
walls of the feretory chapel, and it is impossible to be certain from this what form the 
massing of the new eastern parts took. it is arguable that the chapel rose to the full 
height of the central vessel to create a presbytery-like extension beyond the aisled choir, 
like those of Jedburgh and St andrews in the later twelfth century, and as was to be the 
case at elgin after 1270. But on balance it may be more likely that the chapel rose little 
higher than the aisles, and had a similar relationship with the main body of the church 
as that seen in eastern chapels added to a number of southern english cathedrals in the 
thirteenth century, such as hereford or winchester. it may be mentioned that ebenezer 
henderson concluded that the chapel was about the same height as the aisles, based 
on those early views that he had been able to bring together, though his reconstruction 
should be treated with considerable caution in most respects.42

the surviving lower walls of the feretory chapel show that the detailing was of high 
quality (see fig 4.3). externally there are the lower portions of a carefully scaled plinth 
course with a deep sloping section above a narrow basal chamfer. internally there was a 
stone bench around the lower walls, with a band of nail-head decoration between two 
rolls to its edge. Projecting from this bench were supports for the bases of single wall-
shafts which would have defined the bay system, and which must have been disengaged 
in at least their lower parts. Set on the bench, against the south wall, are bases of water-
holding form for the slender cylindrical shafts of the decorative wall-arcading, which must 
have run without break behind the wall shafts. the miniature corbels which supported 
the overhanging lower roll of these bases point to some finesse of detailing. the way in 
which single wall shafts rose in front of a band of decorative arcading can be regarded 
as an updated continuation of the themes of the twelfth-century work in the aisles, 
though the mast-like wall-shafts in the feretory chapel must have created an attractively 
light appearance. it is possible that these shafts would have been emphasised by being 
of a darker stone than the rest of the masonry, and they may have been polished. one 
intriguing feature of the bench is the number of basins cut into it: two along the east 
wall, and a third at the east end of the south wall. the most obvious function of such 
basins would be as piscinas, though it is unlikely that so many altars were crowded around 
the shrine as appears to be suggested by the number of basins, and two of the basins are 
cut across masonry joints, which would have made them less than water-tight, unless 
they were lead-lined.43 is it perhaps one possibility that some of them had a function in 
connection with the offerings of pilgrims? the ways in which the chapel was used are 
discussed in chapter four of this volume.
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later medieval works

it is not known what impact, if any, edward i’s attack on the abbey in 1304 had on 
the church. damage may have been limited to the conventual buildings, where it was 
presumably a leading reason for the major rebuilding carried out under robert i’s patronage, 
which is discussed in chapters five and six in this volume. robert i’s own entombment 
before the high altar in 1329, which is discussed in chapter eight, might have involved 
modifications to the presbytery and choir, though these were perhaps limited to some 
reordering of furnishings. 

So far as we can now judge, the most significant extension of the plan of the abbey 
church since completion of the feretory chapel was the addition of a five-bay chapel on 
the north side of the choir (see figs 2.4 and 2.7), which was lit by large traceried windows 
occupying the whole of the available space between the buttresses. the traditional dating of 
this chapel in the fourteenth century is likely to be acceptable, though there appears to be 
no firm documentation for its construction, and we therefore have to rely on views of the 
windows made before their demolition in 1818 to assess its date. grose shows a triangular 
grouping of six roundels, in rows of three, two and one, in the window that was surviving 
at that time. this is amplified in the view published by thomas Pennant in 1776,44 which 
shows the circlets as contained within a matrix of intersecting arcs. Such tracery would be 
technically possible at any time from the later thirteenth century; but it is perhaps more 
likely to date from the later fourteenth century, when a number of churches, including the 
cathedrals of elgin and fortrose were given windows of this kind.45 Since we know that a 
new stone was purchased for the shrine base in the feretory chapel in 1368,46 it is at least 
a possibility that there was some re-ordering of the eastern parts of the church in the later 
decades of the fourteenth century, with the addition of the north chapel being one part of 
that. however, in making that suggestion there is perhaps a danger of placing too much 
weight on the few documented dates we have.

Being located on the north side of the choir, the traditional identification of this 
addition as a lady chapel is probably also acceptable, since the north side of the choir 
was a particularly honorific location, at the right hand of the lord as viewed from the 
high altar. comparable northern locations of lady chapels may be seen at those in 
the north nave aisles at dunblane and dunkeld cathedrals, or, on a much grander 
scale, at the lady chapels on the north side of the choir at the cathedrals of ely and 
Peterborough. the altar in this chapel would not have been the only one dedicated to the 
virgin within the abbey church, however; there are references to an altar of our lady of 
Pity, for example, which was described as being close to the stair to the dormitory and 
therefore presumably in the south transept. Some of the earlier burials said to have been 
associated with an altar of the virgin would therefore have been elsewhere in the church. 
nevertheless, provision made for lights in the ‘capella Sancte marie de dunfermlyne’ in 
1388 may well relate to this chapel,47 a number of prestigious burials have been found 
within this chapel and, because of the belief that they were royal burials, the early 
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nineteenth-century church was given transeptal projections, so that the area would be 
contained within the northern arm.

of the many other altars that must have stood within the nave, few have left any physical 
trace, and since we are here chiefly concerned with the architectural evidence this is not 
the place to consider the documentary evidence in detail.48 the principal nave altar would 
have been against the west side of the rood screen, between the two doorways which are still 
partly evident (see figs 2.1 and 2.4). there are also references to an altar of the rood and of 
our lady, which it has been suggested was in the second bay from the crossing of the north 
aisle. it was thus presumably in front of the screen which extended across this aisle, although 
how this could be reconciled with the provision of a doorway through the screen for those 
who wished to take the route around the eastern parts to the feretory chapel is difficult to 
say. whatever the case, this bay was given particular prominence in the sixteenth century 
by a new painting on its vault, which includes depictions of St Peter, St andrew and St 
Paul (fig 2.16).49 this bay was also given a greatly enlarged window of three lights at some 
stage, presumably as the framework for a display of stained glass and in order to provide 
additional light, which confirms that it was indeed an area of some importance. another 
potential clue to the location of a liturgically significant feature in the nave is a wall aumbry 
in the sixth bay from the crossing of the south nave aisle, though it was perhaps more likely 
to have been associated with the well that is within this bay than with an altar.

a pair of enlarged three-light windows in the fifth and sixth bays from the crossing 
of the north nave aisle could be a pointer to the site of other altars. these windows, for 
which the twelfth-century string-course was lowered in order to allow them to have greater 
depth, have intersecting tracery with sub-arches at two of the light-heads in one case, 
and with sub-arches at all three light-heads in the other. despite the slight differences 
of detail, which could be the result of inaccurate restoration at some stage rather than of 
initial differences of design, it is clear from their reveal mouldings that the two windows 
are contemporary, each having a pair of chamfers to the jambs and paired hollow chamfers 
to the arch. whether or not they were intended to light altars, they belonged to a major 
campaign of reconstruction of the north-west corner of the nave. this is attributable to the 
abbacy of richard de Bothwell (1444  –68), whose arms were placed on vaulting bosses in 
the sixth aisle bay from the crossing and in the porch, and also on the buttress tabernacle 
on the west side of the porch.50 this reconstruction campaign involved the rebuilding 
of the north-west tower (see fig 2.14), the addition of the two-bay porch over the north 
doorway, the reconstruction of the greater part of the western bays of the north arcade 
and their superstructure (fig 2.17), and the replacement of the vaulting over the three 
western bays of the north aisle. as has already been said, the small lancets to the gallery 
in the fourth to sixth bays west of the crossing probably also belong to this campaign; it 
should be noted that the faint ghosting of the twelfth-century windows is still to be seen 
on each side of those windows.

the extent of the rebuilding suggests there had been structural problems in this area, 
perhaps associated with the north-west tower. rebuilding started from ground level, since a 
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figure 2.16

Dunfermline Abbey, the paintings on the vault at the east end of the north nave aisle.
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figure 2.17

Dunfermline, the arcade and gallery in the western bays of the north side of the nave 
as rebuilt in the fifteenth century.

new high base course, of ogee profile above a chamfer, runs around both the tower and the 
new porch. the design of the tower is very simple, with a three-light window of intersecting 
tracery at the west end of the north aisle, a round-arched window on each face of the belfry 
stage, and large extents of blank wall between. the tower is capped by a machicolated and 
crenellated parapet, behind which rises a splay-foot spire with an almost vertical lower 
section below the tapering upper sections. there are two string-courses around the spire, the 
upper one having cresting and supporting miniature lucarnes. this tower must have been 
significantly less massive in scale than its predecessor, assuming that the predecessor was of 
a similar scale to the south-west tower as depicted by clerk of eldin (see fig 6.7), and the 
wall face had to be chamfered back from the central part of the west front to meet it. the 
new porch was a single-storey structure, its round-headed entrance arch surmounted by 
a tabernacle rising up into a gable; the roof behind this gable partly obscures the arcaded 
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superstructure of the earlier salient of the doorway. there are also tabernacles at the tops 
of the gabletted buttresses that flank that earlier salient.

it was perhaps during this campaign that the twelfth-century windows to the west front 
were replaced by a single four-light intersecting-traceried window, which has sub-arches 
at the light-heads like those in the new aisle windows. in looking for a wider context for 
these windows, it may be mentioned that one of the (heavily restored) window types in the 
choir of Perth St John, which was rebuilt after 1440, has similar sub-arches, suggesting that 
this was a fashion briefly in favour around that time.51 it can be assumed that the blocked 
circlet with cusped cross-tracery at the height corresponding with the roof, together with 
the row of four cusped arches above it, were also part of this campaign. Both Slezer and 
clerk of eldin (see figs 6.6 and 6.7) show that above what is now an open arcade the wall 
was flat-headed, rather than gabled as we now see it. what is suggested by the masonry 
evidence is that those four cusped arches were originally glazed, and that they lit a space 
of unknown use which ran between the two west towers at a height above the nave roof, 
and which was itself covered by a roof of low pitch. how the east wall of that space was 
supported is unclear. at a later stage, lines against the inner flanks of the two towers show 
that a double-pitched roof was constructed at the same height as the main nave roof, but 
at right angles to it, leaving the four arches standing without any apparent function above 
that roof. later still, this roof was in turn replaced by an extension of the nave roof. 

in designing the upper parts of the new work inside the church, a lead was taken 
from the twelfth-century design in the extreme simplicity of the round-arched openings 
at gallery and clerestory levels, but in this case there was no attempt whatever to relieve 
the simplicity of the arches by additional mouldings. the main string-courses at gallery 
and clerestory level were omitted altogether, although the string-course at impost level 
of the twelfth-century clerestory was continued around the new clerestory arches as a 
hood mould. at arcade level less effort was made to fit in with the earlier work, and it 
may be suspected that the existence of many furnishings and enclosures would have 
made any attempt to make the new conform with the old seem less necessary here. the 
west bay at arcade level was built as a solid wall, presumably to provide as much support 
for the new tower as possible. at some stage the west arcade bay on the south side was 
also built up, and a platform was formed between the two. it cannot be ruled out that 
this was another modification dating from this campaign of works, though a blocked 
doorway to the platform from the north-west tower appears to be a secondary cutting, 
and on balance it must be more likely that the platform was associated with the post-
reformation provision of galleries. the second and third arcade bays from the west on 
the north side were built to a completely different design from the bays of the arcade 
further east. the pier between these two bays is of octofoil clustered-shaft form, of the 
type that had become fashionable again in the middle decades of the fifteenth century, 
as seen in the choir of Perth St John or the nave of Paisley abbey,52 though the absence 
of a defined abacus to the multiple moulded capital gives the dunfermline pier a slightly 
incomplete appearance. the tower arch responds are of the same type as the pier, it may 
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be noted that the narrower arch in the second arcade bay from the west is pointed, while 
that in the third bay is semi-circular.

this campaign required a considerable amount of new vaulting. over the two rebuilt 
bays of the north aisle itself the old vaulting was dismantled, while it can be seen that the 
wall shafts were cut away and the wall re-faced. the new four-part vaults, being of slightly 
pointed section, rose to a higher level than their predecessors and were provided with slender 
ridge ribs in both directions, as well as diagonal and transverse ribs. the vault below the 
lowest stage of the tower is an example of the revived interest in six-part vaults that is also 
seen elsewhere around this time, as in the towers of Stirling holy rude and linlithgow St 
michael. the most complex vaulting of this campaign was in the new north porch, where 
there are two bays of tightly concentrated tierceron vaulting.

one other late medieval modification which calls for further mention is the provision 
of a second doorway from the cloister into the nave (see fig 2.3). creating this doorway 
necessitated cutting through the twelfth-century wall arcading, and there are no traces of 
any opening there before this was done. as already said, it was unusual for there to have 
been only the single south-east doorway from the cloister, since this must have necessitated 
a rather inconvenient routing of the Sunday processions around the church and conventual 
buildings, so it is surprising that this second doorway was not provided earlier than the 
fourteenth- or fifteenth-century date that is suggested by the doorway’s mouldings. it has 
five orders of chamfers to the jambs, out of which a slightly ungainly tight concentration 
of five chunky filleted rolls emerges in the arch. above the east side of the doorway is the 
springing of an arch which perhaps marked the line of the junction of the west and north 
cloister walks.

post-reformation works

the abbey had undergone a first Protestant ‘cleansing’ by September 1559, and was sacked 
in march 1560.53 By September 1563 the choir and feretory chapel were roofless, and it 
was said that the nave was also in a sorry state, with the walls so extensively damaged that 
it was a danger to enter.54 consequently, the townspeople sought the help of the Privy 
council towards necessary repairs on what was still their place of worship; in response the 
council ordered the repair of all decayed churches within the kingdom, with two-thirds 
of the cost being borne by the parishioners, and the other third by the incumbent.55 this 
was perhaps not the outcome that had been hoped for. the fortunes of the abbey may have 
improved when the lordship of the abbey north of the forth was granted to James vi’s new 
queen, anne of denmark, in 1589.56 anne set about creating a splendid palace for herself 
within the old guest house and some of the conventual buildings, a process described in 
chapter six of this volume. it is usually said that her master of works, william Schaw, 
who worked on the palace, and for whom the queen ordered an impressive memorial to 
be placed in the church, also carried out work on the church in the years between 1594 
and 1599. the north-west tower is particularly referred to as being by him,57 though it 
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is unclear on what this view is based, and on balance it is perhaps more likely that the 
whole of the tower is attributable to the operations for abbot Bothwell discussed above. 
nevertheless, this does not preclude the possibility that Schaw carried out some works on 
the church while remodelling the adjacent palace. 

the queen evidently intended to be entombed at the abbey, since she built a burial 
vault against the second and third bays of the south aisle from the transept, within 
what had been part of the north cloister walk, and thus blocking the doorway from the 
cloister. But in 1616 she gave this vault to Sir henry wardlaw of Pitreavie. following the 
king’s succession to the english throne in 1603, royal interest in the abbey church was 
presumably less active, and there would have been little prospect of further royal burials. 
few subsequent works were to be instigated at the abbey for members of the royal family 
other than relatively minor interventions in advance of royal homecomings by James vi 
in 1617 and by charles i in 1633. 

the effort to make the nave a fitting place for Protestant worship culminated in a period 
of considerable activity around the 1620s, when the aisle walls were shored up by free-
standing buttresses connected to the wall-heads by quadrant-arched flyers (see fig 2.13). 
one suspects that the collapse or removal of some of the buildings that had once adjoined 
the nave had exacerbated those inherent problems of instability which had previously 
resulted in the mid-fifteenth-century rebuilding of the north-west corner of the nave. four 
buttresses were built on the north side, where the porch already provided buttressing to 
the western bays, but six had to be built on the south side and a seventh was added in the 
early nineteenth century when the south-west tower was rebuilt. the wardlaw vault against 
the south side must have been partly dismantled and rebuilt to allow the buttresses to be 
constructed. the fourth buttress from the east on the south side is dated 1620, while the 
fourth from the east on the north side has a date said to be 1625. internally, much of the 
south aisle vault must have been reconstructed at this time, since two of the vault bosses 
are dated 1620 and 1621. 

it may have been as part of this operation that the roofs over the aisle galleries were 
reconstructed to a steeper pitch. this has been lost sight of since it was reversed in the mid-
nineteenth-century restoration of the nave; but early views, and particularly that drawn 
for general hutton (see fig 2.8), show that on the south side the outer wall of the gallery 
had been cut down for a roof which then rose up to well above sill level of the clerestory 
windows. the extent of the change that this involved can be assessed from the amount of 
new stone that was required in the mid-nineteenth century to build up the outer wall of 
the south gallery to its original height and to replace the damaged masonry of the lower 
part of the clerestory wall. the new stone is visibly of greyer tone than the buff-coloured 
material of the medieval building. on the north side the construction of the post-medieval 
roof pitch evidently caused less damage, with no reduction in height of the gallery outer 
wall other than the parapet above the corbel table (see fig 2.13). yet it can still be seen that 
the roof must have risen well up the clerestory wall, and the ghost of the raised roofline is 
visible on the east side of the north-west tower.58 
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internally there were also to be drastic changes to make the nave suitable for services 
in which preaching had come to be the central element. drawings by the rev John Sime 
of 180559 are of unique value for showing that a process of progressive addition of timber 
galleries had resulted in there being two tiers of such galleries throughout much of the 
aisles, with other galleries at each end of the main space (fig 2.18). in addition, at some 
stage a boarded ceiling was inserted below the level of the medieval galleries, which rose 
up to east and west to clear the inserted timber galleries at the ends of the nave.60 as 
a result of the insertion of this ceiling, the twelfth-century gallery and clerestory were 
almost completely lost to sight internally. to provide access or lighting to some of the 
inserted galleries and pews, a number of doorways and windows were cut through the 
walls. amongst others, blocked doorways are to be seen in the third bay from the crossing 
of the north aisle and in the west wall of the south-west tower. in the fourth and fifth 
bays from the crossing of the south aisle there are traces of two levels of windows: the 
lower level below the aisle windows and the upper ones above. the former necessitated 
the removal of some of the wall arcading shafts, while the latter necessitated paring back 
of the vaulting. views of the interior of the nave made after the removal of the inserted 
ceiling show that the roof at that time was of open tie-beam construction, with the tie-
beams braced by raking struts seated in pockets between the clerestory windows, and 
those pockets are still to be seen.

as these modifications were being made in the nave, other portions of the church were 
falling into ever greater decay. in 1672 parts of the east end collapsed, while in 1716 part 
of the central tower is said to have fallen, presumably destabilising much that still stood 

figure 2.18
The interior of the nave, looking south in 1805, when still in use as a parish church, by the Rev John Sime.
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around its base, and the east gable tumbled in 1726.61 the final collapse of the central 
tower took place in 1753, and later in that year the upper parts of the south-west tower 
were dismantled. But the latter was not enough to prevent the collapse of the rest, and in 
1807 much of what remained of the south-west tower fell during a thunder storm, having 
threatened collapse for some time previously.62 in this last case remedial action had to be 
taken, though the heritors were keen to avoid unnecessary expense, and it was only in 1811 
that it was rebuilt to a strictly utilitarian design by william Stark, a fine architect who must 
have found it dispiriting to be responsible for such blatantly utilitarian work. however, 
we must be grateful that as much as possible of the masonry of the twelfth-century tower 
was retained on the east side, while other fragments of the original structure are to be seen 
internally, including parts of the wall arcading. 

the turning point in the post-medieval history of the abbey church was the decision 
to build a new parish church on the site of the medieval choir and transepts, which is 
discussed more fully in chapter twelve of this volume. an initial prompting for this was 
a ruling by the presbytery in 1809 that the town and heritors should provide seating for 
2,800 to 3,000 worshippers and, although the court of Session ruled that only 1,800 seats 
were required, it came to be felt that a new building was probably the best answer.63 after 
many delays the foundation stone of the new church, designed by william Burn, was laid 
in march 1818, and it was opened for worship in September 1821 (see fig 12.1). in the 
following year the furnishings of the old church were sold at auction, which presumably 
left a largely unencumbered space within the nave. 

from the beginning of this process there was an assumption by the heritors that the 
Barons of the exchequer, acting for the crown, would provide funds for the maintenance 
of the medieval nave once it was vacated by the parishioners, since it was deemed to be 
crown property as a consequence of the act of annexation of 1587. william Burn drew up 
proposals for the nave in 1820, which involved the insertion of plaster vaults over the central 
space, very like those he had designed for the new church, along with some enrichment 
of the original structure, including additional shafts and arch mouldings to the gallery 
openings.64 mercifully, nothing was done about these proposals due to lack of funds, and 
eventually, in 1829, the king’s master of works, robert reid, reported on the structural 
needs of the nave.65 in this he adopted the highly enlightened view that ‘restoration or 
embellishment should not be the object’ of the work, and advocated that there should be 
as little ‘appearance of interference with [the] present state and construction’ as possible. 
evidently, his intention was that the nave should be preserved as an illustration of the 
architecture of its time.

yet again, little was then done, however, and in 1834 the heritors once more requested 
aid towards work on the nave, pointing out that they had made the new church larger than 
originally intended, at the request of the Barons of the exchequer, so that the presumed 
royal tombs in the lady chapel could be accommodated.66 But it was only in 1845 that 
william nixon, the crown’s clerk of works, again reported on the abbey, by which time it 
appears to have been accepted that it was the state’s responsibility to carry out this work.67 
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in his report he referred to the damage caused by the insertion of the timber galleries, by 
then removed, and he mentioned the modification of some of the windows to take sashes; 
he also said that the roof was in a dangerous state, being held up by temporary supports. 
his suggested repairs were costed at £1,207 41s, and included the rebuilding of one of 
the south arcade piers, though by 1848, when the works had already cost £899 8s, it had 
been found necessary to replace three of those piers.68 as mentioned above, the work also 
embraced the reconstruction of parts of the outer walls and parapets of the aisle galleries, 
and the refacing of portions of the clerestory, and it was only in 1855 that the operation 
was deemed to be complete. 

it was in the course of laying new paving in 1849 that the two stone coffins were 
found towards the east end of the nave which were thought to be those of St margaret 
and Prince edward, and they were placed at the west end of the church.69 there were 
further, albeit unauthorised, excavations in 1855, though it was concluded that no damage 
had then been caused.70 one other operation which must be touched upon here was the 
rediscovery of the south-east doorway from the cloister within the wardlaw vault in 
1903; once permission had been received to remove one bay of that vault, the doorway 
was re-exposed and partly restored in 1905.71 the first essentially investigative excavations 
within the nave were probably those carried out by Peter macgregor chalmers in 1916, 
mentioned above, as part of his research into the plan of the early church (see fig 2.1),72 
an operation during which the lower courses of the rood screen were also exposed. 
Subsequently, the nave floor was supported on piers above the excavated walls, and the 
plan was marked out in the new paving; the rood screen was left exposed by moving the 
stair into the nineteenth-century church further east. this post-excavation work was 
carried out at the cost of the carnegie trustees and completed by december 1917. Since 
then the only significant excavation within the nave has been a small investigation carried 
out in 1977, when there were concerns over an area of sinking pavement towards the east 
end of the south aisle.73 in recent years the main effort within the abbey nave has been 
directed towards making it more rewarding for visitors, chiefly by providing information 
to help them understand what they see, and also by installing discreet lighting to make 
the architecture more visible. 
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the south-east and west doorways of dunfermline abbey nave differ both in style 
and overall form. the purpose of this paper is to analyse these differences and to 
try to draw from them some wider conclusions.

the south-east doorway (fig 
3.1), that is, the east processional 
doorway leading into the nave 
from the cloister, is one bay west 
of the typical position of an east 
processional doorway. this is perhaps 
explained as being related to the site, 
to the west of the romanesque rood 
screen, of the original tomb of Queen 
margaret.1 the queen was evidently 
given the status of a saint long before 
her canonisation in 1249,2 and the 
position of the doorway would 
have allowed ease of access from the 
cloister to her tomb. on the other 
hand, a more prosaic explanation 
may be suggested: there may have 
been no south-west doorway from the 
cloister until the fourteenth century,3 
and the south east doorway may 
have been positioned to allow ease 
of access for processions to the west 
side of the rood screen. following 
the destruction of the cloister,4 the 
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figure 3.1

Dunfermline Abbey, the south-east doorway.
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doorway was blocked in 1616 by the 
building of the burial vault of the 
wardlaw family.5 the doorway was 
hidden from view until 1903, when 
the moulded and carved stonework 
was re discovered (fig 3.2).6 under the 
direction of w t oldrieve the burial 
vault was shortened by one bay and 
the doorway reopened in 1905.7

the semicircular head of the south-
east doorway consists of three main 
arch orders decorated with chevron 
and an enclosing order decorated 
with a repeated square rosette.8 the 
prominent abaci, with a wide chamfer 
on the lower side, are carved with a 
repeated palmette. elaborately carved 
capitals correspond to the middle 
and the innermost orders of the 
arch (figs 3.3 and 3.4). the outer 
order and the enclosing order have 
no corresponding capitals, but the 
line of their projection downwards is 
suggested by returns in the jambs. the 
outer capitals corresponding to the 
middle order rest on nook shafts and 
the inner double capitals on double 

attached shafts divided by an angle fillet. the blocking of the doorway caused damage to 
the shafts, which have been replaced, and to the jambs, which have been partly renewed, 
but there is no evidence that the capitals were substan tially affected. overall, the south-east 
doorway is in a remarkably good state of preservation.

the outer west capital, which is based on the cushion form, has its compositional centre 
beneath the projecting corner; tendrils spring upwards to form scrolls on each face and 
terminate in shoot-like leaves. the subtle underlining of the cushion form of the capital 
by the use of bands contributes to its formal richness. this elaboration extends to the 
necking, which is decorated with a chevron pattern. the outer east capital, which is of 
vestigial cushion form, has at its projecting corner a central grotesque mask with tendrils 
extending from its mouth to form large scrolls on each face. these in turn terminate in 
large, fleshy floral motifs. the necking is ornamented with a spiral pattern.

the inner west capital consists of two half-capitals carved from the same block. the 
vestigial cushion form is made less emphatic by the large S and reverse S tendrils carved 

figure 3.2

Dunfermline Abbey, interior of the south-east doorway after 
its discovery in 1903.
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on each face. these extend almost the full height of the capital, and serve to lessen the 
division between the semicircular upper part and the conical lower part. there is a large 
hanging trefoil leaf at each corner. this capital is not enriched with the same degree of 
carved detail as the other capitals of this doorway and it seems likely that it is unfinished.9 
the inner east capital is also carved from a single block. its vestigial scallop form is less 
clearly divided into two half-capitals than is the inner west capital; the central angle fillet 
which would serve to emphasise the division has been carved and acts as the compositional 
centre of the design. from this point, and from the corners, spring short tendrils from which 
leaves extend. these are formed of inverted trefoils with two small half-scrolls above. at 
the centre and corners tendrils rise vertically, appearing to curl around the deeply excavated 
beaded bands and terminating in trefoil leaves.

dunfermline abbey has long been recognised as forming part of a larger group of 
buildings which can be related closely to the architecture of durham cathedral.10 the 
south-east doorway substantiates this link. the chevron type is of exactly the same form 
as that of the durham nave doorways11 and the repeated palmettes carved on the abaci 
are very closely comparable with those on the abaci of the south-west nave doorway at 
durham. the capitals of the dunfermline doorway allow the comparisons with durham 
to be taken further. the way in which bands have been used to define the basic form of the 
dunfermline capitals,12 in combination with scrolled and foliated tendrils, is also used at 
durham, both in the carving of the nave doorway capitals and those of the chapter house 
caryatids.13 in particular, a very close comparison can be made between the inner west capital 
at dunfermline and the inner capitals of the durham south-west nave doorway (fig 3.5). 
a further point of close similarity is provided by the square rosettes that decorate the 
enclosing order at dunfermline, which can be compared with the lozenge-shaped rosettes 
that form part of the enrichment of the inner shafts of the durham south-west doorway.14 
the comparisons that can be made between the dunfermline south-east doorway and the 
sculptural decoration of durham cathedral are sufficiently close to demonstrate that the 
sculpture of the dunfermline doorway was carved by masons who worked at durham.

the style of the sculpture of the south-east doorway of dunfermline, like that of durham, 
depends for its effect on linear forms which are carved in deep relief, emphasis ing the contrast 
between the main forms and their background. this is a style which would very much 
have lent itself to painted embellishment, although no scientific infor mation is at present 
available on the possible use of paint at dunfermline or on the durham nave doorway 
capitals. the style can also be related to illuminated initials in contemporary manuscripts 
such as durham cathedral library mS B.ii.26 and mS B.ii.7, which typically emphasise 
the contrast, in form and colour, between the main forms and the background.15

the west doorway of dunfermline abbey (fig 3.6) is a less decorative, if more imposing, 
entrance than the south-east doorway.16 it projects strongly from the wall- line and consists 
of five orders, each emphatically differentiated from the rest and creating a strong sense 
of recession.17 the outer order is enclosed by a heavy chamfered hood mould which is 
terminated by two grotesque head stops, now badly eroded. the first, second and fourth 
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figure 3.3

Dunfermline Abbey, the south-east doorway, west capitals.
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figure 3.4

Dunfermline Abbey, the south-east doorway, east capitals.
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orders are decorated with a shallow chevron pattern. the third order is enriched with square 
rosettes which are carved on each voussoir in pairs. unfortunately the condition of the 
doorway is relatively poor owing to long-term erosion; most of the alternating round and 
octagonal shafts have been renewed and the carving of sections of the outer arch order is 
very badly worn. it is evident, however, that the outer archivolt consists of voussoirs carved 
with grotesque heads in alternation with voussoirs carved in lower relief with knot patterns, 
stylised foliage designs, triquetras, a bird and motifs which are now too deteriorated to 
be identified.18 the ten capitals of the doorway include scallop and cushion examples as 
well as two of volute form.

in terms of overall form the west doorway has little in common with the south-east 
doorway. a closer examination reveals, however, some similarities. the third arch order, 
with its repeated rosette enrichment, is similar in this feature to the enclosing order of the 
south-east doorway, the voussoirs of this doorway being placed radially rather than following 
the arch. also, cushion and scallop capitals with sunken shields might be interpreted as 

figure 3.5

Durham Cathedral, interior of the south-west nave doorway, east capitals
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simplified versions of the banded vestigial form of the inner capitals of the south-east 
doorway. the most distinctive element in the design of the west doorway, the outer, or 
fifth, order, has no obvious analogy in the durham ambit. an imprecise comparison 
might be suggested, however, between the grotesque heads of the dunfermline doorway 
and those carved on the head corbels which support the main vaulting ribs at durham.19 

figure 3.6

Dunfermline Abbey, the west doorway.
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a low relief version of this type of grotesque appears within a roundel at the apex of the 
outer order of the durham west doorway.

a more specific source for the type of motifs used in the decoration of the outer order 
at dunfermline is, however, more difficult to provide. in their study of the use of human 
and animal heads in the decoration of romanesque arches, Zarnecki and henry have 
demonstrated how widespread was the use of such motifs across western europe.20 examples 
exist in western france, most with their voussoirs placed radially21 – as are those of the 

dunfermline west doorway; on many 
of these the voussoirs are carved with 
heads which are not of the beak-head 
type.22 there is no other evidence, 
however, to link dunfermline with 
such distant and generalised possible 
sources.

while the decoration of arches with 
beak-head is common in large areas 
of northern england, particularly 
yorkshire, the carving of grotesque 
heads on voussoirs in alter nation 
with other motifs which are not of 
beak-head form is comparatively rare. 
there is, however, a small number 
of monuments in northern england, 
and in ireland, which provide broad 
analogies to the dunfermline 
doorway in employing arches carved 
with grotesque heads not of beak-head 
type, but there is none which could 
with any conviction be suggested as 
a direct source.23 in the absence of 
compelling evidence otherwise, it 
may be suggested that it represents a 
relatively independent development 
which cannot be explained simply in 
terms of the influence of surviving 
monuments. this idea can perhaps be 
substantiated indirectly by the clear 
evidence that the dunfermline west 
doorway is related to the sculpture of 
a number of romanesque churches in 
the vicinity of dunfermline.

figure 3.7

Dalmeny Church, the south doorway.
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figure 3.8

Edinburgh, Cathedral of St Giles, the destroyed north doorway, 
from an engraving by W Forrest.
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chief amongst these is the church 
of St cuthbert at dalmeny (west 
lothian).24 the south doorway (fig 
3.7) is an elaborate construction of 
two orders surmounted by inter-
lacing arcading and projecting head 
corbels.25 it is of interest in relation 
to dunfermline west doorway 
in having an outer arch order 
composed of grotesque heads in 
high relief alternating with a variety 
of other motifs carved in low relief, 
several derived from the Bestiary. 
the voussoirs of both doorways 
are placed radially. also related to 
the dunfermline west doorway was 
the north doorway of the cathedral 
of St giles in edinburgh. this was 
destroyed in about 1800, but from 
an early engraving (fig 3.8) it can 
be seen that the arch was decorated 
with an outer order of grotesque 
heads carved on radiating voussoirs.26 
the sculpture of the church of 
St athernase at leuchars (fife),27 
which is heavily enriched with non-
figurative decoration, can be related to 
dunfermline particularly on the basis 
of the head corbels which support the 

ribs of the apse vault and those of the apse eaves course, a number of which are carved 
with grotesque heads very closely comparable to those of dunfermline west doorway. the 
ruined church of St Baldred at tyninghame (east lothian)28 also possesses detailed points of 
similarity to dunfermline, most notably the surviving capitals. the main chancel capitals, 
and those of the apse, are double scallops with sunken shields. the eastern chancel capitals 
are of volute form. Both types can be compared closely with capitals of dunfermline west 
doorway. a single surviving voussoir from the church at Kirknewton (midlothian) (fig 3.9) 
indicates that it was also related to this group.29 the repeated square rosette used in the 
decoration of the enclosing order of the dunfermline south-east doorway has a close affinity 
with a romanesque fragment from Brechin cathedral (angus) (fig 3.10). 

there is no specific evidence for dating the south-east and west doorways. assuming 
that building began at the east end in 1128 or shortly before, and that it continued 

figure 3.9

Kirknewton Church, a voussoir now housed in the 
Museum of Scotland.
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uninterrupted to the west end of the liturgical choir, and on the basis of comparisons with 
durham sculpture, the south-east doorway can probably be dated with some certainty 
to around 1130–40.30 it might perhaps have taken a further decade or so for the west 
end to have been reached.31 c a ralegh radford has suggested that the unadorned north 
doorway to the nave had been reset and represented work carried out in the time of King 
alexander i (1107–24). this doorway, now partly obscured by a fifteenth-century porch, 
is of four orders. although it has plain abaci and capitals – presum ably a reflection of its 
relatively humble role as the parochial entrance – the form of chevron used to decorate the 
arch orders is identical to that of the west doorway. also like the west doorway, it employs 
alternating circular and octagonal shafts. it is likely therefore to be of similar date. as there 
is no evidence to suggest that the building campaign proceeded from west to east rather 

figure 3.10

Brechin Cathedral, Romanesque fragments.
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than east to west, as normal, and the evidence ralegh radford gives to support his view 
that the doorway was reset is mistaken (the masonry break he mentions is in fact infill 
associated with the removal of the respond immediately to the east of the doorway), any 
implication that the west doorway might pre-date the south-east may be discounted. the 
dedication of 1150 at dunfermline recorded in the twelfth-century Chronicle of Holyrood 
might possibly give an indication of the date of completion of the nave, but this is by no 
means provable.32 indeed, webb made the convincing observation that the nave elevation 
appears to have been built in layers, and that the tribune and clerestory may therefore 
have been built in separate campaigns,33 suggesting that work may have continued over a 
significantly extended  period. it is probable, however, that the west doorway dates to the 
middle of the twelfth century, and despite the lack of securely dated comparative material 
it would be unlikely on stylistic grounds to date from later than the third quarter of the 
twelfth century.

in conclusion, therefore, it can be suggested that the south-east doorway should be 
considered as very specific evidence of the links between dunfermline abbey and durham 
cathedral. moreover, the carving is not merely an example of the influence of durham 
sculpture; it is evidently by the same mason or masons responsible for the durham south-
west doorway and the caryatid capitals. on the other hand, the west doorway, while 
showing limited points of similarity to the south-east doorway, may be considered as being 
essentially outside the durham ambit. the most distinctive aspect of its decoration, the 
grotesque heads carved on the outer order of the arch, cannot readily be traced to a specific 
source, but the sculpture of the west doorway is related to that of a number of romanesque 
churches in the vicinity of dunfermline. on this basis it can be argued that the traditional 
view of Scottish romanesque monuments, which underlines their complete dependency 
on english models, can in this case be countered.
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this paper has been reprinted with minor alterations from an article in Medieval art and 
architecture in the diocese of St Andrews (the British archaeological association conference 
transactions for 1986, xiv, leeds 1994), 118–23.

noteS

 1 Queen margaret was buried in the first church on the site and the present church was built over its 
foundations. See rcahmS, Inventory of Fife (edinburgh 1933), 106–7, and chapters 2 and 4 in 
this volume. according to the fifteenth-century writer wyntoun, ‘Saynt margretys body a hundyr 
yhere/lay befor the rwd awtere/in to the Kyrk off dwnfermlyne;/Bot scho wes translatyd syne/in 
to the gwere, quhare scho now lyis . . .’. See Chron Wyntoun vii, 165. See also eeles ‘development’. 
i am grateful to Professor eric fernie for emphasising the possible significance of the position of 
the south-east doorway.
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 2 on the basis of the reference ‘ad feretrum Sanctae margareta’ in the chronicle of roger of howden, 
datable to around 1200, for which see a c lawrie, Annals of the reigns of Malcolm and William kings 
of Scotland A.D. 1153–1214 (glasgow 1910), 320 (no lXX). the Vita S Margaretae, written by ‘t’ 
places great emphasis on her virtue, piety and charity, and was clearly intended to be hagiographical. 
See Symeonis Dunelmensis Opera et Collectanea, i, g h hinde (ed) (Surtees Society 1868); also The 
life of St Margaret, w forbes-leith (ed) (edinburgh 1896).

 3 the present south-west processional doorway was probably an insertion as surviving visual evidence 
suggests that the internal dado arcading continued across the bay.

 4 Probably by the troops of edward i in 1303. See Flores historiarum, h r luard (ed) (rolls Series 
95, 1890), iii, 311–12. the reforming lords also demolished parts of the abbey, for which see 
r lindsay of Pitscottie, The Historie and Chronicles of Scotland, a e J g mackay (ed) (Scottish 
text Society 1899), ii, 168.

 5 the date 1616 is carved on the pediment of the burial vault.
 6 naS file mwi/901/1. workmen were erecting a commemorative plaque in memory of soldiers of 

the Black watch killed in the transvaal. See also macgregor chalmers, ‘discovery at dunfermline 
abbey’, Scottish Historical Review, 1 (1904), 141. the doorway measures 1.3 metres in width 
between the jambs and 3.01 metres in height from the top of the plinth.

 7 in the file referred to at note 6 there is correspondence regarding the shortening of the burial vault 
and the restoration of the doorway, carried out in 1905. the file also contains early photographs 
of the rediscovered doorway.

 8 for a discussion of the foliage ornament used at durham, see K galbraith, Notes on sculpture at 
Durham, unpublished typescript prepared for the British archaeological association conference 
in durham (march 1977), 11–12. in his study of romanesque sculpture in northamptonshire, 
maguire argues for an italian source for motifs similar to those used at durham and dunfermline. 
See h P maguire, ‘a twelfth-century workshop in northampton’, Gesta, 9 (1970), 11–25.

 9 Photographs taken soon after the rediscovery of the doorway show no evidence of damage to the 
inner west capitals. See fig 3.2.

10 Possibly the earliest writer to comment on similarities between dunfermline and durham was 
grose. See f grose, The antiquities of Scotland, ii (london 1791), 287.

11 for the chevron used at durham, see a Borg, ‘the development of chevron ornament’, Jnl Brit 
Archaeol Assoc, 3rd ser, 30 (1967), 122–40; also K galbraith, op cit note 8, 5–7..

12 this type of capital was used in canterbury cathedral crypt. See l Stone, Sculpture in Britain: 
The Middle Ages, 2nd edn (harmondsworth 1972), pl 33a. Stone has argued that the canterbury 
capitals were particularly influential amongst other Benedictine foundations such as durham, 
romsey and reading. See ibid, 57–8, and for reading, pl 37a.

13 for illustrations of the caryatids, see g Zarnecki, Later English Romanesque sculpture 1140–1210 
(london 1953), pls 36, 37. for an illustration of the outer double capitals of the south-west nave 
doorway at durham, see n m cameron, ‘the painted romanesque voussoir in glasgow cathedral’, 
Jnl Brit Archaeol Assoc, 139 (1986), 40–4 (pl XivB).

14 there are unpublished fragments of abaci and string-courses from Brechin cathedral (angus) 
which are decorated with the type of repeated rosette used at durham and dunfermline.

15 for mS B.ii.26, a version of St augustine on the trinity, see r a B mynors, Durham Cathedral 
manuscripts to the end of the twelfth century (oxford 1939), no 62 and pl 39. for mS B.ii.7, the 
Breviarium in Psalmos of St Jerome, see ibid, no 67.

16 the doorway measures 1.88 metres in width between the jambs and 4.11 metres in maximum 
height (from the top of the plinth). the maximum projection of the doorway from the wall-line 
is 1.26 metres on the north side and 1.2 metres on the south.
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17 reminiscent of, in its deeply recessed form, the later ‘great doorway’ to Bishop hugh du Puiset’s 
hall in durham castle, for which see Stone, op cit note 12, pl 63.

18 according to richardson Stone carver, 26, ‘it is just possible . . . to distinguish a picture of an eagle, 
another of a wivern, and a representation of the tree of life. other patterns have evidently been 
of interlaced character and one suggests a quatrefoil pattern with trefoils within the panels.’ these 
identifications should be treated with caution.

19 for an illustration of the durham head corbels, see g webb, Architecture in Britain: the Middle 
Ages (harmondsworth 1965), pl 32.

20 f henry and g Zarnecki, ‘romanesque arches decorated with human and animal heads’, Jnl Brit 
Archaeol Assoc, 3rd ser, 20–21 (1957–8), 1–34 (reprinted in g Zarnecki, Studies in romanesque 
sculpture (london 1979) vi, 1–35). 

21 Ibid, fig 3. 
22 for example, the north doorway of villesalem church; the west doorway of Parçay-sur-vienne 

church; the chapter house doorway in the abbey of St-aubin, angers; the west doorway of the 
abbey church of Saint-Jouin-de-marnes.

23 examples in northern england include: the west doorway of St Bega’s church, St Bees; the south 
doorway of St cuthbert’s church, great Salkeld; the chancel arch of Bolam church. in ireland: the 
south doorway of the church at dysert o’dea; the chancel arch of cormac’s chapel at cashel.

24 for dalmeny see rcahmS, Inventory of Midlothian and West Lothian (edinburgh 1929), 201–
3.

25 the north doorway of dunfermline nave is surmounted by decorative round-headed arcading and 
the possibility exists that the dalmeny arcading was derived from such a source.

26 used as a frontispiece for Registrum Cartarum Ecclesie Sancti Egidii de Edinburgh (Bannatyne club 
1859).

27 See rcahmS op cit note 1, 190–92; also f and P Sharratt, Ecosse romane (la Pierre-qui-vire 
1985), pls 66–70.

28 See rcahmS, Inventory of East Lothian (edinburgh 1924), 129–30; Sharratt, op cit note 27, pls 
71–3.

29 the voussoir is part of the collection of the museum of Scotland. its scale suggests that it came 
from a doorway arch, at least of two orders. it is carved on its upper projecting part with an unusual 
sexual scene, with chevron below.

30 the nave walls at durham were completed by 1128, and the nave vault by 1133. the chapter 
house was completed between 1133 and 1141. See m g Snape, ‘documentary evidence for the 
building of durham cathedral and its monastic buildings’, in nicola coldstream and Peter draper 
(eds), Medieval art and architecture at Durham Cathedral (the British archaeological association 
conference transactions for 1977, leeds 1980), 20–36.

31 ‘dunfermline abbey’, Archaeological Journal, 121 (1964), 187–9 (187).
32 A Scottish Chronicle known as the Chronicle of Holyrood, m o anderson (ed) (Scottish history 

Society, edinburgh 1938), 121.
33 webb, op cit note 19, 53; see also chapter 2 in this volume.
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S t margaret’s shrine is one of the most complete fragments of a reliquary chapel to 
have survived the reformation in Scotland. this chapter will outline the archaeo- 
logical evidence for the development of the cult, in relation to the original place 

of burial of the saint, along with other physical elements of where the relics could be 
venerated by pilgrims. it can be demonstrated that a fairly dynamic situation existed 
in terms of where the relics were located during the first 150 years of the cult, the 
final translation of 1250 establishing a status quo which persisted for another three 
centuries. 

our hitherto murky understanding of the development of both the shrine and the 
cult has recently been brightly illuminated by the publication of a list of forty-five 
miracles recorded at her shrine in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. this document, 
the only miracle list to survive from a Scottish shrine, was discovered by Professor 
robert Bartlett in the Biblioteca del Palacio real, madrid. the Miracula S Margarite 
Scotorum regine, is a fifteenth-century copy of an older text written in the scriptorium of 
margaret’s monastery in dunfermline, with each miracle being devoted a single chapter. 
the details of the miracles need not be rehearsed here, suffice to say that the Miracula 
provides fascinating insights into medieval religious and social life.1 the practice of the 
cult can be characterised as vigils and apparitions, resulting in cures of various maladies, 
madness and possessions.

st margaret

margaret was a member of the Saxon royal house, displaced by the norman conquest. 
She sought refuge in Scotland, and in about 1070 married the king, malcolm canmore 
(1057–93). her piety and humility were renowned; she is credited with engineering reforms 
within the Scottish church, bringing it into line with current european trends, including 
the introduction of the first body of monks of the Benedictine order. margaret invited 
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figure 4.1

Plan of Dunfermline Abbey Church depicting the site of the original burial, the locations of the shrine, and other 
features associated with the practice of the cult of St Margaret: (1) original burial place within pre-1128 church, 
with possible post-1128 elevated shrine; (2) 1180 shrine adjacent to high altar; (3) 1250 shrine in feretory chapel; 

(4) St Margaret’s well; (5) St Margaret’s altar; (6) high altar; (7) relic altar.
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the cathedral priory of christ church, canterbury, to establish a small community at the 
royal palace church of holy trinity in dunfermline, where she was herself to be buried 
after her death in 1093. her husband, and other members of the royal family were also 
buried here, supplanting iona as the royal mausoleum. turgot, who had been her confessor, 
recorded the saintliness of her life shortly after her death, and it was this record that laid 
the foundations for her eventual canonisation.2 

margaret’s original burial place 

margaret’s burial place was identified by Peter macgregor chalmers as one of the stone 
coffins found under the floor of the supposed apse of the eleventh-century church, 
following his excavation of the early church in 1916.3 a problem arises from chalmers’ 
firm identification of the burial place, in relation to the outline of the early church 
complex, which he then related to being adjacent to the rood or parish altar of the post-
1128 church (fig 4.1). this is wishful thinking, based on inadequate archaeological or 
documentary evidence, and so we must conclude that there is actually no precise evidence 
for the original place of St margaret’s burial. however, it is reasonable to suggest that it 
was located within the area now covered by the post-1128 nave, and probably north of 
the altar and the well in the aisle that were dedicated to her. what we can be reasonably 
sure of, as stated in the Miracula, is that the location was later marked with a stone slab 
which featured in the pilgrimage itinerary.4 the grave would have been protected and 
the remains possibly re-located during david i’s building campaigns, at which time 
the older church was levelled. it is worth considering whether or not david may have 
taken the opportunity at this time to elevate his mother’s remains into a purpose-built 
monument in the vicinity of the original grave. this would have created her first above-
ground tomb-shrine, close to the rood screen altar which served as the high altar for 
the burgh’s parish church (referred to as the outer church in medieval documents).5 
could the enriched carved decoration on the arcade piers here have emphasised both the 
importance of the rood altar, and also the shrine of the saint? whether this happened 
or not, the ordinary folk of dunfermline had easy access to margaret’s tomb, already 
referred to as a shrine and accredited with miracles. david may have taken some action 
in responding to a need to provide closer physical proximity to the corporeal relics, 
aiding the development of this popular saint’s cult, even though she had not yet been 
formally canonised.

reginald, a monk of durham, present in dunfermline in the 1160s while promoting 
the cult of St cuthbert, witnessed crowds of pilgrims on what was to become officially 
recognised as her natal feastday of 16th november. his description leaves no doubt as 
to the widely held saintly status of the queen.6 King william the lion (1165–1214) is 
also thought to have asserted her sainthood long before her formal canonisation, having 
experienced a vision while praying at her tomb in 1199.
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figure 4.2

The châsse of St Margaret carried in procession through the arcade piers 
by the rood altar, from a 1930s railway poster.
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the 1180 translation

the madrid Miracula provides details of the second (or was it the third?) resting place of 
margaret’s bones, recording a hitherto unknown translation, which took place on 15 June 
1180, to what was a far more appropriate and central place at the north end of the ‘altar’, 
which is presumed to be the high altar in the conventual church. the narrative related 
that it was the decision of the monastic community – ‘the thought was sent from above’ 
– to move the tomb. chapter nine of the manuscript goes on to state that . . . ‘since the 
place of her last repose had been prepared in a less than suitable way, they should raise it 
up and employ more elegant craftsmanship’. they employed an artist named ralph (one 
of the first named artists in Scottish history) to create a reliquary ‘covered with gold leaf 
and carved images . . .’. this was raised up on a stone base. with the relics in this location, 
the brethren would have had better control of access, security, and offerings, as well as of 
the liturgy associated with a cult that they would have been keen to promote for the glory 
of their monastery.

the 1250 translation

during the first half of the thirteenth century, the east end of the monastery church was 
remodelled and extended, despite having been completed less than a century earlier. these 
major, disruptive works were largely prompted by the need to create a relic chapel, and 
to generally enlarge and embellish the area around the high altar, behind which the new 
feretory was to rise. in 1245, Pope innocent iv instructed that a report be compiled on 
the reputed saintliness of the Queen. She was canonised in october 1249, and part of the 
pope’s oration read as follows: ‘. . . let pious pilgrims on their sacred journey to the shrine 
of christ’s first chosen apostle Saint andrew, find sanctuary and comfort at your shrine 
in dunfermline’. and so the final translation of her relics took place with great ceremony 
on 19 June 1250, on the day of the consecration of the new choir and feretory (fig 4.2). 
this was described by Bower who, perhaps incorrectly, records both the opening of a grave, 
as well as the removal of the bones from a stone sepulchre.7 Bower was probably familiar 
with the site of the original tomb in the outer church, which was marked with a slab, but 
was unfamiliar with the 1180 shrine which by his time in the early fourteenth century was 
long gone. if the Miracula record of the 1180 translation is correct, then the bones were 
in fact only moved a relatively short distance to the new feretory. But this may well have 
involved processing the relics throughout the church, thus explaining Bower’s reference 
to ‘that famous treasure . . . [her relics] . . . being placed in the outer church preparatory 
to reburial in the choir beyond the high altar’. King alexander iii (1249–86) presided, 
along with Bishop david de Bernham of St andrews, and abbot robert of dunfermline, 
who was also the royal chancellor. the assembled party witnessed the odour of sanctity 
when her remains were exposed (caused by the original embalming of her corpse). the 
bishops and abbots carefully placed her bones in a new gilded and bejewelled wooden 
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châsse, which was carried in solemn procession first to the high altar. a major problem was 
encountered, so the story goes, when they tried to carry her relics ‘through the chancel 
door’ (rood screen?) past the nearby tomb of her royal husband, described as being in the 
north aisle of the nave. her châsse could not be moved another inch until it was decided 
to translate not only margaret’s remains, but also those of malcolm canmore. the châsse 
was eventually placed on the base in her relic chapel.

the feretory chapel

it is remarkable that the shrine base survived the iconoclasts and can still be seen today 
(fig 4.3), although it is uncertain if this is the original base, or if it was built with new 
stones bought for the shrine in 1368. whichever is the case, what is now seen is polished 

figure 4.3

Dunfermline Abbey, the feretory as it survives today; note the marble shrine pedestal, 
wall benches and piscina basins.
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dark grey, fossiliferous frosterly marble, quarried in county durham and commonly used 
at the time for tombs and altars. this rests on two masonry sub-courses with chamfered 
corners, the lower of which appears to be modern. the west end of the pedestal has been 
truncated, and the whole sits rather uncomfortably close to the east end of the chapel. 
this prompted eeles to suggest that the entire pedestal has been moved east, probably at 
the time of the building of the new parish church completed in 1821.8 there is a local 
tradition that the shrine was purposefully left outside the new Presbyterian church to allow 

figure 4.4

The late thirteenth-century chapter seal of Dunfermline Abbey, possibly showing the shrine with the châsse 
supported on eight spiral columns, with the figure of a queen (probably St Margaret herself ) framed beneath.
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figure 4.5

Reconstruction sketch showing pilgrims in the feretory chapel of St Margaret, on a feast day 
when the cover was removed to reveal the châsse beneath.
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continuing catholic veneration. on the top of the pedestal are the traces of eight shallow 
symmetrically placed depressions around the edge of the marble. these are interpreted as the 
bases for a corresponding number of shafts which supported the châsse. this arrangement 
is possibly depicted on a thirteenth-century seal of the abbey, where columns are shown 
supporting a church-shaped superstructure (fig 4.4), and which may be an attempt by the 
seal-maker to represent the shrine. 

as well as supporting the superstructure, the columns also created enclosed openings 
through which the devotees could reach to touch the area underneath the châsse, or to place 
objects to absorb the radiating sanctity, or even to gather up sacred dust. the Miracula 
makes reference to the use of dust from the empty tomb in the outer church as a cure for 
toothache.9 on holy festivals the gilded cover, which normally protected and obscured the 
superstructure, would have been lifted on pulleys to reveal the beautiful shrine (fig 4.5), the 
top of which was high enough to be seen above the high altar reredos. other relics might 
have been displayed in wall cupboards in the chapel, including the saint’s shirt which was 
worn by a number of Scottish queens during childbirth, and her gospel book, which had 
been miraculously recovered when margaret herself had lost it. 

a relic altar, as documented in 1489,10 is likely to have stood in the feretory chapel, 
close to the west end of the shrine itself. the chapel still retains part of a stone bench that 
ran around the walls, surviving on the south and east sides, provided for the comfort of 
the sick and infirm. the remains of three piscina basins can be seen set in the stone bench, 
each one possibly marking a side altar. two of the basins cut across stone joints, putting 
their function as piscina in doubt, although this interpretation would be possible had 
these been lead-lined. the architecture of the shrine chapel is briefly described in chapter 
two of this volume.

the experience of the medieval pilgrim at st margaret’s shrine post-1250

Pilgrims would normally have entered through the north door of the nave. it is clear from 
the Miracula that they made good use of the ‘multiplicity of cult foci’ as described by 
Bartlett.11 chapter thirteen describes the treatment of a girl who was possessed by a demon. 
this involved the triple foci in the outer church, starting with the altar of St margaret. 
this may have been in one of the many side chapels on the south side of the nave, three 
bays east of the well, although eeles states that there is no authority for this.12 Secondly, 
she slept on the stone of the queen’s tomb (the empty tomb played a similarly important 
role in pilgrimage devotions at whithorn and glasgow).13 elsewhere in the miracle list, 
reference is made to St margaret’s well, the third focus in the outer church, which still 
exists below the modern paving in the south aisle of the nave, three bays from the west. 
this holy well would have stood in the open air outside the pre-1128 church, before 
being enclosed within the enlarged church. a similar process may be seen at St andrews 
cathedral, and in the crypt at glasgow cathedral. finally the girl possessed by a demon 
was taken to the shrine in the feretory. 
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the high altar and the relic altar in the feretory should also figure in this list of pilgrimage 
stations at dunfermline. the thirteenth-century works in re-ordering the east end would 
have helped create an ambulatory route, around the monk’s choir, to accommodate the free 
flow of large groups of pilgrims on feast days. a ‘head’ shrine might have been displayed 
on the high altar itself on festival days. it is known that at some time, possibly at the 1250 
translation, margaret’s head was separated and enshrined in its own reliquary, a relatively 
common practice which enabled a subdivision of the corporeal relics. the head shrine 
comprised a gilded head-shaped case, which could be opened to reveal the partially preserved 
head of the saint. an added attraction of the pilgrimage at dunfermline was a glimpse of 
the tombs of numerous Scots royalty close to the high altar, including those of King david 
i, who was regarded as a saint by many, and of King robert i, the great patriot hero.14 

noteS

 1 Bartlett Miracles.
 2 w m metcalfe, Ancient lives of the Scottish saints (1895, reprinted llanerch 1990).
 3 rcahmS, Inventory of Fife (edinburgh 1933), 106–7.
 4 Bartlett Miracles, xliv and chapter 13.
 5 eeles ‘development’, xliii.
 6 Bartlett Miracles, xlv.
 7 Scotichronicon, v, 297.
 8 eeles ‘development’, xxxvi.
 9 Bartlett Miracles, chapter 9.
10 eeles ‘development’, xxxix,
11 Bartlett Miracles, xxxix, xliv.
12 eeles ‘development’, xliii.
13 yeoman, Pilgrimage in medieval Scotland (london 1999), 23 and 39.
14 See chapters 7 and 8 in this volume.
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the renown of the medieval remains at dunfermline is based on some spectacular 
buildings: the romanesque nave, the fourteenth-century refectory, and the late 
medieval/renaissance palace range. the splendour of these individual elements is 

some compensation for the fragmentation of the original monastic complex though their 
quality emphasises the gravity of the losses which dunfermline has suffered. however, 
while the quality of the surviving buildings makes it clear that we have lost so much high 
calibre work, it is the nature of that loss which makes study of the remains at dunfermline 
both enticing and exasperating. we have some of the major elements of the complex but 
their context and inter-relationships are largely gone. we know that dunfermline was a 
remarkable abbey but its uniqueness means that we cannot console ourselves by simply 
filling in the blanks of our understanding by reference to a standard plan. 

the abbey created under david i between 1128 and 1150 was a transformation of the 
far more modest Benedictine establishment founded by his mother, which was in turn 
based on an earlier ecclesiastical foundation. the relationship between the late eleventh-
century church and the location of the twelfth-century nave altar shows clearly that the 
church was laid out with reference to the earlier establishment, and it is therefore likely 
that the earlier establishment will have had an effect on the layout of the rest of the abbey 
complex as it developed. 

Similarly, dunfermline’s long association with the royal house is likely to have had an 
impact on the development of the complex, both in terms of the finances which were made 
available for construction and reconstruction but also in terms of the functions the abbey 
was to perform. most notable at dunfermline was the growth of the guest house into a 
royal palace, which is discussed in chapter six of this volume. 

the other essential factor in understanding the development of dunfermline abbey 
is its topography (fig 5.1). while St margaret’s modest church probably coped with the 
sloping site without too much effort, as the complex developed major modifications were 
required to permit such a restricted site to accommodate the expanded scale of the twelfth-

5
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century and later buildings. the fixing of the site of the abbey church by the location of St 
margaret’s building meant that the available space between the nave and the tower Burn 
to the south was restricted. to place the cloister to the north of the nave, as at melrose, 
would have made for easier building but would probably have made the drainage of the 
site almost impossible. as with nearby culross in the early thirteenth century, a terrace 
was created for the cloister by the elevation of the southern buildings on undercrofts. at 
dunfermline these undercrofts were required to be particularly massive and it is these, to 
a great extent, which comprise the majority of the surviving monastic buildings.

other than the excavated footings of the eleventh-century church, none of the surviving 
buildings predate the reconstruction of the abbey under david i. work on the construction 
of the new buildings began in 1128 and continued for several decades. the canonisation 
of St margaret in 1250 seems to have resulted in a further phase of building focused on 
the church in order to provide a shrine chapel suitable for a saint of the royal house. as a 
monastery with particularly close associations with the Scottish crown it is not surprising 

figure 5.1

Aerial view of Dunfermline Abbey.
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figure 5.2

Plan of Dunfermline Abbey.
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figure 5.3

Dunfermline Abbey, the reredorter.

figure 5.4

Dunfermline Abbey, the east range.
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that the abbey suffered under edward i who ordered its destruction in 1303.1 rebuilding 
followed and over the next two centuries dunfermline followed a pattern common to most 
Scottish monasteries with powerful abbots giving way to commendators as the original 
monastic principles became diluted. following the reformation, dunfermline was brought 
under direct crown control by the 1587 act of annexation and, as a temporal lordship, 
became a jointure house of anne of denmark. like holyrood, south of the forth, the 
transformation of monastery to palace was probably not abrupt, but was a gradual process 
of the elaboration of the guest house accommodation which every abbey provided. 

from what remains, the dimensions of the main cloister are clear: bounded to the south 
by the north wall of the refectory, the east cloister walk stood one bay further east than the 
east processional doorway with the west walk in line with the west processional doorway 
(fig 5.2). the east range ran due south from the abbey church and extended two and a half 
bays beyond the south wall of the refectory, raised on a vaulted undercroft. Because of the 
existence of the post-medieval cemetery, we know very little of the arrangements of the 

figure 5.5

Dunfermline Abbey, the refectory, from the south-east, between the gatehouse and the end of the south range.
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sacristy, chapter house, day stair or other rooms which would be expected in this range. 
henderson’s plan of medieval dunfermline shows the chapter house with an apsidal east 
end extending beyond the line of the range.2 while such an arrangement is possible, it is 
not clear what information henderson based his plan on. the southern terminus of the 
east range is accompanied, immediately to the east, by the undercroft of the reredorter 
(fig 5.3). a bridge has been postulated as the means of access between these two buildings 
but, given that the position of any link lies under the unexcavated post-medieval cemetery, 
it is just as likely be a transverse linking block although there is likely to have been direct 
access from the dormitory, two storeys above the undercroft. the character of these 
undercrofts with their narrow lancets and sexpartite vaulting suggests a construction 
date of the second half of the thirteenth century (fig 5.4). when edward i of england 
ordered the destruction of the monastery in 1303, the church and some accommodation 
for the monks was spared. while accounts claim that following the destruction not one 
stone remained on another, the stylistic dating of these undercrofts would suggest that 

figure 5.6

Dunfermline Abbey, the interior of the refectory, looking west.
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they and, by implication, the rest of the east range were the accommodation spared from 
the demolition. 

of the west range even less is known. henderson believed that there was never a west 
range, only a wall, while the loss of the nave’s south-west tower has removed further 
evidence of any building here. Slezer’s ‘Prospect of the town and abby of dunfermling’ 
shows what appears to be a post-reformation range in this position (see fig 6.6). on the 
assumption that the west gables of the south range and the nave are in line with the west 
wall of the range, then it was a fairly slim building having the same thickness as the south-
west nave tower. 

the refectory forms the south side of the cloister and, like the dormitory and reredorter 
ranges was raised on a substantial undercroft (fig 5.5). the refectory hall itself was slightly 
above cloister level, requiring a two-storeyed undercroft, the walls of which survive, 
missing only the two layers of vaulting and the piers that supported it. of the refectory 
itself the west and south walls are almost complete while the east and north walls are 
lost. a few months before his death in 1329, robert the Bruce made a donation to the 
monastery for the rebuilding of the refectory made necessary by the english destruction.3 
the building as it survives is, essentially, this mid-fourteenth-century building. Built 
on a vast scale, it is tempting to see this royally supported project as a nationalist 
statement (fig 5.6). however, the tracery of the great west window bears comparison 
with contemporary english work, in particular tracery at canterbury. while the style 
of tracery may not have carried connotations of nationality to the builders, the irony 
in modern eyes is still interesting, raising questions of the associations which particular 
styles held in medieval Scotland. 

the refectory range does not lie quite parallel to the nave, resulting in a cloister which is 
slightly wider at its east end than at its west. Such an arrangement can be explained by the 
complications of the topography. however, it is not necessarily the case that the fourteenth-
century refectory is built on the same alignment as its predecessor. if the accounts of almost 
complete demolition can be given any credence, then major rebuilding was required for 
the west range also. the south-west processional door was possibly inserted in the south 
wall of the nave in the fourteenth century, and it may be that a complete recasting of the 
cloister took place at this date.

the undercrofts of the refectory are not simple in their arrangements. the form of both 
levels of undercroft reflects the arrangements of the refectory itself above. a chamber or 
lobby at the east end of each level corresponds with the dais level of the refectory hall. 
the main body of each undercroft is vaulted throughout with the ribs resting on a row 
of piers running down the centre of the space. this produces a space seven bays long by 
two wide although the western one and a half bays in the upper undercroft appear to have 
been partitioned off and contained a fireplace and, possibly, a drain. 

the lowest level of the undercroft is at ground level to the south and could be entered 
directly from what is now monastery Street. a second entrance from this side gave access 
to a lobby which corresponded with the dais two stories above. doorways from this lobby 
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lead west into the main body of the 
refectory undercroft and east into 
the undercroft of the dormitory. the 
quality of this doorway raises the 
possibility that it was on a key access 
route and that a stair may have risen in 
the lobby. at the north-west corner of 
the main undercroft a doorway gives 
access to a turnpike stair which rises 
two stories to the refectory level but 
which, unusually, does not permit 
access to the upper level of the under-
croft as it passes. 

direct access to the upper level 
of the undercroft was possibly from 
the pends and into the lobby below 
the dais from the undercroft of the 
dormitory. a further access existed in 
the south wall into a passage which 
hangs over the side of the building 
and communicates directly with the 
gatehouse, thereby forming the most 
direct route to the refectory above 
(fig 5.7).

the gate house is positioned at the 
south-west corner of the refectory 
and several elements of the junction 

between the two indicate that what survives at this point does not represent the original 
design (fig 5.8). this is supported by the excavations carried out in 1975 in advance of 
landscaping in the area, although it is still unclear whether the gatehouse replaces an earlier 
structure or is simply an amended design.4 it is a building of irregular spaces, fitted between 
the corner of the refectory and the north wall of the kitchens and further complicated by 
the change in level of the road as it passes through the pends. it is not clear what any earlier 
building on the site may have been; whether it was another gatehouse, a smaller postern, 
or whether this access simply did not exist prior to the 1303 destruction. 

the kitchen block is a substantial building in its own right with a rib-vaulted undercroft 
supporting a large kitchen with direct access from monastery Street (see fig 6.3). its 
trapezoidal shape indicates that it was built against an earlier building to its north-west 
which formed the basis for the later palace range. the access between this kitchen and the 
refectory is tortuous requiring food to be carried across what is now monastery Street, into 
the refectory undercroft, and then up the turnpike in the north-west corner. an alternative 

figure 5.7

Dunfermline Abbey, the suspended corridors at the west end of 
the south face of the refectory.
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and more probable route may have 
involved the food being carried up 
a turnpike at the east end of the 
building to the floor above, which 
communicated with a linking passage 
in the gate tower providing access to 
both the refectory and its upper 
undercroft. a further possibility is 
that the first-floor level of the kitchen 
was a bakehouse or brewhouse with 
the kitchen proper on the now largely 
missing upper level.

the kitchens at dunfermline are 
built on a grander scale than most 
monastic kitchens in Scotland. 
this is not simply due to the fact 
that the abbey in general was built 
on a grander scale than most of its 
contemporaries but also that it served 
the substantial guesthouse of the 
abbey. this ran to the northwest of 
the kitchen range following the line 
of the valley and forming the south 
side of what developed as an outer 
court of the abbey complex. the 
ground plan of the guesthouse and 
kitchen suggests that the guesthouse 
was laid out first with the kitchen 
built up against its east gable. 

it is only to be expected that this 
core complex of abbey church, claustral buildings and guesthouse are likely to have been 
the most substantial structures in the monastic precinct. however the precinct of any abbey 
of the scale of dunfermline would also be expected to contain an infirmary, a residence 
for the abbot, stables, byres, barns, vegetable gardens, orchards, perhaps tanning pits and 
mills. at dunfermline the best known survivor of these ancillary buildings is what is now 
known as the abbot house. confusingly this is a comparatively modern name and there 
is no certain evidence that it was the abbot’s lodging. the building dates from the fifteenth 
century and its front wall was constructed on the boundary of the precinct. it must therefore 
be assumed that, at least at the outset, the building was owned by the abbey and, indeed it 
would be an ideal location, facing the burgh, for the abbot’s lodging. it probably left abbey 
ownership in the early sixteenth century and in 1550 was owned by william coupar, the 

figure 5.8

Dunfermline Abbey, the gatehouse.
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burgh treasurer. the area to the south of it had functioned as part of the cemetery for the 
abbey from the early fourteenth century to the middle of the fifteenth. 

with the abbot house in maygate defining the northern extremity of the precinct, its 
boundary continued down abbot Street and canmore Street, which was previously known 
as ‘in Below the wa’s’. the ‘wa’s’ in question appear to have been the precinct wall and 
the wall at the foot of the burgh rigs running down from high Street, and are discussed 
more fully in chapter one. the boundary then turned south running behind the back 
of the properties on the west side of new row before returning west along Priory lane. 
at the junction of Priory lane and St margaret Street, the wall may have split; one part 
continued west to meet the south-west corner of the kitchen block while another section 
may have headed north along St margaret Street before turning along monastery Street. it 
is possible that this northern line was simple marked by the line of the road which entered 
the precinct at the nether yett before turning west towards the surviving gatehouse. either 
way, the area defined between these two lines appears to have had a distinct character within 
the precinct, being known as St laurence’s yard.5 

the western boundary of the precinct was not far west of the abbey church, 
running up St catherine’s wynd and Kirkgate. the west Port of the town stood in St 
catherine’s wynd and seems to have acted as the boundary between burgh and precinct. 
the buttressed remains to the west of St catherine’s wynd may be the remains of St 
catherine’s chapel or the almonry. an almshouse was described as being outside the 
west Port of the burgh, and therefore within the precinct, and was presumably the 
successor to the monastic almonry. henderson’s plan of medieval dunfermline6 shows 
the whole of St catherine’s wynd as being within the precinct of the abbey with the 
road from the town to the tower Bridge having to enter and then leave the precinct. 
this arrangement would go some way to explain why the abbey guest house appears to 
be, otherwise, entirely outwith the precinct. this arrangement would also explain how 
anne of denmark, as holder of the abbey lands in the temporal lordship of dunfermline, 
was able to redevelop this area as shown in Slezer’s ‘Prospect of the town and abby of 
dunfermling’ (see fig 6.6).

archaeological investigations, largely necessitated by modern development, have 
given an insight into the character of the precinct. the east boundary of the precinct, 
parallel to new row was originally defined by a 2-metre-wide ditch which appears to 
have functioned both as a boundary and as a drain. it was filled in during the fourteenth 
or early fifteenth century and was replaced by a masonry wall almost 1-metre thick. 
we know that the monastic fishpond was within the precinct. this was located in the 
north-west corner of the precinct area. it was possibly fed by a branch from the abbey 
mill dam, draining to the west and into the tower Burn beyond Kirkgate through a 
conduit. this may have been the conduit located during the installation of a gas pipe 
in 1994.7 numerous other remains have been identified within the precinct but none 
of them have been of sufficient scale to enable definitive planning of the precinct. the 
remains of masonry structures have been found at the east end of the precinct and to 
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the south-east near Priory lane, and cultivation remains have been found immediately 
to the south of abbot house.8 however, the most commonly encountered feature in 
the archaeology of the precinct is drainage channels. this is not unusual for a major 
monastery because of the importance which was placed on water supply and sanitation. 
the drains across the site must have both supplied and drained the fish pond as well as 
providing sanitation to the reredorter and, possibly, a water supply to the lavatorium 
and the kitchens. a further reason for the plentiful supply of drainage was the problem 
of flooding in the precinct. although this might seem an unlikely problem so close to a 
steep drop into the tower Burn, the catchment of the abbey mill dam seems to have 
been such that the fish pond which it supplied frequently overflowed, flooding the burial 
ground to the north of the abbey. in 1660 the kirk session agreed to raise funds for the 
adequate drainage of the burial ground.9 it is unclear whether the drainage problem was 
one which had vexed the monks or whether, one hundred years after the reformation, 
a lack of maintenance and the demolition of buildings had created a new problem. 

while the evidence for the wider precinct is scant, the cumulative addition of 
fragmentary information does permit us to start to make a first attempt at understanding 
the use of the spaces within the precinct of dunfermline. morant has identified two 
varieties of Benedictine precinct planning; the one-portal plan and the two-portal plan.10 

the two-portal plan creates an outer court where lay access to the nave is given a level 
of regulation ‘where the number of potential visitors may have anticipated problems 
of control’.11 clearly, this may well have been the case at dunfermline, a major abbey 
with an adjacent burgh. the inner, or great court, of the two-portal plan would have 
been open to the tradesmen and merchants dealing with the abbey but not the lay 
worshippers. at dunfermline the west Port of the burgh appears to have acted as the 
outer portal of the precinct on the model of morant’s two-portal plan. the outer court 
in St catherine’s wynd was open to the laity but was within monastic control. the 
pends gatehouse can be seen as the inner portal controlling access to the great court. 
the twists and turns made necessary by the topography of the site meant that the great 
court was not placed immediately to the west of the cloister but to its south, the area 
known as St laurence’s yard with its easy access to the kitchens and the great storage 
cellars of the refectory undercroft.

the study of the precinct at dunfermline is the study of scraps. each surviving piece of 
evidence is so fragmentary that it provides very weak hooks on which to hang a detailed 
picture of the form and function of the precinct. that said, the archaeology which has 
been carried out in dunfermline over the last twenty years has added a great number of 
such hooks, sufficient to start understanding the medieval context of the great abbey. as 
the picture of the pattern of land use of the precinct becomes clearer, every new excavation 
is increasingly valuable in adding to this understanding. 
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dunfermline is first known of as a major royal centre around 1070, when malcolm  
 iii chose it as the appropriate place to marry margaret, his second wife. for over a  
 half-millennium dunfermline continued to be a royal centre, the royal residence, 

and sometimes, depending on the varying emphases of the times, a royal sepulchre. this 
‘high’ period of dunfermline’s royal usage continued intermittently into the early decades 
of the seventeenth century, following the emigration of the royal court to england in 1603. 
By that date a courtyard palace existed, embracing the still-existing, but now ruinous, 
buildings, together with other buildings now long-gone. thereafter, came an age of decline, 
until at last the process of neglect was arrested by the emergence of modern attitudes to 
conservation, and the active preservation of the remains as a ‘monument’ in state care.

the earliest royal centre and its location

what made this site an apt choice for a royal residence? what had made dunfermline 
special to malcolm iii? what made it special to margaret? why did he choose this site 
for their marriage, and she choose to amplify its significance? why was it selected as a 
new royal sepulchre, forsaking the traditional sepulchre on iona? and how did it relate 
in terms of significance to other royal sites over the centuries? was malcolm affirming his 
new kingship by selecting a new site for a residence? answers to those questions must be 
drawn from a range of overlapping political and geographical factors, some of which can 
perhaps only be guessed at. 

first, concerning the locational decision, there was its setting within the wider 
political and geographical centre, initially of southern Pictland, and thereafter, from 
the ninth century, of alba (that is, Pictland plus dalriada; essentially, the area north of 
the forth–clyde line). the major royal place of residence was by malcolm’s time long-
established at forteviot; while the royal inauguration site was at Scone, where another 
royal residence was also located. dunkeld had inherited some of the mantle of iona, and 
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its cult of St columba, when it was made a secure place for treasures vulnerable to viking 
attacks along the seaboard. St andrews was also developed as a major cult and pilgrimage 
centre. all of this meant that the kings of alba/Scotland were by the eleventh century 
based firmly in the east, north of the forth, broadly in the area between forth and tay.1 
edinburgh was a major northumbrian centre, whose castle rock was intervisible with 
dunfermline. it offered more predictable military and psychological value, but had yet to 
find the significance it was to be assigned by margaret and, in the early twelfth century, 
by her son, david i.

the concept of the forth as a ‘divider’ was ancient and long-lived. in the second century 
the romans had used the forth as a boundary, while turgot’s Life of margaret described 
how she had built pilgrim hostels ‘upon either shore of the sea that separates lothian 
and Scotland’.2 and in the eighteenth century daniel defoe stated, prior to crossing 
north into fife: ‘i am now to enter the real and true caledonia, for the country on the 
north of the firth is alone call’d by that name’.3  defoe also remarked that, whilst a ferry 
crossed from leith, some people nevertheless would travel upriver to the safer crossing 
at Queensferry, as he did himself.4 defoe was correct to see the forth as a historical 
boundary, and likewise sensible to use the crossing point upriver, at Queensferry, not far 
from dunfermline. charles i had in 1633 famously lost a ship in the more open firth 
further east, for example.

So, political reasoning for choosing dunfermline may have related to its being within 
the wider region of pre-existing royal authority, yet at the southern end of ‘alba’, in what 
had been the Pictish province of fife. as such it was in the central part of the country, 
while close to those southern parts of the kingdom towards which malcolm’s expansionist 
programme was more vigorously aimed: the Strathclyde Britons in the south-west and 
the northumbrians in the south-east. the geographical logic of what was to become the 
Queen’s ferry, that it was a suitable crossing place and had the ‘stepping stone’ of inchgarvie 
island, would have been no less obvious in malcolm’s than in defoe’s time. in addition, 
nearby, on the south bank was the major northumbrian religious centre at abercorn, 
and pilgrims from there to St andrews would pass close by dunfermline. Beyond all of 
this, perhaps the old dalriadan sites, such as iona, were simply becoming obsolete, to be 
followed into obsolescence over the following centuries by other once-major southern 
Pictish/alban sites like abernethy.

in walter Bower’s Scotichronicon, dunfermline is stated to have been where malcolm 
iii ‘had his capital at that time. for that place was naturally very well fortified in itself, 
being surrounded by a very dense forest and protected by sheer cliffs. in the middle of 
the forest there was a charming plain also protected by rocks and streams . . .’.5 But the 
probability is that this reflects Bower’s early fifteenth-century perceptions and propagandist 
message, rather than the reality of malcolm’s time. for the present abbey and palace site is 
not as defensible as Bower stated. the big, and naturally defensible, nuclear fort options 
such as dunadd or edinburgh were here rejected in favour of a sloping and less naturally 
strong site, with a terrace on which the church could be placed. the site falls steeply on 
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the west and south, less so on the east, and rises gently on the north. the present palace is 
above a sharp slope on the south side, but the ground rises less steeply a short way to the 
north. it is as if the wider site lay open from the north but was intended to be prominent, 
or perhaps even stern, on the approach from the south. in that respect, it may have had 
affinities with forteviot, which was likewise on a site which sloped steeply only where it 
stood above the river.

the critical linkage between dunfermline’s religious centre and royal residence reflected 
a well-established formula inherited from the preceding millennium, and stereotyped 
throughout christendom. religious sites without a royal presence were commonplace; 
but the reverse not so. at the sixth- to seventh-century dalriadan royal inauguration site 
of dunadd, for example, there was a major religious site in clear view to the north at 
Kilmartin, which was dedicated, unusually for early medieval Scotland, to St martin of 
tours. an essentially cognate Pictish site at dundurn had a chapel nearer by, on the plain 
beneath the rock.

So, a royal centre would be incomplete without a religious site within or, as here, nearby 
or adjoining; and possibly incomplete without predecessor ritual sites nearby. was choice 
of this particular site at dunfermline driven by the identified need for a royal centre here, 
or did it pick up on the pre-existence of a religious centre? the answer may be unknowable 
to us. But re-use of sites of pre-existing significance was probably the norm. whether this 
was so at dunfermline is more difficult to gauge, and the urban expansion is likely to have 
obscured archaeological evidence of the type of structures which survived at or near, say, 
dunadd.6

the place name ‘dunfermline’ may convey one hint of the site’s importance. the ‘dun’ 
element is likely to be gaelic, usually representing a site that was naturally defensible and 
elevated, serving as a locally or regionally significant centre adapted to contain a defensible 
enclosure. the latter element, ‘line’ (here pronounced ‘linn’) may contain the gaelic word 
linne (meaning ‘water’, either flowing or a pool), which may therefore refer to the burn 
which cuts so deeply below its surroundings. gaelic place names in this wider region 
would tend to arrive from the ninth century, with the dalriadic/gaelic expansion, whose 
later architectural legacy includes the Brechin and abernethy round towers, and which 
was to end in or from the time of malcolm and margaret two centuries later. as that new 
gaelic community was an ascendancy, maybe newly-assigned gaelic names would denote 
a newly-important place, as gaelic would possibly tend not to supplant pre-existing names 
already assigned to major Pictish centres such as abernethy.7 So somewhere here, perhaps, 
lay an important, possibly royal site, newly-named within at most a couple of centuries 
before malcolm and margaret’s time. 

tradition says that malcolm’s original dunfermline residence was that today denoted 
as ‘malcolm’s tower’: a rocky summit in Pittencrieff Park, and a naturally-defensive site 
crowned with stone-built ruins. But excavation could neither confirm nor deny possible 
occupation previous to the fourteenth century,8 and as ‘malcolm’s tower’ does not have 
a gaelic name, does this further reduce its plausibility as a royal site or structure? its 
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proximity to the later palace on the other hand, not far from St margaret’s cave, could 
support the idea of some form of royal function, while its site also matches more aptly 
Bower’s description of malcolm’s royal centre.

the earliest architecture

as we saw, establishment of a royal residence in the eleventh century demanded the presence 
of an associated religious structure, which we know existed at dunfermline by around 
1070, since it was the venue of the royal marriage. margaret’s subsequent introduction to 
Scotland of a small community organised on the european Benedictine model brought 
additional functions and architectural requirements, including the provision of guest houses. 
amongst the main potential recipients of hospitality were the kin of the founder, which 
in this case was the royal family. thus, suitably high-status residential accommodation 
presumably existed if not before, then soon after 1070. Both the precise location and form 
of the buildings is debatable, though it is possible that the guest accommodation associated 
with the monastery would soon have begun to supersede any earlier royal residence that 
might have existed elsewhere in the area. on analogy with other sites of government and 
assembly, whether in Scotland or outwith, such as westminster, the accommodation must 
have included a hall in which the king would have presided over meetings.9 Presumably 
this would have been the space within which malcolm and margaret might bring  together 
the 300 poor referred to by turgot, margaret’s biographer: 

these [300 poor people] were seated around in order; and when the king and queen had 
entered, the servants closed the doors; . . . the king taking one side, the queen taking the 
other, they served christ in the poor; and with great devotion offered them food and drink 
specially prepared for the purpose.10 

the indication is of a hall, presumably distinct from the monastic refectory, with more 
than one door, and with the possibility of one of those doors interconnecting with a royal 
residence. it was evidently rectilinear in plan, to allow there to be two ranks, and was able 
to accommodate at least 300 seated people at one time.

recalling that malcolm had been exiled to the court of edward the confessor, and 
was given land in northamptonshire, and that in 1059 he saw edward’s court again, at 
gloucester,11 it seems likely there would have been a wish to match or replicate something 
of what he saw there, where edward’s ‘throne . . . [was said to be] . . . resplendent in a hall 
strewn with precious carpets from Spain’.12 malcolm would also have known how edward 
had rebuilt westminster abbey on a colossal scale, unprecedented in these islands, and 
had made it into the royal sepulchre. Potentially in both these respects it provided a model 
for dunfermline, although not for royal inauguration, for which the Pictish/alban site of 
Scone was retained.

turgot’s Life confirms that margaret enriched the royal residence. not only did she 
‘make the magnificence of royal honour much more magnificent for the king’, but she 
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had caused merchants to bring much by way of ‘very many precious wares that were still 
unknown’ in Scotland. She ‘multiplied also the adornments of the royal palace, so that 
not only was it resplendent with various adornments of silken cloths; but even the whole 
house glittered with gold and silver’.13 She clearly dressed herself richly too, to the extent 
that turgot had to explain that ‘while she went clad in costly elegance, as befitted a queen, 
like another esther she spurned in her mind all ornaments, and regarded herself but as 
dust and ashes beneath her jewels and gold’.14 

this wave of innovations with which margaret is associated, as seen in heightened 
kingly status and a richer artefactual display within the royal residence, hints strongly at 
the royal architectural provision being closer to the norm in mainstream western european 
christendom than to that in late Pictish society. for instance, margaret had her own 
chamber which was ‘never empty of . . . [implicitly, expensive] . . . things that pertained 
to the adornment of divine service’. Possibly this was the same room that was elsewhere 
referred to by turgot as ‘the queen’s bedchamber’, while there was also an oratory in 
which she heard mass.15 all of this, by implication, suggests a separate king’s chamber, 
and presumably another private oratory. on the other hand, turgot speaks only of palace 
enrichment and not new-build, possibly indicating that pre-existing palace architecture 
met her cosmopolitan tastes and aspirations. 

it must be stressed that nothing is known of the specific location, form or materials of 
these eleventh-century palace buildings. it would be a surprise if were they of stone, as were 
their greatest religious counterparts; the likelihood is that they would be timber-built with 
thatch/turf or shingle roofs, and of a form known from the sixth to seventh centuries at 
yeavering, from the eleventh century at dublin or, in a twelfth-century context, courthill 
in dalry. Stone-built high-status secular architecture certainly existed in Scotland from at 
least the late twelfth century, notably at castle Sween in argyll. it has also been suggested 
that ‘St margaret’s chapel’ within edinburgh castle, which is probably of the second 
quarter of the twelfth century, is but a relic of a larger palace block like those in england 
at Bamburgh (known personally to david i, who besieged it in 1138), and rochester. this 
points to the likely existence of some stone-built royal palace architecture in Scotland no 
later than david i’s time.16 there is nothing recognisable in the guest house/palace range 
at dunfermline likely to be as early as that, though it will be suggested that the earliest 
identifiable work may be of the thirteenth century.

dunfermline continued to be a major royal centre in the late thirteenth and early 
fourteenth centuries. alexander iii, for example, was married here, his wife margaret had 
children and was buried here, as was he, in 1286. Soon thereafter the question of royal 
succession brought edward i of england onto the scene, first as an even-handed arbiter in 
the disputed succession, and then as an invader, inaugurating over a century of warfare. 

edward chose dunfermline as an occasional residence or base, presumably regarding 
it as an important centre. during his circuit in the major invasion of 1296, dunfermline 
was noted as being ‘where nearly all the kings of Scotland lie’.17 edward was there again 
in 1303, when he spent all november holding court, and again in the following year.18 in 
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1303, edward was planning new work at dunfermline, and sent for his workers, who were 
then busy at linlithgow. linlithgow was already being made into a major – english – royal 
centre, with work supervised by master James de St george, a Savoyard in edward’s service 
who is today famous as the builder of the major series of edwardian welsh castles. in the 
event, edward’s workers  refused to travel to dunfermline, having been too long unpaid, 
so edward’s architectural ambitions here seem to have come to little or nothing.19

maybe edward saw dunfermline as militarily secure, appropriately palatial, and 
strategically-placed; and, of course, being the Scottish royal sepulchre, of high symbolic 
significance. his removal of the inauguration stone of Scone to the english royal centre of 
westminster demonstrated the value he placed upon symbolic political actions, and moving 
into the old Scottish royal lodgings likewise carried a psychological message, demonstrating 
his power by that gesture. as an act of war, he burned the abbey, suggesting he wished to 
destroy a place with such strong royal resonances, but further implying that he probably 
built nothing there. from the 1320s, dunfermline was repaired and extensively rebuilt 
for King robert i, who was subsequently buried within the abbey. 

clearly, however, there was a royal residence at dunfermline suitable for the english 
king to hold court there in the 1290s–1300s. But where exactly was that residence, and 
what form did it take? these questions remain largely unanswered, but lead us towards 
consideration of the existing palace range.

the courtyard palace

much of the palace in its final form has been lost, but it evidently conformed to the standard 
late medieval and renaissance-period formula in being built of four ranges or ‘quarters’ set 
around a quadrangular main courtyard, with other enclosures and gardens round about 
(fig 6.1). latterly, at least, the palace and a second courtyard were surrounded by ancillary 
structures. macky described it in 1723:

this Palace consists of two courts, the upper and lower; the lower was a meuse as large 
as that at london, for Stables, hawks and hounds, and the officers belonging to them; the 
upper court makes the Palace, the royal apartments are to the South and west, Queen 
anne’s Jointure-house to the north, and the church and remnants of the ancient monastery 
to the east.20

what survives today comprises only part of the south quarter. apart from the lost elements 
of this quarter itself, also lost are: Queen anne’s house to the north, together with the 
constable’s house between it and the abbey’s west front; a gallery and other structures 
which closed the western side of the court; and, between the monastic refectory and the 
south-west tower of the church, a massive, if shallow-plan, flat-roofed range. Beyond that, 
the entire lower courtyard buildings and pleasure grounds are gone without trace. 

the buildings of the lower court may well have matched the corresponding arrangement 
and locations at edinburgh and Stirling castles, where the place name ‘King’s Stables’ lives 
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figure 6.1

Plan of Dunfermline Abbey and Palace, showing the possible locations of the lost elements.
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on in areas beneath those palaces. at dunfermline, macgibbon and ross suggested the 
stables were at the base of the slope beneath the existing part of the palace, where buildings 
of uncertain function were represented on Slezer’s engravings. as the lower court would 
presumably be best accessed from the pends, then it might have extended to around where 
the war memorial now is.21 the important point is that the service elements were detached 
from the more prestigious residential and governmental areas.

the main upper courtyard was formed by a group of interlinked buildings set around 
the west side of the main monastic complex. as such it embraced several abbey buildings, 
including the west front of the church, the west gable of the refectory, and the adjoining 
Pends gatehouse, all of which survive. a through-route passed below Queen anne’s 
house and continued approximately south-east to pass below the Pends, at the south-
east angle. this courtyard arrangement is analogous to what was built at holyrood in the 
early sixteenth century; as the royal residence was expanded on the west side of the west 
claustral range there, that range itself became the east quarter of the palace, as seems also 
to have been the case at dunfermline.22 the other claustral buildings were, of course, to 
become further candidates for absorption within the palace after the reformation in 1560. 
at dunfermline, the main court, which was known successively as the abbey close and 
the Palace yard, was guessed to have enclosed approximately 1,400 square yards in the 
nineteenth century.23

a critical difference from holyrood was the decision at dunfermline to use a site and 
orientation for the principal elements of the westward palatial expansion that was governed 
by the topography. the north-west to south-east alignment of the contours meant it related 
arbitrarily to the religious complex below which it sat. But it may not have been just the 
contours that dictated such an arbitrary relationship between abbey and palace. could it 
even be that the palace was on the site of malcolm’s and margaret’s royal buildings, and 
had been chosen before the rectilinear formality and orientation of the abbey buildings 
was consolidated by david i’s re-establishment of his mother’s religious community? were 
that so, it might be argued that it had become too valuable a site to lose when it came to 
building anew, and that it continued to condition the form of the royal palatial complex 
as it was progressively renewed and expanded.24 

we shall return to consider the lost palace elements, but we must now look more closely 
at what survives of this south quarter, analysing the surviving physical evidence, and 
supplementing that information with what can be learned from early views. 

the existing buildings

the surviving elements of dunfermline’s palace comprise a long range of buildings set at 
the south-west edge of the monastic complex (fig 6.2), which closed the palace courtyard 
on its southern edge, as closely as the topography of the site permitted. this range, which 
is strikingly long, high and buttressed on its outer south-west-facing front, is linked to 
the monastic refectory by the gatehouse known as the Pends. the slope of the site called 
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figure 6.2

Dunfermline, the palace viewed from south-east, from the valley of the Tower Burn.
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for massive underbuilding to bring the main space up to the level of the courtyard. the 
consequent vast height of walling on the south side was evidently an intended effect, 
implying by such exploitation of the site that the entire block was of even more magnificent 
scale than was in fact the case. the same arrangement was, perhaps more necessarily, later 
made at James iv’s hall at edinburgh, whose courtyard-level entrance is many metres 
above the external wall base, and it is seen on prestigious work elsewhere such as amboise, 
Saumur, or Blois in france. it was designed to impress.

this south quarter contains three individual components: a kitchen, strategically-placed 
at the palace’s eastern end, adjoining the abbey’s gatehouse; extending to the kitchen’s 
north-west, but at a slight angle to it, is a hall; and beyond is a lodging block. these three 
elements share an approximately similar wall-plane, although there are differences between 
the external base courses of the three parts. these three elements will now be considered 
in turn. where appropriate, discussion will focus first upon the medieval fabric, which 
appears to be predominantly of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century date; and secondly 
upon the renaissance-period, mainly sixteenth-century alterations.

figure 6.3

Dunfermline, the south face of the palace.
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the kitchen. as at linlithgow, or at the semi-royal doune castle, the kitchen adjoined 
the ‘low’ end of the hall, the end opposite to the king’s table (fig 6.3). But its north-
east wall connects it also to the Pends gatehouse. it is thus set between the royal hall 
and the monastic refectory, to the latter of which it was accessed by way of a passage 
in the gatehouse’s upper level, implying that it served, or might serve, both places. it is 
essentially a single-period structure, and generally agreed to be fourteenth-century in 
date,25 being most likely part of the programme of reconstruction begun at dunfermline 
in the 1320s for robert i. Since its plan is irregular, as if squeezed against the hall, 
whose plan at that interface is by contrast square-ended, it is the more likely that it 
post-dates the hall. 

the kitchen is distinguished on its external south-west front by two mighty high-level 
arches set between buttresses, which were built to carry fireplaces. inside the lower space, 
on the same level as the hall’s undercroft, is a rib-vaulted space with two octagonal piers 

figure 6.4

Dunfermline, the interior of the palace, looking westwards.
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on the central axis. the upper level, which communicated with the palace hall, is largely 
ruinous.

 
the hall. the hall element of this range was built in two main phases. first, perhaps in 
the later thirteenth century, the hall itself was built together with its vaulted undercroft; 
and possibly sometime around the 1530s or early 1540s it was altered and heightened.26 

the hall provided a great ceremonial and meeting space (fig 6.4), and was faced externally 
at both levels, and at hall-level internally, in dressed ashlar. as with the kitchen, its external 
base course is continuous, being composed of a single course of squared ashlars sandwiched 
between chamfered courses. internally, the undercroft was divided into seven double bays, 
with an axial row of octagonal piers, carrying four-part ribbed vaults which supported the 
hall floor. the hall was lit on the south side by a series of five, subsequently altered, arched 
windows, which are wide in relation to their height and have deep ingoes. the roof would 
have been carried on wall plates set above a continuous string course and may have been 
either ceiled or open-timbered; given the attention expended on the dressed stonework, it 
was presumably richly decorated. But, as we shall see, that original roof was a casualty of 
the palace’s subsequent enrichment.

the great scale of dunfermline’s palace hall has been often overlooked, with James i’s 
linlithgow (begun 1424) usually presented as an early paradigm of the type, and thus 
underlining the architectural element of that monarch’s new and more powerful brand of 
kingship.27 linlithgow’s hall was indeed enormous. with internal dimensions of 29.6 by 
8.85 metres it was smaller than, but in the same broad league as, medieval royal halls in 
richer lands like england and france. But it was also closely comparable in scale with its 
possibly thirteenth-century predecessor at dunfermline, which has dimensions of 28.35 
by 9.15 metres.28 linlithgow’s hall was to be unusual in being set over the main entrance 
to the palace and a full storey above courtyard level; by contrast, dunfermline’s was more 
like James iv’s at edinburgh was to be, in being elevated above a steep drop. Present 
ground levels suggest that dunfermline’s hall would have been directly accessed from the 
courtyard, as at the later Stewart palaces of edinburgh, Stirling and falkland, with the 
undercroft below courtyard level. 

the thirteenth century was a period of major architectural accomplishment in 
Scotland, as demonstrated by great stone-built castles of enclosure such as Bothwell, 
and major religious buildings such as glasgow cathedral. But there is no documentation 
to tell us for whom the dunfermline hall was first built. one tradition has it that the 
palace was built for alexander iii; if so, it would have been begun or built by 1286.29 
alexander appears to have been an ambitious builder, having, for instance, built a new 
hall at Kettins in 1264, and created a new park at Kincardine; one other building it 
would be good to know more about was what was referred to as his domus Scoticana at 
inverness.30 alternatively, did dunfermline’s hall form part of the preparations for the 
expected arrival of the maid of norway, who died en route to her inheritance? the next 
king was John i (Balliol), who reigned from 1290 and was deposed in 1296. the only 
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subsequent person who had the capacity to build before the conclusion of the first phase 
of the wars of independence in the early fourteenth century was edward i of england 
(d 1307); though he, as suggested above, seems to have built nothing. John i had 
initially emulated alexander iii in seeking to enhance the status of the monarchy, so his 
candidature as patron cannot be ruled out. But on balance it seems more likely that the 
unsettled conditions which followed his death in 1286 make alexander iii a more likely 
patron. his second queen, yolande, whom he married in 1285, was carrying out works 
at Jedburgh castle in 1288, where 900 perches of hedge and ditch were constructed, 
suggesting that if work had been begun by alexander elsewhere, as at dunfermline, it 
could have been taken to completion by his widow.31

three major changes have been made to the hall. it has been heightened by an additional 
storey; the four-part undercroft vaults have been replaced by transverse barrel-vaults which 
were intended to reduce ‘downhill’ pressure on the front wall; and cross-windows have been 
inserted. this second building phase may date from James v’s busiest building years in the 
late 1530s, when much palace work was done for him elsewhere, extending sometimes, as 
at falkland, from unfinished James iv-period work. dunfermline’s palace was certainly in 
use on the royal circuit in the late 1530s, with records of the queen and her french ladies 
being there, their beds and bedding, tapestries, including the king’s tapestry ‘and uther 
gear’ all being transported to dunfermline and to wherever the court was next. royal 
beds were then vastly important and expensive artifacts, as were the tapestries; hence their 
transportation from palace to palace.32

the context within which this second hall phase might be seen is as part of the major 
palace building and rebuilding programme instigated by James iv and James v, covering 
broadly the 1490s to the 1540s. they provided Scotland with a prodigious set of up-to-date 
royal palaces: smaller than their counterparts in richer lands like england or france, but 
corresponding with them in the use of ideas, imagery and fashion, having, for instance, 
a 1500s triumphal arch gateway at Stirling and françois i-inspired planning and facades 
at falkland in the 1530s.33 

dunfermline appears to have been one of these remodelled palaces. it is conceivable 
that some work was done for James iv, but there is greater evidence for James v-period. 
that evidence has three strands. one visual clue is the use of cross-windows, since this was 
a form used in 1530s work at falkland. Second, macky in the early eighteenth century 
noted the arms of James v (d 1542) and mary of guise on the palace, plus those of regent 
arran (regent 1542–54), indicating work in progress between 1538–54. third, there is 
the annunciation stone, which is inscribed with the arms of george durie, abbot from 
about 1530 to 1560 (see below, p 132). 

James hamilton (c 1519–75), second earl of arran and duke of chatelherault, became 
governor of Scotland on James v’s death in 1542.34 a vigorous and talented politician, he 
gained access to the royal revenues and moved in to the palaces where he held court and, 
until her departure in 1547, had control over the young Queen mary. he was certainly 
an architectural patron, retiring to reconstruct Kinneil after the 1540s english war and 
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once mary was declared to be of age in 1553.35 the presence of his arms on the palace 
suggests he had work carried out sometime between 1542 and 1554, which is likely to 
have been a continuation of work already started. Possibly there were allegorical mural or 
ceiling decorative painted schemes in the palace, such as arran had carried out for himself 
at Kinneil.36 at least one of James v’s french court painters, Pierre Quesnel, was still in 
Scotland, and presumably in royal employment, the year after James v’s death, when his 
son, françois was born in edinburgh.37

the cross-windows set within the hall’s earlier arched windows seem to match those 
on the added upper floor, implying their installation at the two levels was contemporary. 
it must be admitted, however, that this was a type of window common over an extended 
period in sixteenth-century france and elsewhere, and this limits their value as dating 
tools. nevertheless, the annunciation stone was evidently made for the three-sided oriel 
on the upper floor, strongly suggesting that the oriel, and thus that whole upper storey, 
dated from durie’s period as head of the abbey. it is likely that this oriel was an oratory, 
possibly leading off a private gallery or hall, as was the case at doune.38 

the architectural impact of all these changes on the hall would have been significant. 
the stone seats within the new window ingoes seem to imply an informality absent from, 
say, James i’s high-windowed hall at linlithgow, where stone benches lined the long-walls, 
and enjoyment of the view was evidently not sought. By contrast, by the sixteenth century 
at dunfermline relaxed enjoyment of the view and intimate conversation must have been 
regarded as worthy objects. another major change involved the upper part of the internal 
space, which had probably originally extended upwards into an open or ceiled roof. with 
a new storey added, the hall must have been adapted to have a flat ceiling, which was 
possibly sculpted, or timber-panelled like the contemporary flat ceilings within Stirling’s 
palace and falkland’s chapel. 

the indication is thus that James v started to build massively at dunfermline, on a 
scale maybe approaching his better-recognised programmes elsewhere. But the fact that 
the annunciation stone bears the arms of the abbot rather than the monarch could suggest 
its installation was after James v’s death, a period of successive regencies. that stone 
would have had only a short period in the limelight, however, because Scotland became a 
Protestant country from 1560, and catholic imagery such as this was generally destroyed 
or (as here) concealed.

 
the west end of the south quarter: the royal lodgings. the western section of the existing 
palace range appears to have contained a part of the royal lodgings.39 its south front is 
three-bayed and symmetrical, tilted slightly on plan from the hall, which enabled it to be 
read as a distinct symmetrical unit (fig 6.5). its most distinguishing feature is at its centre: 
a rectangular oriel set above an arch carried on two buttresses, with a polygonal oriel above. 
this part of the range continues the wall-height of the hall and kitchen which it adjoins, 
but the seeming coherence of its design belies the constructional complexity evidenced by 
its masonry. those structural complexities mean that the following analysis must be divided 
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figure 6.5

Dunfermline, the south face of the lodging block of the palace, with the towers of the abbey church behind.
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into two separate, but interlinked parts, the first part looking at the structural archaeology, 
and the second looking at its likely usage as a part of the royal palace.

whilst the adjacent hall appears to have been the product of two distinct main phases, 
the masonry of the lodging block manifests several building and remodelling phases prior 
to its final form in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. the structure awaits 
detailed archaeological analysis, so here are noted only some of the more immediately 
obvious points. in the first place, could its being set on a slightly different plane, and thus 
forming a discrete entity within the grouping from the start, indicate that the first building 
in this location was of a different date from the hall? whatever the case, however, there is 
nothing in the fabric that appears to be obviously earlier than the hall.

it is at the lower level of the external stonework that it is most evident the building is the 
result of more than one building phase, with part being constructed of unusually big and 
expensively dressed ashlars. the eastern part of the base course is essentially a continuation 
of that of the hall, suggesting that there could have been structures here of the same date 
as the hall, and perhaps part of the same building operation. By contrast, the western part 
at the lower level is unlike the rest of this portion of the façade in having a base course 
with two ashlar courses between the chamfers, with a second, lower base course at the 
wall’s west end. the change of base course is at a point which roughly corresponds with a 
higher external masonry break, but which has no identifiable internal reflection. it should 
also be noted that the pair of buttresses which carry the oriel seem to have had different 
structural histories, despite having been given similar forms as part of a later phase of work 
that eventually made the south front of this part of the range basically symmetrical. this 
wall has evidently been heightened on more than one occasion, and at one stage it may 
have risen to a little above mid-height of the later first floor, since there is what appears to 
be a fragment of wall-head cornice adjacent to the hall.

unlike the hall, this lodging block seems to have been initially unvaulted at undercroft 
level, though there are two inserted cross-walls which supported later barrel vaults. it 
is possible that these vaults were contemporary with the secondary vaulting of the hall 
undercroft. the width of the block has also varied, evidently having been reduced at 
least once on its north side; a turnpike stair turret at the junction of the lodging and hall 
belonged to the earlier phase and no doubt gave access to both. 

viewed from inside, we see two upper storeys, the lower of which is carefully symmetrical 
in form, implying a single big and prestigious space. as its floor level matches that of the 
hall, the implication is that the two inter-communicated, in a way that is comparable 
with the palaces of Stirling, edinburgh, linlithgow and possibly holyrood, where the hall 
likewise communicated with the royal lodgings. however, this room’s ceiling was lower 
than that of the hall, the room above being consequently taller than that over the hall, 
and any intercommunication at that level would therefore have required stairs. it has been 
suggested that this main space adjacent to the hall must have been the king’s own hall, 
on analogy with, for example, fifteenth-century linlithgow. this would mean that the 
chamber, which would have been the next element in the lodging, is likely to have been 
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in a range extending northwards, and such a range is evidently depicted in Slezer’s view 
(fig 6.6). might the queen’s hall and chamber have been set above, again, as was seemingly 
the case in linlithgow’s west quarter?

one main question concerning this block concerns the dates of its phases of con-
struction. as already said, the shift in alignment may suggest that it perpetuates the site 
of an earlier building, possibly a previous royal residence. So far as the existing structures 
are concerned, however, since the plinth courses appear to be a continuation of that below 
the hall, or take a lead from it, it is possible that structures of the same date as the hall 
were incorporated in the lower sections of the eastern portion, perhaps up to the vertical 
break already referred to. if that portion is indeed of the same late thirteenth-century 
phase that has been suggested for the hall, it cannot be ruled out that portions of the 
westward extension at this level were either earlier, or like the kitchen block at the far end 
of the hall, part of the fourteenth-century remodelling carried out for robert i. however, 
it must be stressed that this can be no more than speculation on present evidence. So 
far as the upper storeys are concerned, it might be suggested that the cross-windows are 
contemporary with their neighbours in the adjacent hall, and thus of the mid-sixteenth 
century. however, against this it could be pointed out that the top-floor fireplace has 
been compared with those in edinburgh’s palace, which are generally held to date from 
James iv’s time, of the years around 1500.

figure 6.6

John Slezer, Prospect of the town and abbey of Dunfermline.
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the missing palace buildings

the south quarter was only one part of the palace complex; but the remaining three sides 
of the palace, which had closed the main courtyard to the west, north and east, are now 
completely lost. the following account refers to these other elements, but deals mainly 
with Queen anne’s house, which lay at the courtyard’s north end, since evidence for the 
remainder of the complex is so slight.

the east quarter. the appearance of this quarter is known only from Slezer’s view, evidence 
which must be handled with utmost care; Slezer was not documenting the buildings in 
the precise way that a modern architectural historian would, and the information on his 
engravings was often contradictory and randomly inaccurate (see fig 6.6). eighteenth-
century views show comparatively humble structures in this area.

this east quarter of the palace occupied the site of the west claustral range, in the 
middle ages an interface between the monastic enclosure and the secular world, but 
presumably thereafter provided with a very different function within the palace. Slezer’s 
view shows it to have addressed the palace court with a major show front. what was its 
function? it linked the south tower of the abbey’s west front and the refectory, but that 
was probably not a requirement of its later palace function. the big windows, together 
with what appear to be tiered full-height vertical bay divisions, recall James v’s 1530s 
falkland courtyard facades. these, in turn, derive from the loire school architecture 
created for françois i, such as his villers-cotterêts, which, along with other great palaces 
such as fontainbleau, had been visited by James.40 on the other hand, the seemingly 
central turret feature is surely a stair, and its similarity with the work of the 1610s and 
1620s at edinburgh and linlithgow (possibly modelled on Blois) could point to a later 
date. a central stair implies access to separate but, as in a later tenement, potentially 
equal things in more than one direction; maybe equivalent superimposed functions 
or spaces. does this raise the possibility of the east quarter having been a more or less 
self-contained palace lodging block like much of linlithgow’s north quarter appears 
to have been? weight is added to the suggestion since that quarter could have had no 
direct communication with the remainder of the palace, as a consequence of its location 
between the abbey nave and refectory. 

this quarter’s date of reconstruction is thus a puzzle. Stylistically, although at the risk 
of relying too much on Slezer’s engraving, any time in the sixteenth century would be 
plausible. it would have lost any residual monastic function with the reformation in 
1560, and would have become more decidedly part of the palace thereafter. But nothing 
is recorded of work here for mary i or James vi. guessing again: perhaps this was part of 
James iv’s or James v’s palace aggrandisement programme.

Behind this quarter, where once lay the cloister and where is now part of the graveyard, 
there was, latterly at least, a pleasure area, and a bowling green seems to have occupied a 
site at or near the former cloister garth. a ‘cachpule’ or tennis court, possibly similar to 
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that built for James v and still surviving at falkland, may have been formed within the 
dormitory in the east claustral range,41 though there is the less probable alternative of the 
palace’s east quarter having contained the tennis court. 

 
queen anne of denmark and the queen’s house. the bachelor James vi had certainly 
used dunfermline Palace, albeit probably less than would suggest any special fondness 
for it. thus, in 1583 his progresses took him from edinburgh to linlithgow, and thence 
on 1 June to dunfermline; but when he departed on 27 June for the convention at St 
andrews,42 it was from falkland that he left. the court was also at dunfermline on 28 
april 1587, when the king left to attend the convention of estates in edinburgh.43 
holyrood, linlithgow, Perth and falkland all registered prominently on James’s 
itineraries, and it seems falkland was the more favoured of his fife palaces. nevertheless, 
in June 1585, three danish ambassadors were received by James at dunfermline. they 
were ‘propper men, weill cled efter thaire owin faschioun: they wer in trayne four score 
persons, tuelf thairof in gold cheynis’; they wished to reclaim orkney and Shetland for 
their king.44

it was from the 1590s that there was a revival in the palace’s fortunes. the catalyst for 
change came when James, while in norway, gave anne the crown’s remnant of the lordship 
of dunfermline. anne’s fleet had left for the marriage to be celebrated in Scotland, but 
had been diverted to norway by the weather; James, in the improbable role of dashing 
romantic, took sail and the two married at what is today oslo. Scandic custom reportedly 
motivated him to make anne a morrowing, that is a ‘morning-after’, gift. that gift was 
what remained of the lordship of dunfermline, the part north of the forth which had not 
been annexed to the crown in 1587, and also the lordships – and palaces – of falkland 
and, albeit south of the forth, linlithgow. the gift was ratified by parliament in 1593 as 
being anne’s ‘for all the days of her lifetime’.45 thus, were James to predecease her, she 
would still have these possessions, so she logically invested in one of them, and her choice 
fell on dunfermline. here, her architectural commitment included building a house for 
herself – the Queen’s house. in making her choice, it may have been significant that 
dunfermline was the palace most closely associated with Scotland’s only sainted queen, 
since not only was dunfermline being re-invented as a more significant royal centre, but 
it was to become again associated less with a king than with a queen. macky documented 
what he had learned in the early eighteenth century:

this [palace] was the habitation of King James the Sixth, before he came to the crown of 
england: it was here that Prince henry, King charles the first, and the Princess elizabeth, 
Queen of Bohemia, were Born. it was also the Jointure-house [that is, wedding dowry] of 
Queen anne of denmark, who built an apartment for her self, at top of the entry or pen’d, 
with a gallery of communication with the royal apartments.46 

the Queen’s coronation was in 1590. at about that time, the danish admiral headed a 
party which visited falkland, dunfermline and linlithgow, to view what their princess 
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was stepping into, and to press or confirm the harder edge of the bargaining process.47 the 
celebrations over, on 12 June anne ‘went thither to’ dunfermline and falkland, while the 
King travelled west. ‘the King returning tuik the Queine to dunfermling, and fra that to 
edinburgh, quhaire they remanit all wynter.’48 Prior to this, in may 1590, £400 was paid 
‘by his majesty’s precept for reparation of the house at dunfermline befoir the Queenis 
majesties passing thereto’.49

anne’s first-born, henry, was born at Stirling in 1594, the chapel royal being speedily 
rebuilt within months for the baptism. But, excepting margaret (1598–1600), the other 
royal children were born at dunfermline: charles, later charles i (1600–49); elizabeth, 
later of Bohemia (1596–1662), from whom the hanoverian royal line descended; robert 
(1602) who died only months old.50 So, unless there was some political or symbolic reason 
for the first-born to enter the world at Stirling, it was possibly not until after 1594 that 
dunfermline was fully ready for the queen. in 1596, weeks after elizabeth’s birth, the 
holyroodhouse meeting of parliament convened a special session at dunfermline on 29 
September, the king in attendance, and the daughter’s birth was celebrated. in this the 
palace’s significance as ‘female’ was perhaps flagged up;51 since dunfermline had never 
been a favoured place for sixteenth-century parliaments, the celebration of the birth was 
surely what brought the assembly there. the Privy council met there too, in august 1596, 
and thereafter frequently.52 royal dunfermline was becoming important again. elizabeth, 
named in honour of her godmother, the queen of england, was baptised at holyrood, the 
english ambassador’s presence indicating elizabeth’s approval, and perhaps also that James’s 
diplomacy in attempting to ensure that he succeeded her was going to plan. anne, one of 
whose characteristics was fondness for expensive jewellery, here made the edinburgh-based 
george heriot her goldsmith in 1597.53

this renewed importance of dunfermline was further underlined by a direction from 
the Privy council on 16 march 1602. the plague again threatened, and James demanded 
that people be ‘careful that all ordinar and lawful means be usit quilkis at god’s pleasure, 
may preserve the toun of dunfermline, being the ordinarie place of the residence of the 
queen . . . and of thair majesties bairns’. the plague had last visited dunfermline in 1597.54 
notwithstanding that domestic image, royal children were not at that period reared within 
a ‘normal’ family unit, their care being a major honour costing nothing to bestow. Princess 
elizabeth, for example, was brought up in part by alexander, lord livingstone (later 
earl of linlithgow) and his wife, helen hay (daughter of the earl of errol) at linlithgow 
Palace.55 

anne wanted to shape dunfermline to suit herself. She had seen her father, frederick 
ii, build new palaces at frederiksborg and at Kronborg, where anne and James’s proxy 
marriage took place in 1589 and where the couple stayed in 1590. her brother, christian 
iv, was to become famed as a major palace-builder. denmark was then far richer than 
Scotland, and anne’s funds more modest than those of her brother. But a palace builder 
she also wished to be; and thus her plan for a new Queen’s house. at Stirling (in the 
1490s) and holyrood (in the 1520s), respectively, James iv and James v seem to have 
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had separate, maybe bachelor, houses in purpose-built ranges or towers, and certainly 
residential towers were a commonplace late medieval and renaissance building type.56 
But by this stage it was more common for royal lodgings for both king and queen to be 
within the one building, as seen most clearly in James v’s palace at Stirling, where the 
parade of separate royal apartments is carefully arranged to interconnect at the chambers. it 
seems reasonable to suggest that dunfermline’s Queen’s house was derived from the well-
established european model of tower-building, and that holyrood might have provided 
the immediate prototype. Possibly more coincidental than allusive was the placing of the 
Queen’s house adjacent to the abbey’s west front, as was James v’s tower at holyrood. it 
also has to be pointed out that for most of the sixteenth century Scotland had seen little 
of resident queens who might build. mary’s adult years in Scotland had been confined to 
1561–7, although she had work of an uncertain extent carried out at edinburgh, and she 
possibly also altered the west quarter of linlithgow.

But the context for the Queen’s house is wide, and although there is nothing comparable 
in denmark, the idea of building a queen’s residence had a prestigious precedent in Paris. 
catherine de medici, a one-time marriage candidate for James v, who had instead married 
henri ii of france (killed in 1559), in 1564 began construction of a new queen mother’s 
palace, the tuileries, adjacent to the louvre. this was conceived as her own residence, 
detached from the bustle of court, but connected by a covered passageway of two galleries 
to the main palace. despite the great difference in scale, the arrangement at dunfermline, 
as we will explore, seems analogous or derivative. 

that disparity of scale reflected the Scottish crown’s lesser resources. the tuileries Palace 
was set distant from the louvre, beyond a piece of cityscape. But it was left incomplete 
on catherine’s death in 1589, the same year in which the new french king, henri iv, 
determined to complete both it and the louvre. the idea of linking the two palaces was 
possibly an amendment to the original scheme, potentially inspired by vasari’s 1565 project 
for linking the medici’s uffizi and Pitti Palaces in florence, about which catherine would 
have surely known.57 So, in the same years that anne’s Queen’s house at dunfermline 
was built and linked to the main palace by a gallery, a similar concept was being followed 
through in Paris.58 

at dunfermline, the site of the Queen’s house was predetermined by the decision to 
re-use an existing gateway. it bore an inscription on a metal plate, translated as follows: 

this porch, and the house built above it, having through age and the injuries of time fallen 
down and come to ruin, have been restored from the foundation, and built on a larger scale 
by Queen anne, daughter of frederick, the most august prince of denmark, in the year 
1600.59 

work had perhaps continued through much of the 1590s, and the description ‘restored 
from the foundation’ suggests the incorporated structure was radically changed. tradition, 
logic and slight documentary references, indicate it was built by william Schaw, master 
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of works and chamberlain to the Queen, albeit alexander Seton, future chancellor, was 
also involved.

anne had been reared a lutheran, but people placed in or selected for her household in 
the 1590s, and whom she befriended, included catholics, amongst whom were both Seton 
and Schaw. in 1596, by which time she had herself possibly converted to catholicism, 
the general assembly complained of too many catholics close to the royal couple, with 
a specific attack made upon anne, which picked up on an attack of the previous year by 
david Black.60 nevertheless, her lutheran pastor, John Sering, continued to preach to 
her household, indicating incidentally that she must have had a chapel within the palace 
complex. a chapel would therefore be a logical component of the new Queen’s house 
and, on analogy with contemporary danish religious architecture, would have been richly 
ornamented, almost certainly with imagery that would fail the strictest requirements of her 
sterner Presbyterian critics. She also had an oratory made for her privy chamber.61 

from an architectural perspective, this outwardly Protestant but inwardly catholic 
grouping was important. alexander Seton (1566–1622) was one of the foremost Scottish 
politicians and intellects of his day. he had enrolled in 1571 as a trainee Jesuit priest in 
rome, where he impressed Pope gregory Xiii, and he thereafter studied law in france; 
he was home by 1580, having gained an excellent education.62 his godmother had been 
Queen mary, James’s mother, and he was therefore on the ‘correct’ side politically so far as 
James was concerned. in 1593, Seton was appointed chairman of the committee to manage 
anne’s property, the octavians, anne’s favoured lady-in-waiting being Seton’s then sister-
in-law. his management of anne’s finances was a success, and in 1596 anne appointed 
him hereditary Bailie and Justiciar of the regality of dunfermline, and constable or Keeper 
of the palace. this meant that he would have been housed within the constable’s house 
that was built in 1599 between the Queen’s house and the abbey church.63 in 1601, Seton 
was appointed guardian to Prince charles, and in 1605, he was made earl of dunfermline, 
going on to achieve much more in his career.64 

Seton’s cosmopolitanism and application at home of the learning gained abroad was 
recognised:

looke to the travell of his younger yeares 
and like to those his policie appeares:
for loe, hee Bee-like past from place to place,
Knowledge to gaine which might his countrie grace,
Paines, travel, hazard, hee esteemed nought,
to gaine the wish’d for knowledge which he sought.
loire, Seine, and rhine, with tiber, arne and Poe,
their Bankes hee past to make his learning growe.65

Seton had seen the first counter-reformation churches of rome and many of the major 
renaissance palaces, as well as the building site at what had been the constantinian basilica 
of St Peter’s, as the final form of a successor slowly took shape. these were experiences 
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which must have made him interesting company to anyone in Scotland with an interest in 
building. he cannot have failed to tip exciting ideas into discussions with anne and Schaw, 
and he may well have brought home with him architectural books and engravings.66

here, at the heart of anne’s ‘circle’, was a sophisticated, highly-educated intellectual 
who knew rome and france at first hand, who was already rebuilder of the dramatic fyvie 
castle, where work was in progress in the 1590s, and who in the 1610s was to build a 
highly sophisticated suburban classical villa at Pinkie.67 here was a man ‘well versed in the 
mathematicks [who also] had great skill in architecture and herauldrie’.68 and one of his, 
and anne’s, closest friends was william Schaw, master of works.

if it is fair, as argued elsewhere, to regard James murray (d 1634), a successor of 
Schaw’s in the mastership of works, as the intermediary between royal client and working 
men, as the designer of buildings and, beside the client, the dominant person in royal 
building programmes, it seems no less fair to cast Schaw in a broadly similar role.69 there 
seems no reason to jettison that traditional image of Schaw, albeit works to the abbey 
church traditionally ascribed to him cannot be confirmed as his.70 responsibility for the 
translation of anne’s wishes and Seton’s advice into three dimensions must surely have 
been Schaw’s. 

Schaw (1549/50–1602) is possibly best known as a founder of freemasonry, but he was 
also king’s master of works, essentially the royal architect, from 1583, and was tasked with 
a range of duties at court including master of ceremonies and from 1594 chamberlain to 
anne.71 he, like Seton, knew france and other lands. he had been nominated in 1585 on 
the king’s behalf by Sir James melville of halhill to help with the above-mentioned danish 
delegation of 1585, and in 1589 he accompanied James to norway to fetch anne.72 he was 
sent home ahead of the royal party, by then in denmark, to prepare for the royal arrival, 
which he planned carefully and successfully.73 he would have worked at the palaces, and 
surely oversaw the reconstruction of the Stirling chapel royal, proportioned as Solomon’s 
temple, for the baptism of Prince henry in 1594. he was buried within dunfermline 
abbey, close both to his best-known work and the newly-built burial aisle anne had 
proposed as her own. anne ordered that Schaw be provided with a monument, and Seton 
oversaw its provision, with a fond and lengthy eulogy composed by himself.74

we can thus identify fairly safely the potentially three most critical figures at the heart 
of the dunfermline Palace reconstruction project, each of whom possessed the added 
advantage of having seen foreign architecture at first hand. anne, the knowledgeable but 
maybe extravagant patron who, like margaret before her, knew the value to monarchy of 
visual signals such as jewellery and architecture; and her two specialist building friends, 
Seton and Schaw. the two men, significantly, knew france while Seton, at least, knew 
italy; these were the two greatest areas of cultural innovation of the renaissance period, 
and knowledge of them qualified Seton and Schaw to create sophisticated architecture. 
the friendship amongst the three was no doubt made the firmer by their being closet 
catholics in a Presbyterian land, anne having become such around the time that henri iv 
converted from Protestantism to catholicism to please his people. discussions concerning 
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the queen’s needs, the models which might be copied, and ideas for innovation, would thus 
have been on a sophisticated level. the two would have provided anne with a check-list 
of requirements for both her dunfermline residence and, in due course, her next Queen’s 
house after she became Queen of england. anne’s personal knowledge of potential danish 
models was thus supplemented by the learning of her friends and their knowledge of the 
most sophisticated cultures in christendom. Biblical imagery was fundamental at Stirling’s 
chapel royal, while Seton’s demonstration at Pinkie of his capacity to translate scholarship, 
including stoic philosophy, into architecture and landscape, all suggest that there would 
have been complexities in anne’s work beyond what we now see in the inadequate surviving 
record.75 

So, we have considered the client, the ‘architect’, and the uncommonly well-informed 
architectural adviser. what did they build, where and why? available sites for a Queen’s 
house seem to have been either to the west or north end of the courtyard. the decision 
taken was to set the Queen’s house to the north, as far as could be from the existing palace 
range, the two elements being linked by a gallery or corridor which presumably extended 
along the courtyard’s western boundary.76 

the only currently known visual evidence for the Queen’s house is contained in the two 
engraved views by Slezer (see figs 1.8 and 6.6), a drawing by clerk of eldin (fig 6.7), an 
engraving of 1791 by J hooper for the antiquarian captain grose, and an anonymous view 
from the north.77 the Slezer engravings carry all the limitations of his other views. clerk, 

figure 6.7

John clerk of eldin, Dunfermline Abbey and Palace from the south-west.
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however, both understood architecture and could draw well, two factors which validate 
much of what he portrays, and consequently greater reliance will be placed on this than 
the other views we have. that said, Slezer’s two views are consistent in showing the Queen’s 
house chimneys as high as the base of the abbey’s north-west tower top stage, while clerk 
gave the building a ‘punchy’ presence, indicating that he thought it big. clerk’s view is 
drawn from within the courtyard and shows what is in some respects a rather unsurprising 
building for its date: a tall, turreted and crow-stepped block with string courses and framed 
heraldic panels. it straddles a roadway, the consequence, as noted above, of its being a 
remodelling of an existing gateway. what more can be said about it? what did it contain? 
what images did it seek to broadcast? 

Possibly the very idea of re-using a gateway had allusive significance. the setting close 
by the abbey church would be a welcome reference to anne’s religious commitment; the 
church building was of course pre-reformation, which could be seen as having associations 
with the old faith, though the nave had been adapted for Protestant worship. historically, 
gateways had both a protective and an aggressive image, their functions being equally to 
exclude and to control access. it was the place an enemy might first attack, and thus usually 
the place best-fortified. But this palace gateway was to have a wholly different meaning. 
it was simultaneously royal and domestic; and as the residence of a woman and mother 
it was avowedly not that of a martial man. the 1530s falkland gatehouse had contained 
some royal accommodation, but it was essentially the keeper’s lodging, and was protected 
by gunholes. James’s monarchy was that of a Solomon, of wisdom and of peace. he did not 
build fortified structures, and reigned over a nation that was at peace.78 more immediately, 
the Queen’s house invites a recollection of Seton’s Pinkie house, which was provided 
with a large bay window overlooking the scene of a past battle in a way that made it a 
monument to friendship and peace, laced with stoic and anti-war imagery. the Queen’s 
house possibly likewise signalled an unthreatening building, which set the Queen and 
her children only a wall’s width from the people.

what can be deduced of the plan from clerk’s exterior view? looking first at the centre 
gable, it is in dead elevation with the gateway, evidently the ‘porch’, at its foot. the pend, 
as at heriot’s hospital of 1628, had stone seats within it. But the roadway below is on a 
different orientation from that gable, passing to the left en route. might this indicate that 
the new work, in the interests of regularity if not symmetry, had been skewed on plan in 
relation to the gateway it incorporated so as to lie more nearly parallel with the palace’s 
south quarter? or was it perhaps to permit the queen’s chapel to be correctly orientated? 
whatever the case, this may point to the possibility that the gallery, to the west, had been 
aligned in such a way as to make the courtyard regular on that third side. that gallery had 
to pass across a relatively steep northward incline, and maybe connected with the Queen’s 
house at ground level, where a broken arch is shown on the left of clerk’s view.

the main gable wall of the house is symmetrical, and divided into storeys by string 
courses, as was the case with Scottish palace architecture elsewhere at this period. the 
gables themselves were crow-stepped, a fashion represented not long before at Stirling’s 
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chapel royal of 1594, but soon to become less fashionable in the face of a growing 
preference for skews or flat roofs. the baroque rejection of angular crow steps was to be 
made particularly clear at heriot’s hospital in edinburgh, begun in 1628, where their 
form is more sophisticated. at dunfermline the attic windows sit above the eaves, another 
fashion about to be rejected at royal palaces. 

on the right-hand side of the gable was a recessed stair turret whose two upper stages 
may have been slightly corbelled out, and at the foot of which was an external forestair. 
this forestair was evidently a main means of access to the principal levels, for the lowest 
storey would most likely have contained subordinate spaces. tucked into the left-hand 
angle of the centre gable was a turret stair linking what must have been the two principal 
levels. this was perhaps therefore a second, more private stair, and it is tempting to suggest 
two superimposed rooms of similar function behind that gable wall, not least because the 
chimney looks too thin even for the minimum two flues it must have carried.79 a 1654 
reference suggests the building had seven main rooms, though defoe said there were eight, 
including (possibly superimposed) halls, a dining-room, a chamber of dais and, since she 
liked clothes, a wardrobe.80 

following the move to england in 1603, anne built another Queen’s house, at 
greenwich. after she had been given the palace there in 1614, she engaged Simon 
Basil, the Surveyor of works, to improve her existing lodgings, and the next year she 
commissioned Basil’s successor, inigo Jones, fresh back from italy, to design her a new 
lodging within the palace grounds; this was to be a place of retreat at a time when her 
health was declining. like Seton, Jones knew italian architecture at first hand and, as at 
the dunfermline house, the greenwich house was built astride a roadway. But unlike 
dunfermline, which was a house built to a north european formula, the greenwich 
house was a sparkling essay in italian classicism. in the 1610s england was ready for 
such ideas while, notwithstanding the Stirling chapel royal’s italianate façade, Scotland 
in the 1590s seems not to have been, and chose to give greater emphasis to national 
architectural formulae.

there were two other houses adjoining the dunfermline Queen’s house: those of 
the constable and the hereditary Bailie. given that Seton held both these posts, he 
presumably had both houses as official residences. clerk’s view shows a three-storey 
building approximately half the height of the Queen’s house to the east, emphasizing 
its being a subordinate dwelling for a subordinate occupant (see fig 6.7). it had a 
projecting semi-polygonal stair turret on its face towards the palace courtyard, suggesting 
at least two rooms on the upper floors, each accessed separately from the stair in the 
usual way.

the west gallery. the gallery linking the old palace to the Queen’s house must have 
run along the western side of the courtyard. it could be no more than guesswork to 
suggest what else this west quarter contained, or what were the buildings shown in Slezer’s 
view (see fig 6.6).
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the royal sepulchre

it was an indication of the major significance assigned to dunfermline by malcolm and 
margaret that it became the new dynastic sepulchre. although a number of other religious 
houses were to be brought into service as royal mausolea in the course of the middle ages, 
anne decided to re-establish dunfermline as the place of royal sepulchre,81 a decision on 
the issue necessitated by the family’s infant deaths. James’s own mother had been buried in 
england, his grandmother at reims in france, and his grandfather at holyrood. anne’s own 
family were buried in denmark. there was thus no compelling reason not to re-establish 
dunfermline as the place of royal burial. 

to meet this need, a new stone-built offshoot was built against the east end of the nave’s 
south side, within the area that had been the medieval north cloister walk, but which 
was by then within a palace pleasure ground, used possibly for bowling. as ‘reformed’ 
Scotland opposed burial within churches, for reasons of simple hygiene, construction of an 
external aisle would conform with the requirements of church leaders. the royal presence 
would thus in death be both a part of the palace and of the church. as with so much else, 
of course, the royal family’s emigration in 1603 led to the abandonment of those plans, 
and according to an inscribed tablet the aisle was in 1616 granted by anne to Sir henry 
wardlaw of Pitreavie, a friend of hers who had succeeded Schaw in the post of Queen’s 
chamberlain.82 

from palace to ruin 

after 1603 and the emigration of the royal court to england, the days of the Scottish palaces 
as royal residences were largely over, and alexander Seton and henry wardlaw were placed 
in charge of that at dunfermline.83 it seems that Seton sought to maintain the significance 
of dunfermline as a royal centre, having stayed on in dunfermline after the others had left, 
and having himself become earl of dunfermline in 1605. he also, as noted, supervised the 
creation of Schaw’s monument when anne had possibly all but forgotten him, and erected 
a new royal pew in the abbey church in 1610 for the family’s anticipated return (see fig 
2.18), its panelled front being still displayed in the nineteenth-century parish church. in 
addition he doubtlessly played a role in replacing the old bridge over the tower Burn in 
1611 on anne’s behalf.84 But anne herself would never return, and the royal family was 
to have little further interest in spending time in Scotland.

nonetheless, in the first third of the seventeenth century, much money was invested 
in the palaces as they stood empty: works which included a greatly enlarged palace at 
edinburgh; a new north quarter at linlithgow; holyrood Palace being twice up-dated 
for the visits of 1617 and 1633, and its abbey church remodelled. dunfermline was also 
renovated, maybe minimally, for the royal visits, but the palace was presumably still on the 
whole up to royal standards in those years.85 James visited twice in 1617, in may and in 
June; and from 4 to 5 July 1633 charles i was there, when he made Sir robert Ker earl of 
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ancrum, and created five other knights, this being proclaimed by the heralds at the open 
window of ‘the great chamber of the palace’.86

But already there were signs of what was to come. after all, the main reason the post-
1617 reconstruction of linlithgow was needed was because warnings that the north quarter 
required urgent repair had been ignored, resulting in its collapse in 1607. even earlier, 
in 1605 a commission was given by the Privy council that ‘all our Soveraines tapestrie 
and moveables being within this kingdom, quilks ar now dispersit and some pairt thereof 
in the possessione of certane gentlemen of the cuntrey, sal be collectit and put in ane 
gardrope, and ane inventar made thairof . . .’. this covered the main royal palaces; all was 
to be returned, and ready for the royal homecoming.87

after 1639 and the first direct political challenge to the royal prerogative, the palaces 
were possibly even less likely to benefit from royal investment, even though preparations 
would have been made to accommodate charles ii with appropriate dignity on his arrival 
in 1650. nine years earlier, an english visitor (‘P J’) published his ‘a Scottish Journie: 
Being an account in verse of a tour from edinburgh to glasgow in 1641’. linlithgow was 
doubtless as neglected as the other palaces, with the possible exception of holyrood:

and first to view the pallace wee begin,
the gates were open, we went boldly in,
i’ the midst o’ th’ court there stood a fountaine weepeing,
and cryd, the master of our workes is sleeping,
had we but here your watchfull inigo,
hee’d n’ere indure to see us perish soe
my pipes a[re] stopt, the Pleasants mouth is broken
for having once of reparations spoken, . . . 
and thus agreed we went to see the hall,
which had no tiles to cover it at all, and stately buildings when they want repayre
Become poore sicophants to the foules o’ th’ ayre.88

the same was applicable to dunfermline. archibald Johnston of warriston noted: 

i heard that old S. Jh. murray, who was Queen anne hir paige, when he was in dunferling 
last winter, he desyred ay to be out of it, because he sayd, when he lookd on the palace and 
remembered what he had seen don their, he could not but forsee and forspeake of a terrible 
judgment to fall upon that place; and every body observed the inglishes taiking away the 
King and the lady hadington’s beds after the comoun scandal of their lounrye, and on 
sayd of the abbay’s burning (which the inglish denyes to haive been of designe) what the 
old wyfe at . . .89

charles ii used the palace in 1650 and 1651.90 following his father’s execution in 1649, 
he was brought to Scotland where he was to be crowned king; by 2 august 1650 he had 
reached leith and edinburgh, where he was saluted by cannon from the castle and feasted 
in the Parliament house. he spent several months at dunfermline over these two years, 
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and in 1650 he signed the dunfermline declaration; he was again there in april of the 
following year, only a few months before the Battle of inverkeithing/Pitreavie of July 1651.91 
although the victorious english soldiers moved into the town following the battle, it is 
unclear how far they damaged the palace, as they had damaged royal insignia and much 
else at edinburgh and holyrood.

in the second half of the seventeenth century, neglect of the palaces continued. in 
1668, Sir John lauder of fountainhall noted that linlithgow Palace ‘which hes bein werie 
magnificent is now for the most part ruinous’.92 dunfermline, likewise, was tumbling to 
ruin. Slezer’s view from the south-west shows the west quarter having an inner stretch of 
walling with what may be a gable at its left (see fig 6.6), indicating that this was possibly 
a roofless structure. at its southern end, where it abutted the south quarter, it appears to 
have risen as a tower whose upper walling looks ragged, and was presumably already in ruin. 
holyrood Palace alone was to be invested in, being massively rebuilt for charles ii between 
1671 and 1679, following another stalled attempt at union between Scotland and england. 
from 1689, and the appointment of a firmly Protestant, but completely absentee king and 
queen, the Scottish palaces were no less definitely surplus; their neglect must have seemed 
even more certain than before. the palaces within the castles of edinburgh and Stirling 
were progressively adapted as barrack accommodation, especially after the parliamentary 
union with england in 1707 and the threats to the established order from militarised 
Jacobitism from the following year. Because of edinburgh’s status as capital, holyrood 
had occasional official occupancy. But falkland and dunfermline had no corresponding 
value and were simply neglected. their stones were quarried and their contents lost, until 
furnishings began re-emerging in the possession of private collectors such as noel Paton 
in the nineteenth century, or were sold as antiques in auctions.93 Sculpted stones from the 
palace were likewise ‘trophies’, and perhaps it was some of these which were re-set within 
the front wall of the burgh’s town house, and later re-set in the 1875–6 successor city 
chambers.94 the ‘high’ period of this fashion of collecting historic sculpture for display 
elsewhere was in the early nineteenth century, most famously at abbotsford and arniston; 
one of the latter’s salvaged seventeenth-century Parliament house sculptures being returned 
to edinburgh in 2004 for re-display in the new Parliament house.95

around 1708, what remained of dunfermline’s palace roof fell in, and the structure 
thereafter decayed more rapidly. Queen anne’s house had a more complex decline. Before 
the end of the seventeenth century it was sometimes styled ‘the earl of dunfermline’s 
Palace’, suggesting that family was using it prior to ceding their estates to the tweeddale 
family in 1665 because of debt. it was used around the mid-eighteenth century as a venue 
for cock-fighting, while from 1742 it housed an episcopal school, and latterly a woollen 
manufactury. it was occupied until 1778, but was roofless by 1789, and the site was wholly 
cleared in 1797.96 even the dressed stones from a newly-discovered subterranean chamber 
were quarried for use elsewhere.

Perhaps the meaning of the Scottish palaces to the mid-eighteenth century establishment 
can be best illustrated by linlithgow. on 15 September 1745, Prince charles edward Stuart 
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spent the day in the palace, en route to edinburgh, but on the night of 1–2 January 1746, 
the government army, that is the army of the state and not that of the ‘rebels’, burned the 
palace.97

from ruin to monument: the re-discovery of the palace

the changing fortunes of the palaces, from their nadir as stone quarries or martial strong-
holds to being a valued historical and archaeological resource, sits in the wider context 
of the history of conservation and of historiography. although ideas on architectural 
conservation represent an ancient strand of culture, they became a more widely motivating 
force from the seventeenth century, and more decidedly in the eighteenth century. Sir 
robert Sibbald (1641–1722), for instance, in the proto-enlightenment spirit of the search 
for knowledge, wrote in 1707 that ‘amongst the Sciences and arts much improved in our 
time, the archeologie, that is the explication and discovery of ancient monuments, is 
one of the greatest use’.98 he was confessedly more concerned with ancient remains than 
with Stuart palaces, though the underlying idea is explicit. an early Scottish instance of a 
historic building being repaired simply because of its being a historic building came soon 
thereafter, in the 1730s, at the fifteenth-century roslin collegiate church, where the 
promoter of action, and overseer of technical conservation, was Sir John clerk of Penicuik 
(1676–1755).

clerk’s friend, the english antiquary roger gale, wrote to an acquaintance about this 
episode on 18 august, 1739, drawing a contrast with the more public neglect of holyrood’s 
abbey church, which of course adjoined the royal palace there:

[roslin church] has lain open to the weather ever since the reformation, but has withstood 
all its effects, by the goodness of the materials, and the excellency of its work to a miracle; 
however, the rain now penetrating through the roof, which is vaulted with stone, would 
in a few years have dissolved it entirely, had not that true lover of antiquities and all of the 
liberal arts, Sir John clerk, persuaded the present lord Sinclair to put it into compleat 
repair. the workmen have been upon it all this summer, and as Sir John has the whole 
direction of it, in a year more it will not be only secured from ruin, but be made as beautiful 
and stately as most of that sort of edifices in the kingdom, though it is like to be used 
as only a burying place for that noble family of whom there is only one tomb in it now, 
and that in the same wretched condition as the rest of the fabric, which brings to mind 
the parlous state of holyrood-house in the palace of edenborough, a most magnificent 
building, having been the east end of the abbey-church, the burying-place of their kings 
and nobility but now much like a dog-kennel, the tombs laid open or destroyed, the whole 
full of dirt and rubbish.99

the link between the study of Scottish history and modern British politics had influenced 
people’s attitudes towards the ‘old’. the newly-created Society of antiquaries of Scotland 
made exactly this observation in 1792:
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. . . till we were cordially united to england, not in government only, but in loyalty and 
affection to a common Sovereign, it was not, perhaps, altogether consistent with political 
wisdom, to call the attention of the Scots to the ancient honours and constitution of their 
independent monarchy.100

the Society’s identification of an establishment coyness in esteeming Scotland’s past 
foreshadowed angry invective, which represented the opposite extreme of attitude. for 
instance, in a preamble to a triumphalist assertion of national cultural achievement in 
1817, one author railed:

there are few subjects on which it is more difficult for a Scotchman to write with any sort of 
temper, than the manner in which the ancient palaces of our Kings have been treated since 
the union with england.101

concerning the ceiling of a room in the palace at Stirling, known as the ‘King’s room’, 
the same author continued:

the great weight of these ornaments [that is the ‘Stirling heads’] occasioned the fall of one 
or two compartments of the roof about the year 1777; and, as the idea of repairing the whole 
(a business which might have been accomplished at a very trifling expense) was altogether 
inconsistent with the spirit of the times, the roof was immediately pulled down, and the 
room itself converted into a supplemental barrack.102

that author saw 1707 as the critical year, though it is suggested above that 1688–9 
may be the more telling watershed. Subsequently, on Queen anne’s death in 1714, the 
decision to seek a new monarch not from a contrite or ‘forgiven’ house of Stuart, but from 
genetically-distant hanover surely then rendered the Scottish palaces irretrievably surplus 
to requirements. 

By the early nineteenth century, the cultural loss represented by the destruction or 
degradation of the palaces could be openly expressed as a matter for profound regret. But 
the recognition of this as a problem was a necessary prelude to what was to happen next: 
a wish to preserve or even restore what remained of this royal grandeur. restoration of a 
former royal residence was to be first attempted at edinburgh castle, where the newly-
displayed tourist attractions of the honours of Scotland and mons meg were already 
making the castle into an even more heavily visited site than previously, a process still in 
train today.

another factor in turning round the fortunes of the palaces was the growth of 
romanticism, a delight in what was called the ‘Picturesque’, and the enjoyment of ruins. 
But such ruins needed to be visually appealing and set in attractive locations, and amongst 
those which passed the test was linlithgow Palace, which won its way into Sir walter Scott’s 
Provincial Antiquities.103 dunfermline Palace, however, which by the nineteenth century 
was part of a smoke-churning industrial town, failed to win similar regard, even if Scott 
was interested in it intellectually. 
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once edinburgh castle had caught the attention of restorers, the medieval chapel was 
unpicked from the later structures which enclosed it, and the hall was re-cast handsomely 
with a martial display broadcasting ideas both of medieval chivalry and of Scotland’s 
role in empire. falkland passed effectively into the hands of its keepers and was partly 
restored for domestic use.104 dunfermline, wallflower-like, remained much as seen today. 
even robert S rait’s book on the palaces, which is important as being written by a 
documentary as opposed to an architectural historian, found little to say of it compared 
with its peers, to which he assigned individual or shared chapters.105 although the state 
took over control of the abbey and palace complex incrementally from 1845, it invested 
relatively limited resources there after the first campaigns of consolidation, reflecting 
its lack of popular appeal, and justifying gifford’s observation as late as 1988 that the 
state ‘which has been its guardian . . . for nearly one hundred and forty years . . . has yet 
to publish a guidebook’.106

economic prosperity, the achievement of the enlightenment and the astonishing appetite 
of the outside world for Scottish culture were increasingly combining to create a heightened 
self-confidence. if literary culture could so fascinate european and anglophone readers, 
what about the architecture? in the closing decades of the eighteenth century monuments 
such as dryburgh and Sweetheart abbeys had been saved from ruin by private individuals, 
and castles that had been abandoned as old fashioned were being re-occupied as prestigious 
residences. attitudes towards the national past were changing, and the palaces were to take 
on an added value as specific models for the new artfully irregular medievalising architecture 
of abbotsford and its baronial successors.

at dunfermline there was to be no large-scale rebuilding as at edinburgh, though there 
were to be repairs, as we know from references to the finding of the annunciation stone. 
it was ‘discovered’ in 1812, says chalmers, ‘when some repairs were made on the palace’. 
the funder of that work was a private individual, the owner of Pittencrieff house, a mr 
hunt, who deserves our gratitude for arresting the palace’s decline.107 that family clearly 
thought it had acquired ownership of the palace along with the Pittencrieff estate, and 
a long dispute over the matter was only settled in 1871 when the house of lords found 
in favour of the crown.108 Since then, the state’s wish to preserve the surviving ruins of 
the palace with as little modern intervention as possible, so that it can be interpreted as 
a document of the periods that produced it, has meant that works are confined to those 
thought to be strictly necessary to ensure its continued preservation. one controversial 
decision was put into effect in 1905, when the one-time royal burial aisle was halved in 
order to expose the romanesque south-east processional doorway of the abbey church 
(see fig 3.1).109 Some might have argued that dunfermline’s royal presence was being thus 
erased in the greater interests of antiquarianism and the enjoyment of medieval architectural 
sculpture. more recently, in 1913, the ground levels within the palace were excavated 
to expose the interior of the lower storey. the internal wall dividing hall from kitchen, 
together with a stair turret, were reconstructed at some stage, though the new work was 
carefully differentiated from the old.
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conclusion

in conclusion, there was clearly a royal residence at dunfermline by around 1070, when 
malcolm iii and margaret were married here; nevertheless, it might never have become 
as significant as it did had not margaret taken steps to enhance both the residence 
and the place of worship associated with it. despite long-standing tradition, there 
must be some doubt that malcolm’s tower was the site of that residence. as has been 
outlined above, there is something to be said for the possibility that the later abbey 
occupies a site adjacent to malcolm and margaret’s palace complex, particularly in 
view of the slightly arbitrary alignment of the surviving palace ruins with those of the 
abbey. however, there is nothing in the palace as now seen that is likely to be earlier 
than the thirteenth century, while other parts may be safely ascribed to the fourteenth 
century, when robert i seized the opportunity for reaffirming his legitimacy as king 
by re-establishing dunfermline both as a dynastic mausoleum and as a symbolically 
important place of royal residence.

the palace possibly came to have associations not only with a royal burial place, but 
with woman’s role in birth; death being to christians a new birth into the afterlife. at 
each end of its active life the palace was thus associated predominantly with a queen: first 
margaret, and then anne.

we have examined the existing fabric of the palace, and found it more complex than 
might first appear. we have looked at the hall at its core, which was perhaps first built in the 
late thirteenth century, and thus pre-dates the adjoining kitchen; it was later heightened, 
possibly after 1538 in the time of James v, but with construction continuing into the time 
of governor arran. this latter programme of work is likely to have included insertion of 
the cross-shaped windows in the upper floors and installation of barrel vaults at undercroft 
level. we have seen that the building to the west of the hall, which was probably the first 
element in the royal lodging from at least the fourteenth century, is slightly different in 
its orientation; it is of several building dates and possibly incorporates parts of a structure 
that was contemporary with, or even pre-dated, the hall. the final building phase was in 
the 1590s. a gallery extending north from the west end of the surviving part of the palace 
linked it to Queen anne’s house, an arrangement that could be reminiscent in miniature 
of catherine de medici’s and henri iv’s tuileries at the louvre, in Paris. it is suggested that 
the east quarter of dunfermline’s palace, which had its origins in the west claustral range 
of the medieval abbey, contained lodgings, which were perhaps comparable with those in 
linlithgow’s rebuilt north quarter. finally, we have seen that neglect from the seventeenth 
century brought about the progressive loss of most of the palace; this was especially the 
case after 1689 with the accession of a monarch whose interests did not lie in re-stressing 
the unbroken line of Stewart kings. 

in summary, dunfermline had been a major royal centre for approximately two centuries 
prior to the existence of the earliest existing identifiable architectural remains. the later 
palace was built over a period of around three centuries, was then neglected for around 
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the same time, and has spent roughly the last two centuries as a monument, cared for by 
the state, for us all to appreciate, ponder and puzzle over. 
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on 22 march 1451 King James ii of Scotland confirmed to the Benedictine abbey  
 of dunfermline all the grants made to the house by his royal predecessors.1 the  
 effusive confirmation charter narrated that James was moved to make the grant 

because his ancestor Saint margaret, Queen of Scots, was buried in the abbey, along with 
many more of the king’s forebears. at roughly the same time, workmen repairing a wall 
at the abbey church uncovered the body of a young male child in a state of remarkable 
preservation. Popular opinion, according to the ‘auchinleck’ chronicle, soon decided that 
the uncorrupted body had to be that of a cousin or other relation of the saintly Queen 
margaret.2 it might seem, then, that in mid-fifteenth-century Scotland dunfermline abbey 
was recognised and lauded both as an ancient royal sepulchre and as a place where the 
saintly power of Queen margaret remained potent. however, while Queen margaret may 
still have answered the prayers of the needy and devout, the abbey’s days as the predominant 
mausoleum for the Kings of Scots were already long gone. certainly James ii, despite his 
fulsome charter of 1452 and his obvious awareness of dunfermline’s long history as a 
burial place for the royal line, seems to have had no intention of joining his ancestors in 
the abbey church. when the king met a premature death at the siege of roxburgh in 1460 
his body was laid to rest not at dunfermline but at holyrood abbey.3 moreover, the abbot 
and monks of dunfermline could hardly have been surprised by this turn of events, for no 
Scottish king had been interred in their church since robert i in 1329. 

the reasons underlying the gradual decline in dunfermline’s symbolic importance to the 
royal dynasty during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries will be touched on below, but 
we should perhaps start this story with the emergence of the church of the holy trinity as 
a royal sepulchre around the opening of the twelfth century. the first monarch to be buried 
in dunfermline was probably the woman usually regarded as the founder and patroness of 
the monastic community there, Queen margaret, wife of malcolm iii (fig 7.1).4 margaret’s 
death reputedly came shortly after she heard the news that her husband and one of her 
sons, edward, had been slain at alnwick in northern england in 1093.5

7

dunfermline as a 

royal mausoleum
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the entombment of malcolm’s foreign 
queen at dunfermline can hardly have 
guaranteed that the church would come to 
be regarded as a suitable place for the burial 
of Scottish kings. although the remains 
of King malcolm were eventually buried 
in dunfermline, the english chronicler 
william of malmesbury made clear that 
the monarch was initially laid to rest at 
tynemouth abbey near the place of his 
death at alnwick. according to malmesbury, 
malcolm’s body ‘lay buried for many years at 
tynemouth, but was recently moved by his 
son alexander to dunfermline in Scotland’.6 
in these circumstances it is difficult to be 
certain that the king himself had ever 
intended dunfermline as his sepulchre. 
unfortunately, the evidence relating to 
royal burials prior to the foundation of 
dunfermline is thoroughly problematic 
and does not instantly suggest an alternative 
‘traditional’ location. the monastic house on 
iona has normally been viewed as the place 
where, with very few exceptions, Scottish 

kings before malcolm iii were interred. however, the prominent role given to iona depends 
largely on the burial details assigned to earlier Scottish monarchs in a king-list that seems to 
have been drawn up early in the twelfth century, perhaps shortly after 1124.7 the reliability 
and provenance of this information must be open to some doubt.8 at the practical level 
we might note that around the middle of the ninth century the political and economic 
interests and influence of the Scottish royal line outlined in the twelfth-century list seem 
to have moved permanently from argyll and the hebrides eastward to the area formerly 
dominated by Pictish kings. the relocation of royal power was reflected in the transfer of 
some of the relics associated with St columba from iona to dunkeld.9 after this point it is 
difficult to see how or why kings would have been buried in a religious house remote from 
the new centres of wealth and power they had come to control. in purely logistical terms the 
interment at iona of ninth-, tenth- and eleventh-century monarchs who apparently resided 
and spent the bulk of their careers east of drumalban hardly seems credible. 

whatever well-established rivals, if any, dunfermline faced as a royal mausoleum the 
fortunes of the church were clearly bound up with those of the offspring of malcolm 
and margaret. in the immediate aftermath of malcolm iii’s death the political success 
of this branch of the dynasty was by no means assured. in 1093 control of the kingdom 

figure 7.1

St Margaret, as depicted in the Prayerbook of 
Robert Blackadder, late fifteenth century.
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was disputed between malcolm’s brother, donald Bán, and the son of malcolm’s first 
marriage duncan ii. duncan’s triumph in the confrontation with his uncle was short-
lived and the new king was slain in 1094 and, reputedly, buried at iona. donald Bán was 
himself displaced in 1097 by his nephew edgar, one of malcolm iii and margaret’s sons, 
who thereafter reigned as King of Scots until his death in 1107.10 edgar seems to have 
been buried at dunfermline and, given his father’s posthumous exile at tynemouth, can 
probably be regarded as the first king of Scots to be entombed in the church.11 edgar’s 
burial and the effort taken by alexander i (1107–24) to return his father’s body to 
dunfermline suggests that the church already had a special significance for the offspring 
of malcolm and margaret. alexander’s determination to retrieve malcolm iii’s remains 
from tynemouth may partly reflect the dynastic disputes that had dominated the period 
after 1093; malcolm iii’s re-burial in dunfermline was probably another means by which 
the sons of his second marriage to margaret sought to lay exclusive claim to their father’s 
memory, rights and status as King of Scots. alexander i made another venture into the 
retrospective association of dead monarchs with particular sepulchres by arranging for 
the exhumation of his uncle donald Bán from his tomb at dunkeld and his reburial on 
iona.12 the significance of this act is not immediately obvious, although it is interesting 
to note that the portrayal of iona as the ancient burial ground for Scots kings was first 
attested shortly after the end of alexander’s kingship.13 cowan has suggested that the 
promotion of iona as the established burial-church of the Scottish royal line was a means 
to assert and defend the dynasty’s claims to sovereignty in the hebrides at a point when the 
norwegian crown and irish kings were competing for political ascendancy in the region.14 
there may also have been a more general temptation to connect the ecclesiastical reforms 
of margaret and her sons with Bede’s account of the earlier conversion of the northern 
Picts by St columba, the founder of the church on iona.15 the contemporary anglo-
norman chronicler, orderic vitalis, certainly suggested that Queen margaret had taken a 
keen interest in iona. there may be little or no substance to orderic’s claim that margaret 
‘rebuilt’ the monastery on the island, but the fact that he connected the queen with a 
house that had reputedly played a key role in the early christianisation of the inhabitants 
of Scotland was probably significant.16 it may be that the queen and her offspring, as well 
as promoting dunfermline as a new family/royal resting place, were also intent on making 
clear the older relationship between Scottish monarchs and the kingdom’s most prominent 
and celebrated early medieval monastic house. alexander i was certainly interested in the 
career of St columba, for the king seems to have been responsible for the production of 
a copy of adomnán’s Life of Columba in the period 1107–24.17 the joint celebration of 
dunfermline and iona early in the twelfth century, if such it was, could well have obscured 
the role of other ecclesiastical centres (such as dunkeld and St andrews?) as royal burial 
places before the reign of malcolm iii.

at any rate, from the reign of alexander i onward dunfermline seemed to be firmly 
established as the dynasty’s mausoleum. By 1165 two more of margaret’s sons, alexander i 
and david i (1124–53), and david’s grandson and successor malcolm iv (1153–65), had 
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figure 7.2

Arbroath Abbey, from the north-west.

joined the other members of their family in the abbey church.18 commenting on malcolm 
iv’s death in 1165, william of newburgh reported that his resting place was ‘well-known 
for the burial of kings’.19 By the opening of the thirteenth century, however, the abbey 
faced new rivals. malcolm iv’s brother and successor, william the lion (1165–1214), was 
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buried before the high altar of his own foundation, arbroath abbey (fig 7.2).20 william’s 
widow, Queen ermengarde, who did not die until 1234, followed her husband’s example 
and was buried in an abbey that she herself had founded, in this case Balmerino in fife.21 
william and margaret’s son, alexander ii (1214–49), also ignored dunfermline and fixed 
on the abbey of melrose as his final resting place.22 

if the dynasty seemed to be drifting away from the idea of one ecclesiastical foundation 
as the natural or customary place of burial for Scottish kings, then the primacy of 
dunfermline was about to be spectacularly restored through the canonisation of Queen 
margaret in 1249 and the translation of her body to a new tomb in the abbey in June 
1250.23 the development of a royal burial-church that also acted as the centre for a cult 
focused on a saintly ancestor from within the dynasty had obvious contemporary parallels 
in both england, where henry iii sought to celebrate and augment the cult of edward 
the confessor at westminster abbey, and france, where the church of St denis and the 
figure of St louis fulfilled similar roles for the french monarchy.24 

one by-product of margaret’s canonisation may have been the increasing tendency of 
late medieval Scottish sources to treat malcolm iii and margaret as the starting point of 
a ‘new’ sanctified royal dynasty. dauvit Broun has highlighted the way in which earlier 
monarchs who had functioned as ‘founding’ figures for the Scottish royal line were 
gradually displaced by malcolm and margaret.25 as has been noted elsewhere, fourteenth- 
and fifteenth-century Scottish rulers were often described in terms of the number of 
generations that separated them from the saintly queen.26 royal genealogies composed 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries occasionally used malcolm and margaret as 
their starting point, a practice that raised problems in terms of the numbering of kings 
according to their place in a sequence of monarchs bearing the same name. thus, the 
queen’s husband intermittently appeared as malcolm ‘the first’, effectively ignoring the 
two earlier rulers of that name. James ii’s charter in favour of dunfermline abbey in 1452, 
for example, described malcolm as ‘primus’ and his grandson, better known as malcolm 
iv, as malcolm ‘secundus’.27 

dunfermline’s position after 1250 as the centre of a miracle-working cult associated 
with an officially recognised saint who had reputedly ‘founded’ both the church of the 
holy trinity and the royal dynasty seems to have re-invigorated the abbey’s status as a 
royal mausoleum. a further significant factor may have been the attitudes and interests of 
alexander iii’s first wife, margaret, daughter of henry iii and sister of edward i, who was 
buried at dunfermline ‘beside King david’ after her death early in 1275.28 margaret’s own 
ancestry could be traced back to her forbears in the Saxon royal dynasty and, in particular, 
edward the confessor. a crucial link in this descent was provided by the marriage of 
matilda, daughter of malcolm iii and St. margaret, to henry i of england, a match that 
was later presented as a means by which anglo-norman kingship inherited the political, 
cultural and spiritual legacy of the Saxon monarchy.29 it may thus be no surprise that 
alexander iii’s queen, the daughter of a man who had enthusiastically promoted the cult of 
the confessor and whose brother was named for him, should seek to be buried in a church 
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founded by her own illustrious ‘Saxon’ ancestor and namesake St margaret. how influential 
alexander’s english queen was in re-establishing dunfermline as a royal sepulchre after a 
century in which monarchs had been buried elsewhere is uncertain, although the timing 
of the renewal of royal interest is suggestive. after alexander’s own death in march 1286 
he joined his wife and his two young sons, alexander and david, who both predeceased 
their father, in the abbey.30 

King alexander’s death with no obvious male heir brought about a period of intense 
dynastic and political conflict that eventually evolved into the wider struggle now known 

as the wars of independence. in this fluid 
and uncertain environment, in which the 
succession to Scottish kingship was openly 
contested, and the status and survival of 
that kingship threatened, it is unsurprising 
that a number of men sought to bolster and 
validate their social and political claims by 
associating themselves with the established 
royal sepulchre at dunfermline. it was 
not only Scots who were alive to the 
symbolic importance of the abbey during 
this critical period. during one of his 
great efforts to make secure his claims 
to lordship in Scotland the english king 
edward i overwintered in dunfermline in 
1303–4. if the english king anticipated 
the approval of the saintly ‘Saxon’ queen 
for his designs in Scotland he was to be 
disappointed.31 the chief destroyer of 
edward’s hopes was robert Bruce, earl of 
carrick, who advanced his claims to the 

Scottish throne early in 1306 (fig 7.3). in the turbulent reigns of robert i (1306–29) 
and his son david ii (1329–71), with the fledgling Bruce dynasty in need of every shred 
of legitimation it could find, the abbey enjoyed the high point of its importance as a 
royal centre. in the period after 1306 the abbey seems to have functioned very much 
as a Bruce mausoleum with a number of female family members and men related by 
marriage to robert i enjoying burial in the church. as a result, by the mid-fourteenth 
century dunfermline had almost assumed the character of a memorial to the political 
and military leadership that had sustained the Bruce cause in the struggles of the early 
fourteenth century. as early as 16 november 1314 robert i made clear that he intended 
to be buried at dunfermline alongside previous Scottish kings, ‘our predecessors’.32 King 
robert’s wish was fulfilled after his death in 1329, although famously Bruce’s heart 
was interred separately at melrose abbey after being taken on crusade to Spain by Sir 

figure 7.3

Robert I, as depicted on his seal.
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figure 7.4

Holyrood Abbey, the west front.
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James douglas.33 robert i was later joined at dunfermline by some of his most loyal 
and committed kinsmen and supporters such as his nephew thomas randolph, earl of 
moray, and Sir andrew moray of Bothwell, both of whom served as guardians of the 
kingdom for King robert’s young son and heir, david ii, after 1329. randolph’s plans 
for his burial at dunfermline were laid long before his death in 1332 and, apparently 
following robert i’s lead in this as in much else, the earl also made preparations for a 
separate heart burial.34 Sir andrew moray’s route to the abbey was rather more curious 
and circuitous. moray was the third husband of robert i’s sister eleanor and, probably 
on the basis of his position as uncle by marriage to david ii, acted as guardian of the 
kingdom late in the 1330s. on Sir andrew’s death in 1338 at his lordship of avoch on 
the Black isle he was buried in nearby fortrose cathedral. however, perhaps around 
the time that moray’s Bruce widow died in 1357 his body seems to have been exhumed 
and reburied in dunfermline to lie alongside that of his wife.35 

By the 1360s, when david ii was finally enjoying an uninterrupted period of personal 
rule as an adult king, dunfermline’s status as the natural place of burial for Scottish 
monarchs and for members of the Bruce dynasty could hardly have been open to question. 
King david and his queen, margaret drummond, seem to have been preparing to 
honour these traditions, with the king paying in 1368–9 for the construction of alabaster 
tombs for himself and wife at dunfermline.36 instead, however, the abbey was about 
to experience a rapid, indeed almost precipitate, decline as a centre of royal symbolism 
and ceremony. despite the obvious intention in 1368 that he and his then wife should 
be buried at dunfermline, david ii was laid to rest at holyrood abbey in edinburgh 
(fig 7.4), although whether this was the king’s own choice is uncertain. with david’s 
death a new dynasty came to the throne in the shape of robert the Steward. robert 
ii (1371–90) and his fourteenth- and fifteenth-century successors entirely abandoned 
dunfermline as a royal sepulchre, though as we shall see some of their queens continued 
to display an attachment to the abbey. in the period after 1371 Scottish royal burials 
assumed an apparently random pattern dictated by the personal preferences of individual 
monarchs and/or their consorts (see list of ‘royal’ burials, below). there was, of course, 
nothing inherently unnatural in this pattern; a similar situation seems to have pertained 
in the period between the death of malcolm iv and the kingship of alexander iii. yet, 
it is tempting to make a comparison with the other great royal cult centre founded in 
the British isles in the thirteenth century. why did dunfermline not attain and secure 
the predominant place in the celebration of royal ritual achieved by westminster in the 
english kingdom?

a couple of general points can be made. first, dunfermline never had a monopoly 
on all aspects of royal ceremonial, for the inauguration and, from 1331, the coronation 
of Scottish kings was invariably associated with the ancient assembly hill and the rather 
more recent abbey at Scone.37 Second, and perhaps more significantly, dunfermline was 
hardly comparable to london, which was an important administrative and economic 
centre for the english realm long before westminster was built.38 the marriage of 
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malcolm iii and margaret at dunfermline in 1070 seems to indicate that there was a royal 
residence there in the eleventh century, but does not suggest that it was major centre of 
government. the foundation of the church of the holy trinity and its later development 
as a Benedictine abbey did little to change dunfermline’s status in this regard. the royal 
lodgings associated with the Benedictine abbey were regularly visited by late medieval 
monarchs, but the religious/residential complex never emerged as the principal location 
for royal government.39 for most of the medieval period there was, of course, no generally 
accepted and widely recognised Scottish capital and no fixed central bureaucracy. three 
burghs, Stirling, edinburgh and Perth/Scone generally dominated the place-dates assigned 
to the charters of Scottish kings and were the most common locations for the meetings 
of the Scottish parliament and exchequer. thus, for most of the late medieval period the 
ceremony of inauguration/coronation, the burial of members of the ruling dynasty, and 
the administration of the realm through the king’s court and household occurred at quite 
different locations. the arrangement was not necessarily problematic, but during the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries a number of kings seem to have tried to consolidate all 
these elements in one location.

from the accession of robert ii in 1371 to the death of James i in 1437 the Stewart 
dynasty seems to have regarded the linked centres of Perth and Scone as the heart of 
royal government and regal ceremony. robert ii was crowned at Scone, held most of 
his parliaments either there or in nearby Perth, made extensive use of his residence at 
methven and also chose Scone as his place of entombment.40 alongside his interest in 
Scone abbey, robert ii also spent a great deal of money on refurbishing the cluniac 
abbey at Paisley, the religious house that had served as the Stewart family’s principal 
mausoleum prior to 1371.41 the dynasty’s continued interest in Paisley abbey and the 
ancestral Stewart lordships in and around the firth of clyde became even more obvious 
in the reign of robert ii’s son and successor robert iii (1390–1406) who chose to be 
buried in the cluniac abbey.42 

the move to Scone and then Paisley would seem to suggest that the new royal 
dynasty had little affection or regard for dunfermline, but the situation was not quite so 
straightforward. in 1387 robert ii’s queen, euphemia ross, was buried at dunfermline, 
and her example was followed in 1401 by robert iii’s consort, Queen annabella 
drummond.43 Queen annabella had also chosen the royal quarters adjoining the abbey 
as the location for the birth of her son James (the future James i) in 1394.44 James was not 
the first or the last Scottish king to be born at the abbey. in 1324, robert i’s wife elizabeth 
de Burgh had given birth to the future david ii at dunfermline.45 the evidence is too 
slight to suggest with any conviction that these events reflected a particular association 
between queenship, childbirth and the cult of St margaret rather than the exercise of 
purely personal preferences.46 however, while the recorded miracles of St margaret give 
no indication that the saint was regarded as being especially responsible for, or responsive 
to, those entering the hazardous final stages of pregnancy, it is interesting to note that 
in 1450–1 James ii’s wife, mary of guelders, had St margaret’s ‘sark’ or shirt brought to 
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her during her confinement.47 in 1512 the exercise was repeated, with James iv’s wife 
making use of St margaret’s sark during childbirth.48 the invocation of the power and 
protection of the saintly queen during the birth of royal heirs may have encouraged both 
euphemia and annabella to regard margaret’s cult centre at dunfermline as a suitable 
resting place for a Scottish queen regardless of where their husbands were buried. it may 
also be significant that euphemia and annabella were native Scots quite familiar with 
the history and symbolism of dunfermline abbey. in contrast, the queens of fifteenth-
century Scotland came from outwith the kingdom and tended to bring with them rather 
different devotional interests and expectations 

Queen annabella may have been the last individual of unequivocally royal status to be 
interred in dunfermline, but the real end of the abbey’s role as a royal mausoleum was 
probably marked by the burial there of robert, duke of albany, in 1420. amongst the 
lordships held by albany was the earldom of fife, so that his choice of dunfermline might 
be taken as arising from a regional interest or loyalty. however, albany was the second son 
of robert ii and for much of the period after 1388 he had acted as lieutenant or guardian 
of the kingdom on behalf of his father and brother (robert iii). from 1406 to his death 
in 1420 duke robert had been governor of the realm during the enforced absence of his 
nephew, James i, who had been imprisoned by the english king after being captured at 
sea. as the son of a king and the effective political leader of the realm for most of the three 
decades preceding his death, albany’s status was not far removed from that of a monarch. 
duke robert’s sepulchre may have been chosen precisely to emphasise and reinforce the 
‘royal’ rank of albany and his family. contemporary chroniclers such as andrew of wyntoun 
were certainly keen to emphasise duke robert’s credentials in this regard. in an effusive 
obituary for the duke, wyntoun noted his illustrious descent:

the tend persown he wes be get
in lineale descens fra Sanct margret:
of that rute the kynd flewoure,
as flouris havand that sawoure,
he had, and held, and all tym grew,
ay burjowand in bownte new.49

wyntoun also suggested that through his virtues and deeds the duke resembled ‘a mychty 
King’. the albany Stewarts’ pretensions to royal status and dignity may have been one of 
the irritants in the relationship between the family and James i before and after the latter’s 
release from english captivity in 1424. at any rate, the family did not long survive King 
James’ return to Scotland, with most of robert’s surviving male relatives being executed at 
the king’s command during 1425.50 James i’s rule after 1424 seems to have centred on the 
burgh of Perth, which served as the main venue for the king’s parliaments and exchequer 
sessions. James’s attachment to the town is also suggested by his support for a scheme 
that would have seen the newly founded university of St andrews transferred to Perth.51 
moreover the king, perhaps influenced by the religious sensibilities of his english wife 
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Joan Beaufort, founded a new carthusian monastery on the outskirts of the burgh. it was 
no surprise that the new charterhouse eventually served as the king’s sepulchre after his 
brutal assassination in 1437.52

in the wake of James’s death there was a radical break in the traditions governing royal 
ceremonial in Scotland that was far more striking than the variations in the location for 
a monarch’s burial, with the coronation of the king’s infant heir, James ii (1437–60), 
taking place at holyrood abbey rather than Scone. the change of venue may have been 
forced on the minority regime by worries over the physical security of the established 
coronation site in the weeks after James i’s violent death. the transfer of ‘king-making’ 
from Scone had, in theory, been a possibility from the moment Scottish monarchs had 
received the right to coronation from the papacy in 1329. coronation was a ceremony 
dependent on and validated by the presence of appropriate ecclesiastical figures in a 
suitable religious setting and was thus ‘portable’ in a way that inauguration on the moot 
hill at Scone was not. however, in the period between 1329 and 1437 coronation, for 
both kings and queens, had continued to take place at Scone abbey; after 1437 this 
link was broken.53

By the second half of the fifteenth century then, the locations of the major events 
that marked and punctuated a monarch’s career do not seem to have conformed to any 
particular pattern. the coronations, burials and marriages of James ii, James iii and James 
iv took place at a variety of sites reflecting either the specific circumstances surrounding 
the event or the monarch’s personal identification with a particular religious house or 
region. there was perhaps an underlying trend that saw edinburgh, and especially the 
abbey of holyrood, emerge as a more likely venue for these pivotal royal ceremonies than 
in previous ages. most royal marriages in the period, for example, seem to have been 
celebrated in the burgh. in the fifteenth century edinburgh, which was already by some 
way the largest and wealthiest Scottish burgh, began to dwarf all other Scottish towns in 
terms of economic activity, population and prosperity. increasingly the burgh served as 
a backdrop for royal spectacle and as a centre for government. in the reigns of James iii 
and James iv the king’s judiciary became permanently fixed in edinburgh, which began 
to look more and more like a capital along the lines of london or Paris, although hardly 
on the same scale. 

By the opening of the sixteenth century dunfermline was simply one of a number of 
Scottish royal palaces and residences, and the adjoining abbey church could no longer 
claim a particularly prominent role in state ceremonial. Kings and queens continued to 
visit and stay in the palace on their tours through the kingdom and may well have been 
moved and impressed by the tombs and ghosts of their royal predecessors that thronged the 
abbey church. however, as James ii’s charter of 1452 implied, by that stage dunfermline 
embodied the ancient history, the ‘glorious past’ of the royal dynasty rather than its 
contemporary realities and ambitions. the rituals of royal death and remembrance that 
had been so intimately tied to the abbey in the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
were now observed elsewhere.
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 list of ‘royal’ burials 1093–1500 
(Bold type indicates burial at dunfermline)

queen margaret 1093
malcolm iii 1093, tynemouth > 1107 × 1124? dunfermline 
duncan ii 1094, iona?
donald Bán c 1099, dunkeld > 1107 × 1124? iona
edgar  1107
alexander i 1124
david i 1153
malcolm iv 1165

william the lion 1214, arbroath
Queen ermengarde 1233–4, Balmerino
alexander ii 1249, melrose 

queen margaret 1275
prince david 1281
prince alexander 1284
alexander iii 1286 heart burial, Perth

queen elizabeth 1327
robert i 1329 heart burial, melrose
thomas randolph 1332? heart burial?
andrew moray 1338, fortrose > c 1357? dunfermline
matilda bruce 1353
eleanor bruce 1357
david ii 1371, holyrood

queen euphemia 1387
robert ii 1390, Scone
queen annabella 1401
robert iii 1406, Paisley
robert, duke of albany 1420

James i 1437, charterhouse Perth/heart burial same location 
Queen Joan 1445, charterhouse Perth
James ii 1460, holyrood
Queen mary 1463, holy trinity edinburgh
Queen margaret 1486, cambuskenneth
James iii 1488, cambuskenneth
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the discovery and examination of the tomb of robert the Bruce at dunfermline is 
one of the most celebrated episodes of nineteenth-century Scottish antiquarianism. 
it coincided with, and contributed to, a revival of pride in Scottish identity, and of 

interest in the drama of Scotland’s medieval past, a period that had long been dismissed as 
barbarous and unedifying. together with the unearthing of relics thought to be of william 
the lion at arbroath in 1817, and walter Scott’s resurrection of the regalia at edinburgh 
castle in 1819, the exhumation of the mortal remains of none other than Scotland’s 
hero-king himself provided an important direct physical connection with this historical 
and legendary past. this paper takes the opportunity to revisit the sources for Bruce’s 
burial, and the reports of the 1818–19 investigations, and to ask whether the historical 
and archaeological evidence can be reconciled, or whether the identification of the tomb 
was simply a matter of wishful thinking.

although popularly accepted as established fact, in academic circles the stock of 
the tomb and its relics has been less secure, undermined at first by the exposure of 
the king’s supposed tomb-plate as a hoax and later by a suspicion of the investigating 
panel’s willing credulity. in 1870 Joseph anderson referred, dubiously, to the discovery 
as ‘the supposed tomb of King robert the Bruce’, and implied reservations as to ‘the 
correctness of the decision come to in the report made by henry Jardine, esq., his 
majesty’s remembrancer’.1 By the 1920s, when J S richardson published a photograph 
of the sculpted stone fragments reputed to have come from the tomb, he did not even 
feel it worthwhile to comment upon their attribution.2 with time, however, his attitude 
to the pieces changed, and in his rhind lectures, published in 1964, he accepted the 
traditional identification.3 today, a variety of relics and artefacts from the investigations 
are publicly displayed in both the museum of Scotland and the hunterian museum (figs 
8.1 and 8.2), and labelled as relics from Bruce’s tomb. over the years a small literature has 
grown up around the subject, with particular attention being directed to analysis of the 
physical characteristics of the skeletal remains, in particular the skull. this has variously 
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provided material for a phrenological assessment, evidence for the nature of robert’s 
mysterious illness, and a basis for a reconstruction of the king’s physical appearance. 
this material has been recently summarised in a paper by Kaufman and maclennan.4 
Probably the most familiar story associated with Bruce’s death, is that of the removal of 
his heart to be taken on pilgrimage by Sir James douglas. the motivations behind this 
decision have been the subject of a recent examination by grant Simpson.5 as these 
subjects have been fully dealt with elsewhere, this paper will only touch upon them in 
passing, and instead consider aspects that have attracted less attention, concentrating 
upon the form of the burial discovered in 1818, and the evidence of the stone fragments 
recovered from the floor of the choir. 

bruce’s death and funeral

much of the interest in Bruce’s death derives not simply from his personal historical 
significance, but from the detailed contemporary records of related expenses that are 

figure 8.1

Fragments thought to be from the tomb of Robert I in the National Museums of Scotland.
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preserved in the exchequer rolls. although their purpose was primarily pecuniary, 
the rolls’ terse entries also cast a fitful light upon the arrangements and ceremonies of 
an early fourteenth-century Scottish royal funeral. these are the earliest surviving to 
document the death of a monarch of medieval Scotland, and are also among the most 
detailed. 

figure 8.2

Fragments of sculptured marble thought to be from the tomb of Robert I in the Hunterian Museum; 
also shown are pieces of siltstone attributed to the tomb, but probably of fifteenth-century date.
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Bruce died after a long illness on 7 June 1329, at his manor of cardross, on the clyde.6 
a series of payments to John the apothecary probably refer to treatment during the king’s 
illness, but may also include payments for his disembowelling and for the embalming of 
his body and heart.7 Bodily division had become a common form of aristocratic and royal 
funerary practice in the thirteenth century, and continued in popularity despite papal 
denunciations. division permitted the deceased to benefit from intercessionary prayers from 
a plurality of recipient churches and monasteries.8 in addition, it created and strengthened 
ties of patronage between the donor and recipient. Simpson has illustrated how Bruce not 
only benefited spiritually from his pious donation of his heart to melrose, the shrine of the 
royal saint waltheof, but also, politically, from being seen to behave in a manner befitting 
a king. as edward i had gone on crusade, so was Bruce to emulate him posthumously, by 
sending his heart to Jerusalem.9

once prepared, the king’s body was borne to dunfermline in a litter, to draw which 
two horses were bought.10 the accounts may also indicate the route of the royal party 
across the country, with a payment to the Sheriff of Stirling for expenses ‘about our lord 
the King’s funeral’ at dunipace and at cambuskenneth.11 froissart, the only source 
to give a date for the funeral, places it on 7 november.12 this would indicate a long 
delay after the king’s death, even allowing for the transport of the body from cardross. 
nevertheless, although royal funerals of the period might take place within a few days 
of the individual’s demise, delays of several months were not unusual. once embalmed 
and lapped in lead the body could be kept indefinitely, pending the completion of the 
necessary arrangements. edward i, for example, who died on campaign on the Solway on 
7 July 1307, was not buried at westminster until 27 october.13 with Bruce’s nephew, Sir 
thomas randolph, earl of moray, instated as guardian by the 1318 act of Settlement, 
and peace at last secured with england, there may have been less perception of urgency 
to bury the old king, to make way for the new. in the event, david ii was only crowned 
two years later, on 24 november 1331.14

Barbour’s narrative account, written in the 1370s, provides a generic picture of the 
funeral:

thai haiff had hym to dunferlyne
and him solemply erdyt syne
in a fayr tumb intill the quer.
Byschappys and prelatis that thar wer
assoilyeit him quhen the service
was done as thai couth best devis
and syne on the tother day
Sary and wa ar went thar way.15

more substance is added by the exchequer rolls, which confirm that the ceremony, as 
appropriate to the king’s elevated status, comprised elements characteristic of other elite 
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funerals of the period. a painted and gilded hearse, capella, of Baltic timber, is recorded as 
built to stand over the king’s body on the day of the funeral, at a total cost of £5 5s 10d.16 
this temporary wooden structure, commonly decorated with heraldic panels, and mounted 
with candles, provided a conspicuous ceremonial focus above the coffin. illumination was 
an important element of the ritual, with at least 597 pounds of wax being purchased. in 
addition to that used to provide candles for the hearse and torches for the funeral procession, 
it is likely that much would have been fashioned into monumental free-standing candles, 
which would perhaps have been arranged in numerically symbolic groupings.17 

the funeral procession had become established as an integral element of the ceremonial 
by the late thirteenth century: something of its staged formality can perhaps be seen in 
the issue of cloth for the king’s chamberlain and his suite, and of surcoats and mantles 
of black fur for knights.18 considerable quantities of fine linen were also purchased, some 
presumably to clothe the household, or to provide hangings for the church, but perhaps 
also as part of the ritual presentation of precious cloths documented in contemporary 
english funerary ritual, in the wardrobe accounts of edward ii.19 gold leaf was likewise 
acquired in considerable quantities: 1,100 sheets were bought at newcastle and at york. 
Some of this was used to gild the hearse, lamp and apparatus of the king’s burial; 1,500 
sheets were delivered to taskynus, the armourer, perhaps for the embellishment of the 
tomb itself, or for temporary structures and other accessories.20 

bruce’s tomb

as the principal burial place of the Scots kings since malcolm canmore and margaret, 
it was natural that Bruce should want even in death to reinforce his claim to the throne, 
and that of his dynasty, by his burial at dunfermline. we know that this was his conscious 
choice by his donation to the abbey of the parish church of Kinross and the chapel of 
orwell. these were given to the abbey in honour of his ancestors buried there, and on 
account of his own sepulture, ‘which we have specially appointed to be there’.21 

the king’s prolonged illness may have provided the opportunity for his personal 
involvement in the necessary arrangements. that these had begun prior to his death is 
indicated by an account submitted in august 1329, for unspecified work relating to the 
king’s tomb, done in the previous year by a richard Barber.22 if we make allowance for 
the time necessary for communication with france, to execute the commission, and to 
transport the monument back to Scotland, this is also indicated by the charges relating 
to the monument’s manufacture and delivery that appear in the accounts for the year 
1329–30. 

the rolls preserve valuable information on the production of the tomb. in 1329 a 
payment of £66 13s 4d was made to thomas de carnoto ‘pro tumbis domini regis faciendis 
apud Paris’.23 the payment of £13 6s to richard Barber, noted above, was followed by 
others of £12 10s ‘operario tumbarum, et pro expensis suis de Paris usque Brugs, et in 
anglia, et alibi, usque dunfermelyn’, and £38 12s ‘cimentario tumbarum, pro vadiis suis’.24 
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in 1330 John of lessydwyn received payments of £22 8s 2d, together with a gown, for 
ironwork about the king’s tomb.25 recorded payments for the manufacture, transport and 
construction of the tomb total £153 9s 6d, although it is unclear how complete a record 
of the costs this may be.

no description of the fayr tumb is known, nor do the rolls provide any direct information 
on its form or fabric, beyond the reference to the ironwork – presumably a railed enclosure. 
however, Bower’s Scotichronicon, written a century later, provides two forms of the king’s 
epitaph. from its wording and brevity, it is conceivable that the shorter of the two is a 
genuine reproduction of an inscription, rather than a purely literary tribute:

hic iacet invictus robertus, rex benedictus. 
Qui sua gesta legit, repetat quot bella peregit. 
ad libertatem perduxit, per probitatem, 
regnum scotorum. nunc vivat in arce polorum.26

Barbour places Bruce’s tomb in the abbey choir, as would be expected for a royal burial. 
Bower’s account expands slightly upon that of Barbour, stating that the king was interred 
in the middle of the choir (‘in medio chori’).27 Since david i’s reconstruction of the abbey 
church, the choir had become the principal royal place of burial, with david himself being 
buried in the pavement before the great altar (‘ante magnum altare, in pavimento medii 
chori’).28 he was followed in 1165 by malcolm iv, who is said to have been buried on 
the right of his grandfather, in the middle of the pavement (‘in medio pavimenti, a dextri 
avi sui . . . ante majus altare’).29 nothing is known of the form of david’s and malcolm’s 
tombs, but the wording may imply that these were sarcophagi sunk into the floor, and 
covered with coffin slabs.

with the construction of St margaret’s shrine chapel in the middle years of the 
thirteenth century, david’s choir was extended to the east. it has been suggested that at 
this point the high altar was moved a bay eastwards, and that it would have been before 
this altar, and not that of david’s choir, that alexander iii may have been buried in 1286 
(although the lanercost chronicle places his burial ‘solus ex parte meridiana, prope 
presbyterum’, perhaps indicating a location in the south choir arcade), and ultimately, 
in 1329, Bruce himself.30 it appears probable, however, that david’s choir was of four, 
rather than three bays. if so, the need to provide access to St margaret’s shrine by way 
of an ambulatory would have prevented or at least restricted the distance that the altar 
could have been moved eastwards. if the latter were the case, one might expect the two 
pairs of graves to have been separated, perhaps by a matter of yards. the former would 
imply that the burials of all four kings may have formed a tighter cluster, in the vicinity 
of the twelfth-century altar. in addition to these, the choir would have received other 
royal interments: alexander’s first queen, margaret Plantagenet (d 1275), their sons, 
david (d 1281), alexander (d 1284), robert’s queen elizabeth de Burgh (d 1327), their 
daughter matilda (d 1353), and robert iii’s queen, annabella drummond (d 1401). 
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the location of these non-kingly royal burials is not recorded, but it is likely that they 
would have been confined to the choir arcades and aisles, with the body of the choir 
restricted to only the most prestigious burials. 

the survival of the contemporary documentation of the tomb’s commissioning and 
execution has encouraged attempts to name the master-craftsman responsible. chalmers 
identified the mason as John of linlithgow, whereas henderson attributed it to ‘the celebrated 
worker in marble at Paris, viz, richard Barber’.31 despite the 1329 payment to Barber, 
however, there is no indication of his actual role or function, and it is more likely that he, 
like John of linlithgow, was simply a functionary of the royal household. more recently the 
mason has been identified as thomas de chartres, the thomas de carnoto of the exchequer 
rolls.32 although the name Carnoto does translate as chartres, an appropriately french 
name associated with a centre of french masonic and sculptural achievement, it should 
rather be translated as the Scots name charteris. the thomas de charteris in question 
was not a mason, but a clerk of audit of the king’s household who appears frequently in 
the rolls.33 as is so often the case, the craftsman remains anonymous.

decay of the abbey

almost with its creation Bruce’s tomb fades from record, and its fate is undocumented. 
neither Barbour’s description of it as a ‘fayr tumb’, nor fordun’s possible record of the 
epitaph, need indicate that either had actually seen it. writing in 1794 the minister of 
dunfermline attributed the abbey’s general lack of royal monuments to either destruction 
at the reformation, or the choir’s subsequent decay and demolition. yet even before the 
reformation political instability had posed a potential threat. in 1333 edward Balliol, 
having landed at Kinghorn, marched directly to dunfermline, presumably not least for 
the symbolism of visiting such a renowned royal centre.34 as the son of the deposed King 
John, Balliol might be understood to object to the dead upstart’s tomb, as a cuckoo in the 
funerary nest of legitimate canmore kings. nevertheless, neither then, nor in richard ii’s 
razing of the abbey and burgh in 1385, is any damage to the tombs documented.

whether Bruce’s tomb survived these troubles or not, in march 1560 the reformers 
‘kest doun the abbey of dunfermling’.35 it is less likely that damage to any surviving 
tombs was caused by their direct action, than through the years of neglect and decay that 
followed. Part of the choir is recorded as having been blown down in 1672, followed by 
the collapse of the east gable in 1726, and of the central tower in 1753.36 in addition, any 
accessible masonry in this decaying ruin would have been subject to quarrying for reuse 
in the adjacent burgh.

By the end of the eighteenth century the area of the choir had been appropriated as 
a burial-ground, known as the Psalter churchyard. east of the nave the only substantial 
standing structures appear to have been parts of the north transept, and the north wall of 
the north choir chapel. it is unclear how much of the rest of the plan of the building was 
visible: the Statistical Account 37 states that the church was covered with rubbish to three or 
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four feet, and dalzell describes it as ‘covered with rubbish, to a considerable depth from the 
surface; . . . whether from the falling in of the roof, or by gradual accretions otherwise’.38 
Some of the floor level did remain clear, as one could still point out what was said to have 
been the tomb-stone of St margaret, and in the area of what was to become Burn’s north 
transept, ‘6 flat stones, each nine feet in length, where as many kings are said to lie’.39 
Between 1807 and 1818 the Psalter churchyard was cleared and levelled, in preparation 
for the new parish church. according to mercer this work threw up ‘a great number of 
very decayed bones . . . every day . . . which must have belonged to a very ancient date’.40 
how intensively the area had been used for burial in the two and a half centuries since 
the reformation is unclear. dalyell’s comment that ‘a few individuals now employ it as a 
cemetery’ suggests that its use had been relatively limited, but the Statistical Account notes 
that the area had long been used as a burial ground ‘and on that account cannot now be 
explored’.41 whatever the age of the bones, the preparatory work was clearly reaching 
medieval deposits:

Several stone coffins were also discovered, of the usual size; which had uniformly a round 
receptacle for fitting the head: some of these were formed of one stone; but more frequently 
were composed of several pieces, very neatly put together. in these coffins, generally, nothing 
was found but a very small quantity of dust.42 

it is highly likely that among these were some of the royal burials.

antiquarian investigation

although both Barbour and Bower were comparatively accessible to the eighteenth century 
antiquarian, the question of the location of Bruce’s tomb became obscured by a number 
of competing traditions. By 1723 one tradition held that the royal graves lay ‘on the north 
syde of the remains of the nave’ (sic – choir), except for robert Bruce, who lay ‘before the 
pulpit of the church presently used’ (that is, the nave), and that of margaret ‘before the 
high altar . . . all under marble Stones’.43 

the six flat stones of the supposed royal tombs provided one point of reference for 
antiquarian interpretation of the ruins. as the kings were known to have been buried before 
the high altar, so conversely, it must have stood close by the slabs.44 one tradition told 
that Bruce’s tomb lay among these.45 Burns, visiting the site in 1787, evidently understood 
that the slabs marked Bruce’s grave, which ‘he knelt and kissed with sacred fervour, and 
heartily . . . execrated the worse than gothic neglect of the first of Scottish heroes’.46 dalyell, 
who carried out an inconclusive excavation underneath one of the slabs in 1807, records 
a contradictory tradition by which Bruce’s tomb was said to have stood a few yards to the 
south-west.47 whether this was based upon a genuine folk memory or upon a more educated 
interpretation of the plan of the building is unclear, but this would place it in the area of 
the body of the choir, slightly to the west of the tomb actually discovered in 1818. 
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figure 8.3

Office drawing by William Burn showing the lines of the foundation walls laid in advance of the new parish 
church at Dunfermline.
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when Burn’s labourers began work on the foundations of the new church, not 
surprisingly, there was some expectation that Bruce’s tomb might be found.

the new church, and the discovery of the tomb

Burn’s office drawings, dated July 1817, show the plan of the new church largely 
as executed (fig 8.3).48 the plan was in part dictated by the desire to avoid further 
disturbance of the supposed royal tombs, with the north transept accordingly positioned 
to enclose them. curiously, however, the base of St margaret’s shrine was not afforded 
this protection. 

figure 8.4

William Burn’s plan of the new parish church at Dunfermline (in black) with the conjectural restoration of the 
medieval abbey choir (in grey), as projected from the foundations encountered in the course of construction. Also 
shown is the location and plan of the grave ‘L’ opened in 1818–19. The large rectangle in Burn’s north transept 

is the group of stone slabs traditionally held to mark the royal tombs.
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the report by henry Jardine, the King’s 
remembrancer, offers no details of the 
extent of the excavations that exposed the 
burial-vault in 1818, so prompting his 
investigations. however, his comment that 
the discovery was accidental underlines the 
fact that they were not part of a systematic 
archaeological investigation.49 Burn’s work 
did not involve the excavation of the entire 
area, but was restricted to lines dictated by 
the need to insert foundation and sleeper 
trenches for the new church. one of the 
office drawings records the line of these 
foundation walls.50 Significantly, the east 
end of the vault coincided with the line of 
a sleeper wall running between the north-
east and south-east crossing piers of the 
new building. these excavations allowed 
Burn to produce for Jardine’s report a 
tentative reconstruction of the choir and 
transepts ‘as far as it has been possible to 
trace them’, but their limited nature also 
explains their divergence from our own 
understanding of the medieval plan (fig 
8.4).51

on 17 february 1818 Burn’s labourers 
‘came by accident upon a vault, in a 
line with the very centre of the ancient 
cathedral’ (sic) (fig 8.5).52 this was covered 
by two large flat sandstone slabs, the larger 
one, to the east, set with six iron rings. 
once the slabs were removed, a human 
skeleton in a lead coffin was revealed. the 
location, before the supposed site of the 
high altar, and, corresponding to Bower’s 
description, in the mid-line of the choir, 
encouraged speculation that this was indeed the tomb of King robert. Burn, the rev Peter 
chalmers, and the heritors, who had been meeting nearby at the time, briefly examined 
the discovery, but in view of the possible royal identity of the grave’s occupant, halted 
any further investigation, and sent word to the lords of the treasury for advice on how 
to proceed.53 the lords replied, instructing the Sheriff ‘to secure it in every possible way 

figure 8.5

Plan of the inner and outer vaults.
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from idle curiosity’. Stone slabs fastened by iron bars were duly laid over the tomb, and 
relays of burgh constables were charged with keeping a careful nightly watch.54 the lords 
determined that a fuller examination should be delayed until the walls of the church could 
be raised to 7 feet, in order to control public interest, and it was not until 5 november 
1819 that the investigation, by ‘gentlemen of science and knowledge of such subjects’, 
eventually took place. this excited great interest, and was attended by the great and the 
good of the district, the magistrates of the burgh, heritors of the church, local gentry, two 
of the lords of treasury, dr gregory, his majesty’s Physician for Scotland, dr monro, 
Professor of anatomy at edinburgh, and a great assembly of the local people.

opened once more, the grave, or inner vault, was found to be built of regular masonry: a soft, 
gritty sandstone, perfectly smooth, each stone about a foot square, and having a particular 
and distinct mark or figure cut upon its surface . . . the private mark of the operative mason 
. . . the vault was seven feet long, twenty-two and one half inches in breadth, and eighteen 
inches in depth, . . . the bottom was paved with large stones of similar construction with 
the sides; but in which there was a fracture or opening through the whole length of about 
two inches in breadth. this vault or grave was situated in a larger vault of an oblong form, 
with a circular end towards the east, also built of regular masonry; but the west end i was 
not able to trace minutely, though i am disposed to think it was of a square form.55 

there is a certain degree of ambiguity in Jardine’s description and accompanying 
diagram, and its interpretation is further confused by evidently garbled descriptions 
by the rev Peter chalmers and henderson.56 as Jardine gives no clear indication of 
the structures’ relationship with the floor-level of the choir or the ground-level of the 
nineteenth century, they can be interpreted as either sunken or standing features, in a 
variety of combinations. the inner vault, for instance, might be understood as either a 
stone-lined grave-pit in the choir floor, or else as a tomb-chest. the vertical relationship 
of the outer vault to the inner vault is similarly unknown: Jardine’s uncertainty as to its 
precise plan, and henderson’s description of it as ‘roughly put together’ suggest that it 
was incomplete, and had perhaps been damaged. despite this, its horizontal relationship 
to the inner vault would point to its function as a form of enclosure. Perhaps the most 
plausible interpretation, in the absence of a clear indication of the feature’s relationship 
to floor-level, is that the inner vault was a low tomb-chest or a lined grave-pit, and the 
outer vault an enclosing wall. 

the bottom of the grave contained a layer, two or three inches deep, which proved 
to be the decayed remains of an outer coffin, probably of oak. this had evidently been 
preserved by the damp conditions noted by dalyell in his 1807 excavation, and which 
had earlier compelled the draining of the churchyard.57 amongst this Jardine found two 
or three nails with very broad heads. 

the lead coffin was of anthropoid pattern, formed of two thicknesses of metal sheet, 
moulded to follow the contours of the body within (fig 8.6). over the centuries this had 
collapsed under its own weight, sinking in over the abdomen, and cracking at the feet 
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and knees to expose the skeleton. its condition had also noticeably deteriorated since the 
original opening of the tomb. nevertheless, once the coffin had been raised out of the 
grave it was found that ‘that part of it over the head was so firm and entire, that we were 
obliged to saw it off to get at the skull’.58 

on the first opening of the grave in 1818 some claimed to have seen that ‘over the head 
the lead was formed into the shape of a rude crown’.59 however, no sign of this was now 
to be seen, and Jardine concluded that this must have been carried off as a trophy at the 
time.60 chalmers is more circumspect, referring to:

figure 8.6

The lead coffin in the stone-lined grave, before and after opening.
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something of the appearance of a crown, said to be seen on the head, by one or two who 
were standing near the head-stone, on its first being lifted off, but it must have been of very 
perishable materials, possibly a part of the shroud, folded in that form round somewhat 
similar folds in the lead, and must have disappeared on exposure to the air, since others, on 
having their attention drawn to it could not observe it.61

in 1818 the coffin had been found to be draped in a much decayed embroidered linen cloth, 
shot with threads of gold. By 1819 this had been reduced to fragments, but fortunately 
several pieces were carried off, and are now preserved in the hunterian museum and the 
museum of Scotland.62

the lead coffin was peeled back, to allow the whole skeleton to be carefully examined. 
the skull proved to be in good condition, although it lacked four or five teeth in the upper 
jaw, and appeared to have suffered a blow, causing ‘a considerable fracture of the jaw-bone 
in front’. a cast of the skull was made in plaster of Paris by william Scoular, ‘an artist of 
talent brought for the purpose’.63 the bones proved to be ‘in a perfect state, in their natural 
position; one of the vertebrae only being separated from the corresponding one about the 
distance of an inch’. once measured, it was pronounced that the King had been a man of 
5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet in height, a stature appropriate to a national warrior hero. today 
his height would be estimated at a slightly less heroic 5 feet 6½ inches to 5 feet 9½ inches 
(5.52 metres to 5.80 metres).64 

however, the antiquarians’ attention was caught by the skeleton’s chest: ‘But the most 
remarkable circumstance which we observed . . . was the state of the sternum, which we 
found had been sawed asunder longitudinally from top to bottom.’ this surely pointed to 
the removal of the deceased’s heart – ‘the most satisfactory evidence that it was the body 
of King robert Bruce’.65

with the conclusion of the investigation, the skeleton was reassembled and re-wrapped in 
its lead covering. the awaiting crowd was allowed to process through the church, from the 
south transept to the north, passing the coffin of the old king as it lay displayed beside the 
grave. the grave was then levelled and reconstructed, the original stone floor being relaid 
and covered by a new bed of bricks. the skeleton was returned to the vault, and placed 
in a new lead coffin, 7-feet long, together with a selection of books, including Barbour’s 
Bruce, and samples of current gold and silver coinage. a leaden chest, probably a bowel 
burial, found nearby, was also placed in the coffin, although it was thought unlikely to be 
connected with that of the king. the coffin was filled with melted pitch, to deter future 
relic-hunters, and the lid soldered on. an inscription, cast on the lid, identified the remains 
as those of the king, with his date of death, and that of the reinterment. the walls of the 
grave were then reconstructed and arched over in brick and stone.66

the forged plaque

in mercer’s Dunfermline Abbey, of June 1819, the rev Peter chalmers was quoted as 
stating that although much circumstantial evidence pointed to the identity of the tomb, 
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no inscription to prove the point had yet been found.67 if the position of the grave, the 
phantom crown, the cloth of gold and the sawn sternum were insufficient evidence, the 
confirmation required by any remaining doubting thomases was provided five days after 
the november reburial. workmen now discovered a copper plate, inscribed ‘robertus 
Scotorum rex’, evidently disturbed in the excavation of the king’s grave. this was passed 
to the museum of the Society of antiquaries. 68 although at first the plate was greeted 
with acclaim, doubts as to its authenticity gathered, and it was eventually dismissed as a 
forgery.69 in 1877 one of those involved in the conspiracy confessed to the plate’s fabrication 
as a hoax at the expense of the burghers of dunfermline, and its inspiration by william 
Burn’s younger brother.

what was bruce’s monument?

the question of how to lastingly commemorate King robert and the events of 1818–19 
was to remain an issue for many years. in 1821 Jardine recommended that a suitable 
memorial mark the king’s grave, yet despite the composition of a latin epitaph by dr 
gregory, none was actually commissioned.70 Burn, however, turned the entire building 
into a monument by modifying his design for the crossing tower parapet to incorporate 
the words King roBert the Bruce in giant letters of stone. in 1845 Sir Joseph noel 
Paton prepared sketches for a monument of a recumbent effigy supported by four kneeling 
knights.71 despite this, however, it was not until 1889 that the earl of elgin gifted the 
present monument of an effigial brass inlaid in porphyry.

although loosely gothic in style, both the Paton and elgin designs owe more to victorian 
taste than to authentic medieval models. the inevitable question must be, what actually 
was the form of Bruce’s original tomb? although devoid of any detail relating to its form 
or fabric, the exchequer rolls’ few terse lines relating to the commissioning of the tomb 
are nevertheless highly suggestive. in looking to the continent Bruce was surely stating 
that he was not to be content with a monument by a native craftsman, but demanded 
one recognisably appropriate to a monarch of european status. with Paris as its source, 
it is highly probable that this would have taken a similar form, and drawn upon the same 
pattern and conventions of depiction as those of Bruce’s royal french contemporaries. 
Bruce’s awareness and emulation of other french iconographical models is demonstrated 
in the design of the second great Seal of his reign, used from 1317 onwards, which clearly 
derives elements from the seals of both Philip iv and louis X.72 the commissioning of a 
tomb modelled upon those of the french kings is also consistent with a recurrent theme 
of Bruce’s reign, that of the enhancement of his image as king, seen in his choice of a heart 
burial.73

the royal tombs of St denis were despoiled during the revolution, and though many of 
the effigies have been restored and returned to the abbey, none of the tombs are now intact. 
fortunately, a record of their former appearance was made in the late seventeenth century 
for the antiquary roger de gaignières (fig 8.7).74 By the late thirteenth century the french 
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royal tombs had established a tradition of white 
marble effigies, recumbent upon a contrasting 
black marble slab, set upon a sculptured tomb-
chest. the effigy was commonly framed by an 
architectural canopy, rising from a pair of flanking 
pillars. the effigy depicted the king wearing crown, 
tunic, dalmatic, and mantle, and would have been 
gilded, painted, and inlaid with real or fictive 
jewels. the left hand was conventionally shown 
raised to finger the cord of the mantle at the figure’s 
throat, the right hand shown at the waist, holding 
a sceptre. a similar model has been proposed 
for the supposed effigy of william the lion, at 
arbroath, which, it has recently been argued, is 
another commission by Bruce, although cut in 
the black fossiliferous frosterley marble imported 
from county durham.75 

the sculpted fragments

that such a monument existed at dunfermline 
is not simply speculation. the discovery of 
fragments of a marble monument in the ruins 
of dunfermline abbey is first recorded in the 
Statistical Account of 1794, which records that ‘in 
digging a grave lately, there was discovered a stone 
coffin 6 feet in length, containing human bones; 
at the same time were found several fragments 
of a marble monument, which had been finely 
carved and gilt’.76 dalyell probably refers to these 
same pieces ‘of white marble’, and records that he 
was shown two in dunfermline, while a third, 
‘erroneously understood as having belonged to 
the tomb of malcolm ceanmore’, was preserved 
in the museum of the Society of antiquaries 

of Scotland.77 these can probably be identified with the ‘three pieces of Sculptured 
marble, retaining traces of Painting and gilding believed to be fragments of the tomb 
of King malcolm canmore’, which were donated to the museum by the rev J fernie of 
dunfermline (d 1816).78 it appears to have been dalyell who first identified the marble 
as fragments from the tomb of robert the Bruce, and this was evidently reinforced by 
the discovery of more pieces in the vicinity of the 1818 burial. 

figure 8.7

The tomb of Louis X (d 1316) at St Denis 
(gaignières).
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writing in June 1819, mercer noted the discovery ‘at some depth in the rubbish . . . 
contiguous to the tomb . . . several fragments of black and white marble, adorned with 
elegant mouldings . . . some portions have been gilded’. from the context it appears that 
these were new discoveries, additional to those noted by dalyell. the rev Peter chalmers, 
who he quotes, also implies that the fragments, ‘dug from the ruins, in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the tomb’, were found during Burn’s excavations. in his report, 
Jardine states that it had been decided that the fragments should be carefully preserved at 
dunfermline. nevertheless, two small pieces of the marble were donated by him to the 
museum of the Society of antiquaries of Scotland in may 1820.79 fragments of marble 
said to have been found in 1818 continued to arrive at the museum: one piece was donated 
to the museum by robert chambers in 1846, followed by a group of ‘marble carvings 
and pillar-like ornaments’, left to the museum by bequest of the late rev Peter chalmers 
in 1870.80 the ten fragments from these four donations are presently on display in the 
museum of Scotland,81 and a further piece was received on loan in 1978. an additional 
six pieces of marble were bequeathed to the hunterian museum in 1928 by diarmid noel 
Paton, together with other relics of the tomb collected by his grandfather, Joseph neil 
Paton.82 mercer was also the first to refer to the discovery of fragments of black marble.83 
no examples of this are known to survive today. 

faced with these few shattered fragments, Jardine could only lament the loss of Bruce’s 
tomb: 

unfortunately no trace of its form now remains; but that it had been extremely splendid there 
can be no doubt; and from its being of foreign workmanship, it was probably beyond the 
skills of the Scottish artists at that period . . . from the few fragments that have been found, 
it appears to have been formed of fine white and black marble, with various ornaments cut 
in stone. a few of these have escaped the ravages of time, but so very few, that from them 
no idea can be formed of the shape or size of the monument.84 

richardson similarly felt unable to say whether the fragments came from a retable or from 
a tomb, although he was later to identify possible parallels in two early fourteenth-century 
tomb frontages exhibited in the louvre.85

richardson’s 1928 paper on medieval retables appears to be the first to describe 
the fragments as alabaster. this was repeated in his rhind lectures, and in numerous 
publications since then.86 the geological identification of the stone fragments has important 
implications for the identity of the tomb. the most significant sources of medieval alabaster 
were the english midlands and yorkshire, from where a substantial industry exported not 
only finished sculpture over much of europe, but also raw stone.87 this has led to the 
suggestion that the Bruce tomb was sculpted in Paris of alabaster imported from england.88 
it would also raise the possibility that the tomb was of english manufacture, and had no 
connection whatsoever with Bruce. however, a recent examination of the fragments in the 
hunterian museum has shown them not to be alabaster, but a white marble. white marbles 
are not readily distinguished from each other, but a continental source is indicated.89
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very little is known of the contexts or precise locations in which the fragments were 
found, yet despite the range of their sources and accession dates, the seventeen pieces 
display a consistency of appearance and style that suggests they do derive from a single 
structure. they comprise miniature columns and capitals, pieces of cusped arches, a small 
piece of sheet marble, sections of arcaded panel, one bearing a crocketed finial, the other 
a foliated cornice, the base of a column, rising from a decorated corbel in the shape of a 
beast, a foliated flourish, and a fragment of a gabled canopy. richardson’s recognition of 
french parallels can be justified. the dunfermline fragments are recognisable elements 
of a structure consistent in fabric and design with french royal tombs of the fourteenth 
century, such as that of louis X. the miniature columns, capitals and cusped arches appear 
to have been applied as arcading to the side panels of a tomb-chest, probably formed 
of sheet marble cladding on a freestone core. although no part of an effigy survives, its 
existence is presupposed by the pieces of arcaded panel and corbelled column base, which 
appear to have formed parts of the associated architectural canopy and flanking columns. 
a similar, though more elaborate, marble column base is preserved in the louvre collection 
of medieval art, where it is attributed to the later fourteenth century. 

a number of fragmentary mouldings of a soft blue-grey siltstone were also recovered 
from the area of the choir: six of these are held in the hunterian museum,90 and another, 
a small crowned head, is held by the museum of Scotland. these too were attributed to 
Bruce’s tomb, but are clearly from a distinct monument, probably of fifteenth- or sixteenth-
century date.91

conclusion

the investigators of 1819 were readily persuaded that the dunfermline burial was that 
of Scotland’s most renowned king, robert the Bruce. yet the name-plate’s exposure as a 
forgery robbed them of the single piece of evidence that specifically identified its occupant, 
for otherwise the grave lacked any distinguishing or readily datable artefacts. although 
the gold-shot linen pall strongly suggested its royal status, aside from the phantom 
crown, there were no indications of any accompanying funerary regalia to confirm this. 
the physical evidence of the dunfermline skull, that of an adult male, and of the sawn 
sternum, is consistent with the traditional identification, yet on their own, inconclusive. 
Separate heart burial was not uncommon in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century europe, 
and although Bruce is the best known Scottish example, he was not unique, and it is not 
certain that he was the first royal example. writing in the fifteenth century, Bower states 
that alexander iii’s heart was also removed, to be buried at Perth. Simpson, however, has 
recently questioned Bower’s claim, suggesting that it may have been informed by the heart 
burial of James i (d 1437) at Scone.92

the form of the tomb and burial nevertheless provide much valuable information. no 
record exists of its precise archaeological context, yet its physical structure and apparent 
location on the centre line of the medieval abbey church, suggest its association with the 
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pre-reformation choir, rather than the later churchyard. little is known of how the choir 
was used as a place of burial. although non-royal aristocratic burials are recorded, these 
were in the lady chapel, on the north side of the north choir aisle. if westminster can be 
used as a parallel, the right to burial in the choir itself is likely to have been limited to the 
royal family, and even within this there is likely to have been a pecking order, with only 
the most senior burials permitted within the main vessel of the choir and in the vicinity 
of the high altar, and lesser burials restricted to the aisles and arcades. not only were there 
questions of relative status to consider, but also of practicality, as the need for access to the 
altar limited the number of funerary monuments that could be accommodated before it. 
the approximate location of the graves of david and malcolm, to the west of the altar of 
the twelfth-century choir, can be deduced from Burn’s plan of the foundations. this depicts 
the apse of the earlier phase of the building, but without any annotation to indicate his 
appreciation of its significance. the relationship of the 1818 tomb to the altar is obscure. 
it is shown by Burn as lying in the centre of the apse, to the east of the area in which the 
earlier tombs would be expected to lie. it would appear that the tomb was positioned 
either underneath or immediately to the east of the site of the twelfth-century high altar. 
alternatively, if the altar was indeed moved slightly eastwards in the thirteenth century 
alterations, the tomb must have lain directly in front of it.

the double coffin, stone-lined grave, and pall clearly distinguish it from a common 
churchyard burial, and confirm the individual’s significant status. in the first quarter of 
the fourteenth century élite burials took a diversity of forms. at its simplest this might 
be a stone-lined grave or sarcophagus in the floor of the church, covered by a grave-slab. 
alternatively a tomb-chest, either free-standing or built into a wall niche, might contain 
the coffin, or stand over the grave. the tombs of edward i (d 1307) at westminster, and 
edward ii (d 1327) illustrate this diversity. that of edward i comprises a free-standing 
tomb-chest, situated between the arcade piers of St edward’s chapel. when the chest 
was opened in 1774, it proved to contain a monolithic Purbeck coffin, within which the 
body of the king was wrapped in a cerecloth.93 in contrast the tomb-chest of edward ii 
does not contain the king’s coffin, which lies in a vault underneath. in 1855 a limited 
examination of the substructure of the tomb revealed the burial as an outer coffin of wood 
containing an inner coffin formed of a single sheet of thick lead – similar in form to that 
at dunfermline.94 

the marble fragments are not paralleled elsewhere in Scotland, yet although their 
identification with the tomb constructed for Bruce in 1329 is highly probable, little is 
known of their exact provenance. the first group is known to have been discovered in 
about 1790, but the location indicated is no more precise than the area of the Psalter yard. 
at least some of the 1818–19 group were found in the grave’s immediate vicinity, but 
their stratigraphic relationship to it is unknown. their small size and fragmentary nature 
indicate that the structure of which they formed a part had been thoroughly robbed of 
usable materials. rejected as waste, these scraps may have been significantly dispersed. in 
consequence their relationship with the grave cannot be confirmed. 
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in form, the burial discovered in 1818 is consistent with that of an élite burial of the 
fourteenth century. its location relative to the development of the choir and position of 
the altar indicates a senior royal burial of the later thirteenth century or later. the skeletal 
remains further narrow this down to a male whose heart has been removed for separate 
burial. whether alexander iii received a heart burial must remain a matter of speculation, 
but that of Bruce is well attested, and in view of the similarity of the form of the 1818 burial 
to that of Bruce’s contemporary, edward ii, this must weigh in favour of its traditional 
identification.

we know nothing of the arrangements for the burial and commemoration of alexander 
iii at dunfermline, or whether a tomb was commissioned for him. the failure of the 
written record, however, is no evidence that such a monument did not exist. however, we 
do know that a tomb was commissioned in france for robert i, that it was delivered and 
erected, and that it was destroyed at an unknown date. a royal monument commissioned 
in france in the early fourteenth century would most probably have followed the model 
adopted by the french monarchs: a white marble-clad tomb-chest, surmounted by effigy 
and canopy. we have the fragments of such a monument at dunfermline, fragments of a 
type of monument unique in Scotland – surely an unusual coincidence of archaeological 
and historical evidence.
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the library and books of dunfermline abbey have disappeared almost, but not 
entirely, without trace. a handful of books can be associated in one way or another 
with the medieval abbey and there is evidence from around 1300 that at that time 

it possessed a considerable library. there was nothing unusual in a Scottish context about 
the scale of dunfermline’s losses. none of the monastic or cathedral libraries of medieval 
Scotland survived the reformation period and no more than two or three books remain 
from any single library.1

we might expect dunfermline to have been respectably supplied with books, given its 
wealth and prestige, its foundation by Queen margaret and its continuing connections 
with Scottish kings and queens. that this was so is confirmed by the inclusion of the 
library at dunfermline in the Registrum Anglie de libris doctorum et auctorum veterum, a 
union catalogue of copies in British libraries of the works of selected authors. this was 
compiled by english franciscans some time around 1300 and dunfermline’s was one of 
seven libraries in Scotland included in the survey. the compilers reported forty-six titles at 
dunfermline. the numbers of titles noted in the other Scottish libraries were as follows: 
holyrood abbey twenty-eight, Jedburgh abbey eighty-two, Kelso abbey ninety-six, melrose 
abbey one-hundred-and-two, newbattle abbey thirty-four and St andrews cathedral 
Priory ninety-five.2 By this test dunfermline was outstripped by Jedburgh, Kelso, melrose 
and St andrews but did better than holyrood and newbattle. the Registrum Anglie must, 
however, be used with caution as evidence for the contents of the library. it was selective 
in approach, being concerned to list the locations of the works of selected authors rather 
than the contents of individual libraries. it does not therefore give any direct information 
on the volumes that made up the libraries. of the forty-six titles noted at dunfermline 
twenty were attributed to St augustine. most of the rest were assigned to patristic authors. 
the most recent works were by the eleventh- and twelfth-century authors anselm, abelard 
(Sic et non, although attributed to Peter of Poitiers), ivo of chartres and hugh of St 
victor. the presence of eadmer’s life of St anselm, who was archbishop of canterbury, 
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is interesting in the light of dunfermline’s close links with the cathedral priory of christ 
church, canterbury in its early years and the comparative rarity of this work in Britain 
outside canterbury.3 canterbury may well have been the source of the manuscript in which 
this text appeared and perhaps of other books. one other title is worth noting. a work 
said to be the Passionarium of dionysius the areopagite was probably an unidentified life 
of the french martyr and national saint, St denis.

it is not known exactly when the library at dunfermline was surveyed for the Registrum 
Anglie but it is likely to have been before edward i’s soldiers destroyed most of the monastery 
apart from the church in 1303.4 there is no word on the fate of the books during the 
sacking of dunfermline.

only two of the manuscript books that can be associated with dunfermline abbey with 
varying degrees of certainty can be dated to before the destruction. one is the so-called 
‘ruskin Bible’ (edinburgh, nlS, mS advocates 1.1.1), a finely illuminated northern french 
bible of the later thirteenth century with historiated initials and lively marginal decoration.5 
the only reason for linking it with dunfermline is a note, which has now disappeared 
but which in the late eighteenth century was ‘annexed’ to the bible. this apparently stated 
that the bible had been used in the great church at dunfermline during the reign of david 
i and that it was taken to france at the time of the reformation.6 the ascription to the 
time of david i (1124–53) is impossible on stylistic grounds and was probably a case of 
wishful thinking. the dunfermline provenance must remain uncertain.

the other book is a register of charters granted to the monastery, the Registrum de 
Dunfermelyn (nlS, mS advocates 34.1.3a).7 cartularies, which were concerned with 
ecclesiastical property, had a better chance of surviving the reformation than any other 
class of medieval book. the core of the book was copied in the middle of the thirteenth 
century and has been much expanded with later interpolations. the original section is 
neatly written in two columns in a gothic book-hand and embellished with pen-flourished 
initials in blue and red. on what was originally the first folio of the book (now fol 41r) 
the scribe has copied what seems to have been the usual dunfermline ex libris, here in 
the form ‘e(st) margarite de du(n)f(er)mlyn lib(er) iste.’ (‘this book belongs to margaret 
of dunfermline.’).8 in this book the unobtrusive inscription, which appears between the 
heading and the first line of the first charter, does not work as an ex libris but it was perhaps 
copied from an earlier register in which it was a genuine ex libris.

the dunfermline ex libris probably explains an otherwise puzzling entry in the catalogue 
of books in glasgow cathedral drawn up in 1433. this is the ‘paruus liber, qui incipit 
Est margarite’ (‘a little book that begins Est margarite’). it looks as if one of dunfermline’s 
books had found its way to glasgow and that its origin was no longer recognised in the 
1430s.9

the same dunfermline ex libris (here ‘est margarite de dunf(er)mlyn liber iste’) can 
still be seen, written in a bold gothic liturgical script (textura), in the right-hand margin 
of the first folio of a fifteenth-century manuscript of hagiographical and devotional texts, 
which seems to have been acquired in england by a Spanish ambassador early in the 
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seventeenth century (now madrid, 
Palacio nacional, mS ii.2097).10 
two of the texts have a very particular 
dunfermline interest and the first of 
these is the opening text, turgot’s 
Life of St margaret of Scotland. the 
other text, a collection of margaret’s 
posthumous miracles, was compiled 
by a monk of dunfermline in the 
middle of the thirteenth century 
and is an important source for 
the development of the cult at 
dunfermline. there is one other 
hagiographical text, the Life of St 
waldef, abbot of melrose, by Jocelin 
of furness. waldef, as stepson of 
david i, may have been thought 
of as a kinsman of margaret and a 
quasi-royal saint. the manuscript is 
well written but is undecorated apart 
from two modest initials filled with 
pen-work foliage on the first page (fol 
1r). it has until recently been dated to 
the early fourteenth century but the 
manuscript includes a regnal list of 
Scottish kings in the principal hand. 
the last king in the list is James iii 
(1460–88) and, since the length of 
his reign has not been entered, the book was certainly written no earlier than 1460 but 
almost certainly before 1488.

of approximately the same date is a psalter (now Boulogne-sur-mer, Bibliothèque 
municipale, mS 92), which was commissioned, as we learn from an inscription in gold 
on fol 1r, by abbot richard Bothwell of dunfermline (1444 –c 1470) for use in the 
monastery.11 the abbot’s patronage is also marked by the display of his arms, around the 
neck of a golden lion, in the lower section of the illuminated border to Psalm 1 (fig 9.1). 
the wording of the inscription suggests it was intended as a gift to the monastery rather 
than as the abbot’s private psalter. the calendar and litanies are suitable for Benedictine 
dunfermline, although this is not a formal liturgical book. the manuscript is illuminated 
with historiated or decorated initials and three-quarter borders marking the usual division 
of the psalter. the subjects of the historiated initials are the following: david writing the 
psalms (Psalm 1); christ as Salvator Mundi with angels and a kneeling monk (Psalm 26 

figure 9.1

Psalter of Abbot Richard Bothwell, Psalm 1.
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(27)) (fig 9.2); a seated man (david?) pointing to his lips, and a dog (Psalm 38 (39)); four 
kneeling men worship the golden calf (Psalm 52 (53)); david in the waters praying to 
god (Psalm 68 (69)); an acanthus initial (Psalm 80 (81)); three clerics singing at a lectern 
(Psalm 97 (98)); and, finally, the trinity shown as the Son seated on the right of the father 
with the holy Spirit as a dove between (Psalm 109 (110)). these initials correspond to the 
normal division of the psalms in psalters for secular rather than monastic use. in addition 
Psalms 51 (52) and 101 (102) were also decorated to mark the division of the psalms into 
three sets of fifty. the initial to Psalm 101 (102) contains a shield with heraldry borrowed 
from edward the confessor and attributed in the later middle ages to St margaret of 
Scotland and dunfermline (azure a cross paty between five martlets or) (fig 9.3). the 
illumination is colourful and competent but not of high quality. it was probably carried out 

by commercial illuminators working 
in Scotland and is quite similar to 
other work for Scottish patrons at 
this period such as the culross Psalter 
(nlS, mS advocates 18.8.11), which 
was made for richard marshall 
shortly after he was deprived of the 
abbacy of culross between 1467 
and 1469.12 the border decoration 
with its acanthus leaves and semi-
naturalistic flowers, birds and, in 
the Boulogne psalter, animals recalls 
second-grade flemish work, which 
was also influential in contemporary 
england. the luxuriance of some of 
the acanthus resembles english work. 
the psalter commissioned by abbot 
Bothwell shows that there was some 
substance behind the claims about 
his activities as abbot of dunfermline 
which are referred to in a papal letter 
of 26 november 1468 to the abbot 
of lindores, in response to a petition 
from Bothwell. there we read that 
Bothwell ‘has becomingly furnished 
it [the monastery of dunfermline] 
with books and ornaments and 
other ecclesiastical jewels, and has 
repaired its buildings to the best of 
his power’. Both Bothwell’s psalter 

figure 9.2

Psalter of Abbot Richard Bothwell, Psalm 26 (27).
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and the work that he undertook in 
the north nave aisle and north porch 
of the abbey church use heraldry to 
pay tribute to St margaret and to the 
abbot patron.13

edinburgh university library, 
mS 72 is a much more modest book 
in appearance (fig 9.4). it is a later 
fifteenth-century working copy of 
a theological text, the Compendium 
ueritatis theologicae of the dominican 
hugo ripelinus.14 it is written on 
paper in a small, neat and close-
packed cursive book-hand. the foliage 
decoration of the initials is amateurish. 
an early ownership inscription shows 
that it was then privately owned by 
robert ferguson, who is recorded as 
prior of dunfermline in 1530 and 
1531: ‘. . . ad dnopm [for ‘dompnum’] 
robertu(m) farguson mo(na)chu(m) 
et claustralem dunfermlynens(em) 
p(ri)ore(m)’ (‘. . . to dom robert 
ferguson monk and sub-prior [prior?] 
of dunfermline’).15

robert ferguson’s theological 
manuscript and two early printed 
books with ex libris inscriptions of 
James redpath, who was a monk at dunfermline in the middle of the sixteenth century, 
were the private property of members of the community rather than books belonging 
to the library. one of redpath’s books was theological (gabriel Biel, Sacri canonis misse 
expositio: pr [tübingen] 1499) and the other was concerned with alchemy and such matters 
(claudius coelestinus, De his que mundo mirabiliter eueniunt; roger Bacon, De mirabili 
potestate artis et naturæ  , libellus  : pr. Paris 1542).16 ferguson and redpath seem both to 
have been educated men.

the Liber Pluscardensis is an abbreviation and continuation of walter Bower’s 
Scotichronicon that was compiled, according to the prologue, for an abbot of dunfermline 
whose name is left blank in the manuscripts but who can probably be identified as richard 
Bothwell. the two principal surviving manuscripts, glasgow university library, mS gen 
333 and oxford, Bodleian library, mS fairfax 8, both have dunfermline connections.17 the 
glasgow manuscript was written, according to the colophon, at dunfermline for william 

figure 9.3

Psalter of Abbot Richard Bothwell, Psalm 101(102).
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figure 9.4

Edinburgh University Library, MS 72, fol 3.
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Scheves, archbishop of St andrews (1478–97), on the orders of the sacrist of dunfermline.18 
it does not necessarily follow that the four scribes who have been distinguished were monks 
of dunfermline, although some or all may have been. the manuscript was written in 
cursive hands on paper. there are small decorated initials in the work of one of the scribes 
but elsewhere the initials were never executed.

the other manuscript, Bodleian library, mS fairfax 8, can be dated on internal evidence 
to 1489 (fig 9.5). it is probable that it too was written at dunfermline since it seems still 
to have been there in about 1525, when a protest by adam forman, prior of dunfermline, 
against a sentence of excommunication was copied into the manuscript. its presence in 
dunfermline has been further confirmed by the discovery in its binding of dunfermline 
accounts of the fifteenth to sixteenth century.19 this copy is written in cursive book-script 
and is made up of quires of paper with outer leaves of vellum. it contains some modest initials 
but the most interesting visual feature of the book is the drawing of a harp in brown ink 
and yellow wash on fol 190r.20 this is set within one of the columns at the head of a poem 
in Scots composed in the 1450s and known as De regimine principum. it is a piece of poetic 
advice to a king on good government and opens with a comparison between the tuning of 
a harp and the rule of a king over his kingdom. the simple picture of the harp serves both 
as a marker for the poem and as an effective mnemonic for its principal image.

the evidence for dunfermline’s books is, not surprisingly, meagre and largely inconclusive. 
the Registrum Anglie gives an incomplete picture of what was probably a respectable if 
not large monastic library when it was surveyed in about 1300. there is a hint that christ 
church, canterbury played a role in its formation. this library may have been destroyed 
in 1303 but that is uncertain. a dunfermline ex libris inscription, which was already in 
use by the middle of the thirteenth century, was still being employed in the second half of 
the fifteenth, which implies some sort of continuity. the fifteenth-century hagiographical 
and devotional manuscript now in madrid may have been a library book, although such 
a book may equally have been kept with the relics or elsewhere in the monastery, rather 
than in a library, if there was indeed a separate library room. the oxford copy of the Liber 
Pluscardensis may also have been a library book but no other books from the library seem 
to survive. from the last decades of the monastery’s existence we have a manuscript and 
two printed books that belonged at one point to individual members of the community. 
there are indications that manuscripts may have been written at dunfermline in the second 
half of the fifteenth century. the archbishop of St andrews, william Scheves ordered, 
or was given, a manuscript of the Liber Pluscardensis that was copied at dunfermline. 
the oxford copy of the same chronicle seems to have been retained in the monastery at 
dunfermline. finally, one liturgical, or at least devotional, book remains from dunfermline, 
the illuminated psalter commissioned for use in the monastery by abbot richard Bothwell, 
and which carries the marks of its patronage as prominently as do the parts of the abbey 
church that he rebuilt.21 these few books that survive from medieval dunfermline happened 
to interest later owners. for that reason, if no other, they are not likely to be in any way 
representative of what has been lost.
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figure 9.5

Bodleian Library, MS Fairfax 8, fol 190r.
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unlike her husband James vi, who was in reality an orphan from the age of one,  
 anne had had a normal childhood. She had been brought up by her grandparents  
 and by her mother, and remained throughout her life very attached to her brother 

christian iv, two and a half years younger, whose interests she always endeavoured to 
promote, for example by sending political intelligence.1 like him she spoke several 
languages: german and danish were those of her parents and of the court; with her sisters 
she was taught french,2 in which language she talked with her consort at the beginning 
of their marriage. She appears to have known at least some italian3 and she learned Scots 
quickly;4 furthermore, it is difficult to believe that she knew no latin.

during the negotiations leading to the conclusion of the marriage treaty, the danes 
had claimed, and the Scots accepted, that anne’s dowry should be 75,000 rixdollars or 
100,000 florins and that her dower should be double that sum. Perhaps the danes also 
suggested that she should enjoy revenues amounting to 2,000 rixdollars a year for her daily 
expenses. the marriage treaty specified in article four which lands and revenues should 
belong to her dower: linlithgow, falkland and one third of the demesne; moreover (article 
seven) she was granted liberty of worship in the danish (that is lutheran) way, entitling 
her to appoint her own danish or german minister who would be paid by the king. the 
danish ambassadors who accompanied the royal couple back to Scotland were to make sure 
that these clauses were carried out. during their sojourn the formalities were concluded; 
charters under the great Seal transferred the estates to the queen and they were confirmed 
by King and Parliament.5 

it was soon discovered that Queen anne’s finances were not in the best order, as she 
could not make free use of all her lands, for example monks were still living at dunfermline 
and had to be provided for. in 1591 dr Paul Knibbius was sent to Scotland to discuss 
the matter with the Scottish government, and chancellor maitland promised the danish 
regency council to do his best because the danes had chosen him as the person most 
suitable to take the case in hand. the queen should of course enjoy the use of the estates 
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granted to her according to the marriage contract or as part of James vi’s wedding gift. 
as for the lands formerly belonging to dunfermline abbey, James vi had tried to take 
legal possession but it was difficult.6 in august 1592 the danish government planned to 
send an embassy to Scotland because the matter had still not yet been settled. during 
his visit to Scotland the previous year Knibbius had had an interview with chancellor 
maitland who had left him with little hope of recovering all the lands that had belonged 
to dunfermline. it would be preferable, maitland suggested, if an annuity of one of the 
bigger cities could be granted to the queen. Knibbius had protested, and maitland had 
then declared that Parliament could be won for the danish point of view, and the king 
had promised that the affair would be concluded by January 1592 (or 1591–2). nothing 
had happened, and the envoys were to see to it that their plea was heard by members of 
the council or by Parliament.7 Perhaps because of the arrival in denmark of a Scottish 
ambassador the mission was postponed until spring 1593 when Sten Bille and niels Krag 
sailed to Scotland with instructions identical with those of 1592.8

the affair was ironically delicate, because chancellor maitland himself had acquired 
musselburgh south of the forth, formerly under dunfermline, as a barony before the 
king’s marriage9 and he – of all people – had been chosen by the danes to take care of the 
queen’s interests against his own!

during the audience granted by James vi on 23 may, the ambassadors stated their 
wishes: first, restitution of dunfermline to the queen; second, all dunfermline’s possessions 
on both sides of the forth to be made over to the queen; third, indemnity, the amount of 
which the king could decide, to anne for the non-entry to dunfermline for the past three 
years.10 the danes discussed the matter with Peter young who declared that maitland’s 
estates were not included in the king’s gift to anne, but the ambassadors maintained that 
totum atque integrum dominium de Dunfermline cum omnibus pertinentiis meant not only 
those north of the forth. young said that both King James and his council had understood 
the donation to comprise only the lands north of the forth, and told the ambassadors that 
even before James’s gift of dunfermline maitland had obtained the monastery’s possessions 
south of the forth with Parliament’s consent.

the title-deed concerning dunfermline is without ambiguity: only the lands north 
of the forth were meant, which was confirmed by Parliament.11 later in the day young 
was able to inform the envoys that James vi had accepted the danish proposals. on 26 
may, the king again received the danes; he excused the delay in settling the matter. the 
earl of huntly had given up his part of the dunfermline possessions, and maitland was 
now also ready to resign his. after the audience Peter young discussed with the envoys 
how maitland might be reconciled with the queen.12 during the following days, one after 
another, the occupants, often hereditary, of dunfermline lands offered to cede the revenues 
for the queen’s lifetime, but they were turned down by the envoys; anne wanted the full 
possession promised her in her bond, no more nor less. at length, maitland offered her 
musselburgh and other dunfermline lands, which the queen accepted, but without any 
conditions regarding reconciliation with the chancellor. he maintained, however, the 
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legality of his possession (which was obvious), and it was even recognised in the charters 
settling the affair. maitland and his wife resigned musselburgh, anne was infeft with it 
for her lifetime, the chancellor and his wife were jointly infeft with it as a hereditary fief 
but with no rights over it during the queen’s lifetime. on 20 July Queen anne travelled to 
musselburgh with the envoys, lennox, argyll, mar and others to take possession of it.13

musselburgh was the most difficult problem to resolve, because the chancellor’s right was 
obvious. during the following two weeks the occupants of land formerly under dunfermline 
realised that nothing but their renunciation would satisfy the queen. newburn and wester 
Kinghorn were thus ceded to James vi, who passed them on to his consort. the queen 
showed her gratitude by personally seeing the ambassadors to leith on the day of their 
departure.14 for some reason it took more than six months before the affair was formally 
and definitely settled.15 

the complications of the queen’s finances rendered it necessary that a special committee 
of administration be nominated; this was done in July 1593, when seven persons were 
chosen, among them the ubiquitous Peter young. with his excellent contacts to danish 
government circles he could be the mediator and conciliator if new problems should 
arise.

anne had had her bond, but we may ask, if she had not lost a good deal of goodwill in 
Scotland. as we saw, she had been educated by her grandmother and mother, while James 
vi had practically speaking been an orphan since his infancy, and had been brought up 
by the first earl of mar and his countess. when the royal couple’s first child, a prince, was 
born, James wanted to appoint as guardian his friend from childhood, the second earl of 
mar, while anne opposed the idea vehemently. James was probably guided not only by 
sentiments of gratitude towards the mar family, but also by political considerations; both 
James v and James vi himself had as minors been pawns in the game of faction, which 
could be avoided if the prince was well guarded. anne, though, had in her childhood been 
surrounded by her relatives,16 and resented being expected to leave her first child to others. 
She suckled him herself, and thus became even more attached to him.

the queen’s attitude has been judged mainly negatively, but, after all, by today’s standards 
her attitude was more normal than her consort’s. nevertheless, her lack of experience and 
her youth induced her sometimes to act in a less considered manner, as when she forced 
chancellor maitland to resign musselburgh. a series of contemporary letters from Scotland 
to christian Barnekow, who was an envoy there in 1594, allows us to understand her 
position better. one informant was convinced that the queen was without malice but that 
her youthfulness prevented her from foreseeing dangers threatening herself as well as the 
king. without so wishing, he hinted, she risked becoming involved in faction.17 Probably 
later in 1594 Sir James melville of halhill could inform Barnekow that anne and maitland 
had been reconciled, that there was no discord between the royal couple, and that, finally, 
the queen behaved prudently, winning all hearts.18 Barnekow also gave his own advice, 
which the queen accepted: she endeavoured to have good relations with all the crown’s 
officers. thus she was neutral and her earlier errors were forgotten.19
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as long as the queen suckled the prince she remained in charge, but in the spring of 
1595 she began weaning him. the question of his education then became acute – should 
his mother bring him up as one century earlier Queen margaret did with the future James 
iv,20 or should the earl of mar? anne endeavoured to retain her personal control, mar took 
offence and tried to win allies against the queen, and there were fears that mar’s mother 
would come to bear the queen a grudge.21 Sir James melville attributed anne’s attitude to 
maternal feelings, but added that certain persons had misunderstood her; consequently 
the king did not dare take the prince away from mar, nor from Stirling castle, which the 
queen heartily disliked. despite the fact that certain persons wished to fish in troubled 
waters, the king and queen loved each other more and more.22

the letters cited from 1594–5 maintain how united a couple anne and James were 
despite the quarrel over their son’s education, but they seem to have drifted somewhat 
apart from each other in their later years when they moved to england. Both had cultural 
interests, but anne only had leisure to develop hers when she had moved to england. 
Pregnancies and childbirths must have sapped a good part of her energy. although her 
english period does not concern us here, her interest in theatre should be mentioned as 
well as the fact that she employed Ben Johnson to write the court masques.23 moreover, like 
her brother, christian iv, she had a keen sense of architecture, which led to her support 
for inigo Jones with whom she could cooperate in either field. in a domain which also 
had her consort’s interest – divinity – she was obliged to observe the strictest prudence 
because of catholic leanings that led to her conversion to the church of rome in about 
1600. Perhaps it was no mere coincidence that one of her close collaborators and perhaps 
even friends, the master of works, william Schaw, was a catholic himself.24 despite her 
prudence she did not avoid offending the Kirk. She was blamed for inviting lady huntly 
to Princess elizabeth’s baptism, an act which the king defended: lady huntly had helped 
the queen during her pregnancy and childbirth, and catholic or Protestant – it would be 
bad form not to invite her. further, the princess was to be brought up by lady livingstone, 
a catholic. the king replied that lady livingstone should either reconcile herself with 
the Kirk or leave the princess alone, but the king could not refuse lord livingstone who 
was ‘of good religioun’ to bring her up.25 clearly, King James wanted to counterbalance 
mar’s Protestantism.

more serious was the declaration by the rev david Black that he ‘prayit for the Queine 
of Scotland for the faschione, because he saw na appearance of guid in her tyme,’ moreover, 
he had called Queen elizabeth of england an atheist.26 this caused the english ambassador 
to intervene.27 the general assembly of the Kirk felt that something had to be done and 
sent delegates to see the queen, who promised to pardon Black and even to intercede for 
him with the king.28

anne came from a family with a profound concern for architecture. in 1560, her 
father had acquired the manor of hillerødsholm, which he enlarged to the royal 
residence of frederiksborg,29 and between 1577 and 1585 he had the castle of elsinore 
constructed.30
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figure 10.1

The manor of Rosenborg, Copenhagen.
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with never tiring energy anne’s brother, christian iv, strove to modernise his country 
and to promote it to the level of international culture. experts from abroad were given 
work in denmark, like the Scottish shipbuilders david Balfour and daniel Sinclair31 and 
the composer mogens Pedersen was sent to italy in order to acquaint himself with the 
most recent developments in music.32 a very practical acquaintance was the Scottish lawyer 
william welwood who was professor in St andrews. By anne and christian iv he was 
used to justify their conception of sea territory in opposition of hugo grotius’s ideas of 
the freedom of the seas; actually, it was anne who discovered him and drew her brother’s 
attention to him.33

good painters, mainly dutch, were active at the danish court, and also dutch architects 
worked with christian iv, who sometimes followed the construction closely, less as a 
commissioner than as an architect. the same is true for his newly founded towns: glückstadt 
in holstein, Kristianstad in Scania (here the town plan is dutch), in norway Kristiansand 
and christiania (the old part of present day oslo) as well as quarters in copenhagen.

his most important individual buildings are the manor of rosenborg in a park in 
copenhagen (fig 10.1), the central buildings at frederiksborg (fig 10.2), and the exchange 

figure 10.2

The palace of Frederiksborg.
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figure 10.3

The Exchange, Copenhagen.
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in copenhagen (fig 10.3). all of them were constructed in red brick with ornaments of 
cream-coloured sandstone, a style which we know from the low countries and north 
eastern france. other buildings showed a less spectacular style, especially those with no 
representative functions, such as the ‘Proviantgaarden’, or the storehouse of victuals for 
the royal navy. But why choose the style of the low countries? here we must remember 
the role of the low countries as everybody’s teacher in northern europe.34 in choosing 
their architectural style, christian iv showed the world that denmark had attained the 
same high level of civilization as the low countries.

compared with her brother, anne did not build very much apart from her enlargement 
of the palace at dunfermline. there is a tradition that her master of works, william 
Schaw, also restored the abbey church adjacent to the palace. if he did so, however, he 
was tactful enough to respect the medieval building and not to reshape it according to the 
taste prevailing about 1600.35

it was – apart from her catholicism – her interest in theatre that most exasperated the 
ministers. english companies visited Scotland in 1599 and 1601. in 1599 the ministers 
of edinburgh tried against the king’s will to prevent the actors from performing, but had 
to yield on the issue.36 as queen of england, anne took over the patronage of the earl of 
worcester’s company, or the Queen’s company as it was now called.37 it is also well known 
that she often performed herself.

arthur melville clark has shown that Macbeth contains several allusions to contemporary 
Scottish politics, notably to the gowrie affair in 1600. Several circumstances indicate that 
Shakespeare visited Scotland as member of a company of actors in 1601, and if this is 
true, he must have had contacts with the royal couple of Scotland or at least with court 
circles.38 Shakespeare’s company obtained King James’s patronage in 1603.39 if Macbeth 
was intended for James vi, Hamlet was likewise for his danish-born Queen. 

it has often been discussed whether Shakespeare actually visited denmark or not. i am 
inclined to think that he did not know elsinore castle, as he placed it high above the sea 
(hamlet i 4, v 69–70), while it stands on the flat and sandy shore. But without visiting 
denmark himself, he could have obtained his information from the Scottish court or 
even from the royal couple who lived at Kronborg (elsinore castle) for some months in 
1590.

like Macbeth, Hamlet contains allusions to contemporary events and persons, thus 
the danish courtiers rosenkrantz, guildenstern and voltimand can with some certainty 
be identified with Privy councillors whom James vi must have met during his stay in 
denmark–norway. rosenkrantz could be no other than Jørgen rosenkrantz, member of 
the regency council and of the Rigsråd (‘Privy council’) who died in 1596; voltimand 
could have been hak ulfstand, marshal, member of the regency council and of the rigsråd 
until 1593 (d 1594). guildenstern is more difficult to identify, as there are two possibilities: 
marshal Peder g, member of the Rigsråd (d 1594) and the viceroy of norway axel g, 
member of the Rigsråd (d 1603). as it was axel gyldenstjerne who as viceroy of norway 
arranged anne’s wedding with James vi at oslo, he is the more likely identification.
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further, hamlet and his contemporaries tend to be Protestants (hamlet even studied 
at wittenberg, i 2, v 113) and their parents catholics. King claudius seduced hamlet’s 
mother with ‘witchcraft of his wit’, and we remember the accusation against Bothwell 
that he used philtres to have his way with Queen mary. hamlet’s father died without 
the last unction, and James vi’s father darnley, who was a catholic, died a violent death 
without that sacrament. moreover, there are perhaps one or two Scoticisms in the text: 
hamlet swears by the rood, not by the cross (iii 4) and ophelia speaks of sandal shoon, 
not shoes (iv 5).

in the affair with norway, the nephew is preparing war against Poland, but is held back 
by his uncle (ii 2, v 61–3): Probably this is an allusion to contemporary Swedish–Polish 
relations. Sigismund vasa had governed both countries, until 1599, when he was deposed 
in Sweden but still hoped to win it back. in the meantime Sweden was governed by 
Sigismund’s uncle, later King charles iX. finally, hamlet seems to allude to a danish 
proverb: one of his followers tells him to bide his time, as he will some time be King of 
denmark. hamlet replies ‘while the grass grows . . .’, which renders the first half of the 
proverb ‘mens græsset gror, dør horsemor’ (while the grass grows, the old mare dies) (iii 
2, v 360). the sense is, of course, that you could wait so long for something that you will 
not live to see it.

these examples must suffice to show that Shakespeare probably included Scottish and 
Scandinavian allusions that would have the ear of the royal couple. Queen anne took a 
keen interest in theatre and performed herself in court masques, the long discussion of the 
dramatic art and its aims in hamlet may thus have been intended for the queen.40 

noteS
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i t was a somewhat odd experience, in november 2003, to give the opening talk at the  
 conference on royal dunfermline in which, in the quatercentenary of the union of  
 the crowns, i moved my subject, James vi, swiftly out of Scotland, and not even out 

of dunfermline itself, since it was from holyrood that he went south as James i. yet the 
drama of 1603, when a Scottish king took over the english throne, did have considerable 
relevance to dunfermline as well as to the other centres of the court and, indeed, the 
kingdom. five centuries of association with the royal house now came to an abrupt end. 
indeed, if dunfermline had lost its spiritual pre-eminence when the reformation brought 
to an end the existence of one of the major abbeys of Scotland, it had, ironically, a last 
flowering as a royal site in the decade before the union of the crowns. it was anne of 
denmark (fig 11.1), rather than James (fig 11.2), who inhabited dunfermline, giving 
birth to two of her children there, charles in 1600 and the tragically short-lived robert 
in 1602. But James did visit dunfermline on a number of occasions, and summoned 
his Privy council there. rather touchingly, at one of its meetings in dunfermline on 16 
march 1602, king and council sought to protect anne and her children from the plague 
then raging in edinburgh by charging the boatmen of Queensferry, under pain of death, 
not to bring any from the south to the north coast of the forth, except the councillors 
and any of James’s domestic servants who had a clean bill of health.1 and the king did 
come back to dunfermline when he returned to Scotland in 1617. it was on that occasion 
that he made his well-known visit to the famous coalmine at culross where legend has 
it that in the boat going out to the mine he was suddenly gripped by a deadly fear of 
conspiracy against him, started shouting ‘treason’ and had to be calmed down by his 
no doubt highly embarrassed attendants. this fits very neatly into the old myth of the 
cowardly King James. what is much more likely is that he went to dunfermline, with 
its long tradition of association with kings of Scotland, primarily to indulge his favourite 
pastime of hunting, and while there decided on a trip to the great tourist attraction nearby. 
moreover, dunfermline’s importance was certainly acknowledged at the time of the 
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union. it was a place of note for the englishman Sir robert carey, who had brought the 
long and eagerly awaited news of the death of elizabeth to James in holyrood in march 
1603, with staggering speed; he travelled so fast and was in such haste to greet his new 
king that he tottered in to his presence without bothering to clean himself up from the 
numerous falls from his horse which had left him bruised and bloodied. later, and no 

doubt less exhausted, ‘god put it into my 
mind’ that he should go to dunfermline 
to see prince charles, finding him ‘a very 
weak child’; and he stayed with the earl of 
dunfermline, whom he proudly claimed 
as his ‘noble friend’.2

James’s other link with dunfermline 
appears in that mysterious ballad of Sir 
Patrick Spens, with its famous opening 
lines ‘the king sits in dunfermling 
toune/drinking the blude-reid wine’, or 
their variants. there are, of course, three 
historical events which may form the 
context of the poem, and the idea of a 
king sending a sea-captain to bring back 
a Scandinavian princess only to drown in 
the attempt: margaret, maid of norway 
in 1290, though there was in that year 
no king; margaret of denmark, bride 
of James iii; and anne of denmark, for 
James vi. in support of the third, it was 
suggested long ago by t f henderson that 
Sir Patrick Spens could be associated with 
Sir Patrick vaus of Barnbarroch, senator 
of the college of Justice and one of those 
involved in the marriage negotiations; 
this seems highly tenuous, not least 
because vaus, far from being drowned, 
inconveniently lived on until 1597. 
there is not a sufficiently early manuscript 
tradition to allow accurate dating, but we 
do know that the poem exists in eighteen 

surviving versions, in which the text was changed. and one variant does suggest that, 
however early the original ballad, it was reworked to fit James’s danish marriage. the 
ladies vainly awaiting Spens’s return variously had golden combs in their hair, tears in 
their eyes, or sat sewing their seam. But in one text they stood ‘wi their bibles in their 

figure 11.1

Queen Anne of Denmark.
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figure 11.2

King James VI and I, by John de critz.
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han’. these particular ladies surely inhabited the post -reformation world, the world of 
the marriage of James and anne.3

there is quite enough, therefore, to show that if it was Queen anne rather than King 
James who really moved from royal dunfermline to royal whitehall, the king had his 
own associations with dunfermline as one of the favoured palaces from which he went 
to whitehall and, indeed, to other english palaces. and the immediate circumstances of 
that move, and its stresses, are the theme of this article. in those modern lists of high-
stress activities which we keep hearing about, the stress of moving house certainly rates 
extremely high. the stress of 1603 was a very different matter. Kings do not personally 
unpack the packing cases, sort out their household possessions trying to make order out 
of chaos, arrange their books on their bookshelves. moreover, they were used to moving, 
regularly travelling from one palace to another. indeed, despite those famous, if distinctly 
exaggerated, progresses of elizabeth, James, early in his reign, was noted by his new english 
subjects for his restless peregrinations; in the spring of 1605, there were sighs of relief 
that a ‘complete court’ was held at greenwich, with the king and queen, bedchamber 
and household, actually together in one place.4 for James, true to his Scottish traditions, 
went much further afield than his tudor predecessors had done. one of the stresses of 
1603, therefore, was that the business of travel and moving house undoubtedly worried 
his english councillors, accustomed, unlike his Scottish ones, to staying put in the capital, 
whereas they clearly worried the king not at all.

indeed, from James’s point of view, stress is not the appropriate word for the actual move 
to england in april and early may 1603. rather, it was a thoroughly enjoyable, not to say 
heady experience, with lots of cheering, enthusiasm, lavish entertainment, good parties 
and, of course, plenty of hunting. accounts of the new king of england in the weeks of 
the move certainly suggest a confident and cheerful monarch, asserting his authority on 
his new kingdom, indicating, in the notorious spate of knighthoods which he conferred 
as he moved south, that elizabethan parsimony was a thing of the past, contemplating the 
designs for his new – British – coinage, suggesting that the english council might send up 
to Scotland elizabeth’s vast collection of jewellery to deck their queen as she followed him 
south. this last did produce a bout of irritability with the council’s unwillingness to do 
so; he told it tartly that naturally he did not mean the state jewels, but only the ordinary 
ones.5 But the keynote was joy. we even see a very different James from the coward of 
the culross story of 1617. at Berwick, he climbed up onto the walls to join the soldiers 
firing the cannon in his honour, and fired one himself, apparently very competently.6 and 
flattering gestures made by his new subjects in 1603 and thereafter did seem to justify 
James’s confidence. thanks to the earl of rutland, for example, the lowly Scottish oatcake, 
hitherto thought of as food for english horses, became in his reign highly favoured, fit 
for a nobleman’s table and enthusiastically written up by gervase markham in his book 
The English Housewife, published in 1615 as ‘the crown of the housewife’s garland’.7 and 
in the long gallery of haddon hall, the same family of rutland put up a frieze of thistles 
and roses growing from single stems.
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Such gestures were, however, comparatively easy. the move south was in fact much less 
straightforward for his english councillors, for whom stress and relief were inextricably 
intermingled. that James’s accession seemed to have happened without challenge from 
either foreign powers, france or Spain, or an internal claimant, was naturally a source of 
very considerable relief, after the mounting doubts and fears of the last years of elizabeth’s 
life. But the very abnormality of that accession was equally a source of profound stress. 
James was almost four hundred miles away from his english capital; it would take him 
some time to reach it; and meanwhile, the english councillors had to stay in london, 
while others flooded north to fix their interests with the king. robert cecil did his best. 
his elder brother lord Burghley set off for york, and Burghley’s son travelled on to 
Scotland. cecil himself wrote to James as early as 25 march 1603 to make a virtue of 
necessity, painting the picture of the loyal servant staying in london on the king’s behalf, 
however impatient he was to see ‘that blessing which this kingdome hath long desired’, 
and reminding James that he was ‘a member of that howse which hath yet never been 
unfaithfull to their maisters’. the letter hardly disguises the fear that it was his political 
rivals – especially Sir walter raleigh – who could get to the king’s presence while he could 
not.8 the late- elizabethan dominance of cecil and his faction now appeared to hang on 
a much more slender thread.

moreover, it would not be true to say that James was a wholly unknown quantity to 
them, for detailed descriptions of him and his style of rule had been sent regularly before 
1603 to the intensely interested english government. But he was a very unusual quantity, 
an experienced reigning king who was a foreigner. his english subjects, with all their navel-
gazing pride in being english, could and did hope that the ruler of the inferior kingdom 
of Scotland would allow that kingdom to sink into the background, and concentrate on 
the greater glory of being king of england. the earl of northumberland had been explicit 
on the point, in a letter written to James vi before 1603 in which he reported that ‘the 
name of scotts is harche in the eares of the wulgar’, while ‘the better sort’ feared that James 
would appoint Scots to his government in england; but with aristocratic confidence, 
the earl himself took it for granted that ‘your majestie . . . will think your honor in being 
reputed king of england will be greater than to be king of scottes’.9 he, and many others 
who made the same assumption, were to be sadly disillusioned.

we get a magnificent bird’s eye view of the stresses of the move from dunfermline to 
whitehall thanks to a wonderful series of letters from James to the english council, written 
between late march, after elizabeth’s death, and the second week of may, when he arrived 
in london. tensions were bubbling very close to the apparently peaceful surface of a move 
which broke all the rules; the stress was felt not by the man moving, but the men amongst 
whom he was going to move.

the first sign of tension was indeed remarkable, for it turned on english obsession with 
correct procedure. despite the mounting fears about what would happen on elizabeth’s 
death, and the lingering worry about any challenge to James, it was that obsession which 
would triumph when they discovered that, contrary to their expectations, he would not 
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move south with the intense speed with which carey had rushed north. whatever they 
thought of the matter, he did not forget that he was king of Scots; and moving requires 
preparation. his response on 27 march 1603 to their first letter offering him the english 
throne was to thank them on elizabeth’s behalf for their loyal service, refer to the providence 
of god which had made him her lawful successor, and send them a commission to maintain 
peace and order in the land until he should arrive in london, directing them to instruct 
all JPs, sheriffs and other local officers to that effect; and he followed this up on 28 march 
with a more general letter to the nobility of england and ireland as well as the councillors, 
on the same theme. whether the councillors paused to appreciate either the royal thanks 
or the providence of god is an open question. they had something much more pressing 
to agonise about, and James’s letters of 4 and 5 april shows what it was. his earlier 
commissions were not valid because he had not used the correct form of words. now, 
having been ‘acquainted with the formes and manners of thinges used in that kingdome’, 
he renewed them.10 in effect, english government, at this most tense of moments, had gone 
into abeyance. to the more casual king of Scots, it was a curious order of priorities. to the 
english, it was an immediate and stressful reminder that however smoothly the succession 
went through, their assumption that business must be ordered according to the right form 
had been challenged by their new monarch who did not take form seriously enough.

the shock was compounded by the fact that James, while still moving south, was already 
making it very clear that he was king, not some tyro introduced into his new and lofty state to 
be instructed by these late-elizabethans, cecil and, in the church John whitgift, archbishop 
of canterbury, and richard Bancroft, bishop of london. thus he simply wrote to the keeper 
of the tower of london, ordering him to release the earl of Southampton, principal ally of 
the dead earl of essex and very much involved in essex’s rebellion of 1601. it was a clear and 
early statement that James, who in 1583 had declared himself to be a ‘universal king’, above 
faction, was determining the same role for himself in england; cecil and his faction would 
now have to make place for the followers of essex.11 he politely but decisively rejected the 
suggestion that he should travel south ‘in private maner’ – in effect, incognito – to Burghley 
in northamptonshire, lord Burghley’s seat, where the council would meet him. he could 
not insult york, that ‘place of so much note . . . and the second citie [of the kingdom]’ by 
bypassing it; instead, he proposed to make a solemn entry into york, ‘as appertainith to 
our dignitie’. it was a shrewd instinct. in view of york’s long memories of raiding Scots, it 
made very good political sense for the king from Scotland to show instant royal favour to 
the city. one reward for that sense was discovered fairly recently. a yorkshire farmer who 
lived near ripley castle in nidderdale, where James stayed in 1603, put up a painting of the 
arms of england and Scotland. meanwhile, to his councillors, who had shown too much 
interest in themselves, too little on James’s awareness of the need for a king from Scotland 
to be seen and welcomed by his subjects in england, he dryly wrote that ‘we cane well be 
content to spare your travaile, the iorney being so long, and expect you at Burghley, except 
anie of you that is able to abyde such travaile shall think fitt to come to yorke to us’.12 his 
worried and over-organising councillors were being gently teased. they would be further 
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worried, and not at all teased, when he quickly expanded the very small elizabethan council, 
which he regarded as far too narrowly based. thus he brought on representatives from the 
north, cumberland and northumberland, from ireland, lord deputy mountjoy, even the 
crypto-catholic earl of northampton – and five Scots.

later, James would look back on his move to england and comment adversely on the 
jostling importunate crowds, the endless demands made on his patronage, the sense of 
being a freak at a fair. at the time, there is no doubt that he enjoyed himself hugely. only 
when he arrived in london did he for the first time begin to experience the stresses of the 
move. today, differential wages for men and women is an ongoing issue. within three 
weeks of his arrival in london, James found that the english commissioners charged to 
make arrangements for placing Scottish servants in his household were imposing an anglo-
Scottish differential. thus ‘Jeames martyne the kingis ma. Servaunte shalbee sworne and 
joyned with John Stapleford now Sariant [sergeant] of the Powltrye and have halfe his ffee 
and bordwages’; the same was to happen to Patrick reynolds and sergeant of the bakehouse, 
and no Scot should get the office of sergeant of the larder or woodhouse; ‘and that thomas 
Burnett shalbe sworne gentleman in the office of the larder, butt to have the ffee and 
wages of a yeoman’.13 morever his attempt to give places equally to english and Scots as 
gentlemen of the Privy chamber and Bedchamber – crucially important and eagerly sought 
after offices because of the access they gave to the king – very quickly showed up as a failure; 
James’s intention to encourage friendship by bringing them together in fact had the result 
of creating rivalry, enmity and brawling.14 a Scottish king might present problems, but he 
would be at least superficially welcome. his Scottish entourage would not.

what this amounts to is a fundamental problem. the english wanted a peaceful 
succession to elizabeth. they did not want an internal dynastic struggle, reminiscent of the 
wars of the roses, which would have been the ultimate irony of the already very dubious 
myth about the dynastic stability brought to england by the tudors. and, certainly, if 
anyone from outside was to move house to sit on elizabeth’s throne, it was not someone 
from Spain or france. they genuinely saw the advantages of a Protestant male ruler with a 
family, in contrast to an aged virgin without one, and fifty years of petticoat government, 
as lord Keeper egerton explicitly pointed out, with remarkable bluntness, only a year after 
elizabeth’s death, in his opening speech to the parliament of 1605.15 nevertheless, the 
Scottish move was far from ideal. they wanted to go on being english. the wider vision 
of their Scottish king disturbed them deeply.

how, then, did the king react to the stresses which he discovered about the move to 
whitehall? he gave up on his idea of a genuinely anglo-Scottish court and government; 
in november 1604 he wrote a very moving letter to cecil, accepting that, given the level 
of english demand for place in english court and government, and therefore the level of 
unemployment, he could not seek offices for his Scotsmen. in time, he would even begin 
to discourage Scots from coming south – although when it turns out that one of those 
whom he banned was a wine merchant to whom he owed money, a certain typical Jacobean 
hard-headed humour comes into play, as well as a typical pragmatic political response. But 
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if he ceased to give offices to the Scots, he insisted that they were still his subjects, whose 
interests mattered to him; and for all the vociferous complaints and furious criticism by 
the english, he gave them money, and continued to do so. it was naturally an intensely 
unpopular policy, indulged in by an extravagant king whose debts were spiralling out of 
control. it allowed the english to ignore the very real fiscal problems of the english crown 
and attribute all difficulties to excessive generosity to the Scots, as they did with intense 
bitterness, even threats, in the parliament of 1610. on the other hand, the english in fact 
had far less reason to complain of the extravagant king’s patronage to them, in stark contrast 
to the excessive parsimony of his predecessor. and however much they railed against it, 
stark political reality meant that he could not refuse his patronage to the Scots, all too 
conscious of, and increasingly touchy about english hostility, and jealously aware that 
they were the inhabitants of ‘zour first and auldest impyr of Scotland’. as John russell, in 
his letter to the king accompanying his tract on the ‘happie and blissed union’ of 1604–5 
pointed out, ‘to advance the ane kingdome to great honor and become forzetfull of the 
uther, and sua to mak the samyn altogidder solitat and desolat . . . cannot stand vith zour 
m. honor’.16 it was a message which James well understood.

equally offensively to the english, he refused to give up the idea that he was king of 
Britain, even if it meant claiming the title by proclamation, thus checkmating the english 
house of commons who refused to agree to it in his first parliament of 1604. he went 
on in 1606 to insist on creating the first British flag, the union Jack – the flag of Jacobus 
– also by proclamation.17 appearing to bypass parliament, combined with his known 
views about divine right kingship as expressed in his two great political tracts of 1598–9, 
Basilikon Doron and The Trew Law of Free Monarchies, were of fundamental concern to 
his english subjects, and inspired later generations of english and american historians to 
accuse him of absolutism and tyranny. Both groups misinterpreted his actions. he was 
neither absolutist nor a tyrant. he was a British king trying to impose Britishness on a 
relentlessly opposed england.

above all, when he discovered that the real stress of moving house was to find that the 
house in which the english wanted him to live was a wholly english one, he reacted quickly 
and with great purpose. in may 1603, the Scots in his household were second-class and 
lower-paid citizens; and an anglo-Scottish privy chamber failed. his answer was amazingly 
courageous. he insisted that his Bedchamber, that most important inner sanctum in the 
world of personal politics, where there was ultimate access to the king, should be wholly 
staffed by Scots. the answer to the move from royal dunfermline – royal holyrood, royal 
falkland, royal Stirling, royal linlithgow – was to reject english demands that coming 
to england meant acceptance of the culture imposed by elizabeth, which was ritualised, 
formal, intensely adulatory and wholly english, and recreate in london what he had 
enjoyed and been at ease with in Scotland: an inner circle with whom he could escape 
from formality and relax. that was his solution to the stresses of moving house, his initial 
and emphatic statement that even if he had moved, he was still, and would continue to 
be, king of Scots.
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in time, the balance would shift. in his placatory letter to cecil of 1604, there was already 
an element of playing down the determined stance of 1603; he referred to his intention 
to allow time ‘to weare awaie that opynion of different nations’.18 and he would come to 
acknowledge england as the greater nation, in contrast to the ‘two mightie, famous and 
ancient Kingdomes’, with its suggestion of equality, of the proclamation of 1604. in the 
longer term, he was of course remembered in Scotland as the Scottish king who broke 
his promise to return to Scotland every three years, because he was beguiled, flattered, 
overwhelmed by his accession to the english throne; in other words, later Scots came to 
believe that he had agreed with the earl of northumberland that his honour was greater 
as king of england than king of Scots. that is to ignore the strenuous efforts made by the 
english to prevent him from returning. when at last in 1617 he made it clear that this 
time he would not be deflected from making the move to the north, he was up against 
english nobles and councillors kneeling in his bedchamber and pleading with him not to 
go; he even managed to resist his last and greatest favourite, Buckingham, who was made 
a spokesman for opposition to the journey. on 18 august 1603, he had made it clear 
that his promise of return had not been an empty one. he wrote to matthew hutton, 
archbishop of york, complaining that there was no royal residence near Sherwood forest, 
which he would often pass – and pause for hunting – in his journeys between england 
and Scotland, and therefore wanted to acquire the manors of Scroby and Southwell; so 
keen was he to get them that he assured the archbishop that he would give full value for 
them, despite the fact that both houses were much decayed.19

for him, it was crucially important in 1603 to make clear to Scots and english alike 
that he had acquired a second kingdom, which in no way meant that he was jettisoning 
the first. his answer to the strenuous attempts to marginalise his Scottish servants and 
anglicise the king was genuine and determined; and even if it came to be modified, it 
was never forgotten. it is an answer which has not been sufficiently considered in english 
historiography. it is an answer which makes very good sense when thinking about royal 
dunfermline.
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dunfermline abbey Parish church was built between 1818 and 1821 on the site of  
 the monastic choir, transepts and bell tower of the medieval church. it was designed  
 by the edinburgh architect william Burn, and remains largely unaltered except 

for some changes to furnishings, decoration, and the progressive installation of stained 
glass windows (fig 12.1). the church is the burgh church of dunfermline, similar in that 
respect to St giles in edinburgh, St nicholas in aberdeen, the city churches in dundee 
and holy trinity in St andrews, but where these and other such churches retain some 
medieval fabric, this burgh church was an entirely new, early nineteenth-century gothic 
revival building, albeit on an ancient site and grafted onto the romanesque nave.

the negotiations leading to the building of the new church were somewhat protracted, 
and may be said to have begun at a heritors’ meeting of 15 January 1807, called to 
consider the state of the parish church. as discussed in chapter two of this volume, 
the romanesque nave had been re-fitted and furnished for reformed worship after the 
reformation, with works that included a lowered ceiling and several tiers of galleries, 
but by 1807 it was considered incommodious and in bad repair. the heritors adopted 
proposals by the dunfermline architect william Stark for works which included the 
installation of a further gallery at the east end, the modification of some pews so they 
could be used as communion tables, the addition of benches, and the re-alignment 
of the pulpit. Such arrangements would have undoubtedly cluttered the already over-
burdened nave, and perhaps prompted moves for building a completely new church. 
indeed, following the collapse of the partly dismantled south-west tower later that year, 
when Stark proposed rebuilding it the heritors also asked him to report on the idea of 
a new church to the south of the existing building. when Stark presented his plans for 
a new church at an estimated cost of £3,700 (as against £3,310 for modification of the 
existing building), the heritors voted for a new church, but by their november meeting 
had changed their minds and voted by nine to two to repair the existing building. this 
decision prompted Presbytery to press for a new church providing seating for 2,800 to 
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figure 12.1

Dunfermline Abbey Parish Church from the north-east.
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3,000 people, but the court of Session ruled that the heritors were only required to 
repair the existing building and to provide seating for 1,800 people.

the indecisiveness continued, and there was no progress towards a new building until 
1817. the minister, the rev alan mclean, presbytery and the heritors had been discussing 
proceeding with a modified version of Stark’s 1807 proposals for additional seating when 
the chief heritor, the seventh earl of elgin and Kincardine moved things forward by 
recommending a new church, despite having previously opted for repair. his reasons 
were largely practical and financial. he argued that the existing building was thoroughly 
inconvenient for reformed worship, and that its repair and the installation of additional 
seating would mean approximately one third of the congregation would be unable to see 
or hear the minister. a new church would last longer, would not require repair for some 
time, and its cost would be similar to that of repairing the existing building. furthermore 
there would be no interruption to divine service while the new church was being built. 
Significantly, for the long term conservation of the medieval building, elgin also expressed 
the view that the preservation of the existing church was ‘certainly a very desirable object’, 
and that the ‘Barons of exchequer . . . are entitled to give some sums of money for the 
expense of repairs, to prevent such buildings from falling into decay’. elgin’s fellow heritors, 
the first  and second ministers, presbytery, provost and magistrates eventually agreed that a 
new building should be built, although it is clear that elgin had already engaged william 
Burn to draw up plans and estimates, and that the new church was to be at the east end 
of the nave. it is not known why elgin chose Burn, other than to suppose that Burn had 
achieved such success with his recent work, notably the gothic revival St John’s episcopal 
church in Princes Street, edinburgh, that he was the natural choice.

apart from the building itself, the most significant event connected with its construction 
was the rediscovery on 17 february 1818 of human remains generally regarded to be 
those of King robert i (see chapter eight in this volume). this event clearly infused the 
great masonic stone laying ceremony that took place on 10 march 1818 with a national 
significance, and subsequently had some impact upon the church’s design. a band led a 
procession from the town house, and in pride of place were the sword and helmet of the 
Bruce himself. the earl of elgin, appropriately as a descendant of the Bruce, delivered a 
stirring speech at the ceremony and led the singing of ‘Scots wha hae wi’ wallace bled’. 
the remains were duly re-interred at the crossing under the tower on 5 november 1819 
and the church was opened on St andrews day 1821.

the church that Burn designed was far removed from the gallery-cluttered romanesque 
nave to which the congregation had become accustomed. the cruciform plan with tower at 
the crossing echoed the medieval overall form if not the detail, and the revived Perpendicular 
gothic style with its emphasis on large windows flooding the interior with light, introduced 
a bold aesthetic to the site. most remarkable of all was the tower parapet, within which large 
capital letters proclaimed ‘King roBert the Bruce’, a feature perhaps derived from 
the seventeenth-century hill house in limekilns road which has a balustrade that reads 
in deuS aedificet domum (except the lord build the house), and which effectively 
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makes the church into a shrine to the Bruce. the fragmentary remains of St margaret’s 
shrine were retained at the exterior of the east end of the new church, dominated but not 
diminished in importance by it.

the interior of the parish church has plaster walls lined out as ashlar, with clustered-shaft 
columns and rib vaulted ceilings that create a lofty yet restrained gothic space, providing a 
suitable setting for the fine collection of mostly twentieth-century stained glass windows. 
these include works by g f Bodley (east and west windows of the south transept, 1880 
and 1900), Ballantine and gardiner (east window, 1903); James Ballantine ii (south choir 
aisle, 1914), alexander Strachan (south choir aisle, 1933), douglas Strachan (south window 
of the south transept, 1935), william wilson (south aisle, 1968), and gordon webster 
(north transept, 1974). other furnishings are collectively equally impressive, and include in 
the north transept the front of the royal pew taken from the romanesque nave and dated 
1610, with the royal arms and initials of King James vi and Queen anne of denmark. 
the south transept contains monuments to members of the Bruce family, some of whom 
are entombed in the vault beneath. But pride of place is given to the Bruce himself, re-
interred at the tower crossing, his tomb marked by a neo-medieval brass slab in 1889 and 
enshrined, baldachino-like under a pulpit designed by robert rowand anderson.

dunfermline abbey Parish church is one of the great burgh churches of Scotland. it 
dominates the town’s historic core and with the monastic and palace buildings provides a 
commanding feature in the landscape from the south and west. the church provides the 
setting for christian worship that has been continuous on the site for almost one thousand 
years, with worshippers and visitors entering through the romanesque nave and passing 
over the remains of the church almost certainly established by St margaret in the eleventh 
century.

This narrative derives from information gathered to inform short guided tours of the parish church 
as part of the Royal Dunfermline conference. The following publications were consulted:

richard fawcett, ‘robert reid and the early involvement of the state in the care of Scottish 
ecclesiastical buildings and sites’, Antiquaries Journal, 82 (2002).

richard fawcett, Dunfermline Abbey and Palace (historic Scotland guidebook 2004).
John gifford, The Buildings of Scotland, Fife (london 1988).
J m webster, Dunfermline Abbey (dunfermline 1948).
The Abbey Church, Dunfermline (norwich 2000).
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